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Faculty ready to
grade Alexander

I.
3

By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
Murray State University faculty members will once again
have the opportunity to evaluate
senior level administrators, including university president Dr.
Kern Alexander.
The university's faculty senate
decided Tuesday to reinstate evaluations of the university's
administration.
Plans to evaluate the administrators had been put on hold until a new instrument had been developed. That has been delayed,
partly because of the recent heart
attack of Dr. Jim Booth, university provost.
A new instrument is already in
place to evaluate deans.
But a number of faculty senate
members expressed growing
frustration on campus with the
current inability to evaluate the
university's senior level administrators, particularly university
president Dr. Kern Alexander.

MSU uses
big second
half for win
Page 814
STATE

Hazard gets
$69,000 gift
HAZARD, Ky. (AP) — When
the Hazard school district went
$17,000 in the red, Mayor Bill
Gorman called for green.
The city government and
some community leaders responded with donations of
$69,000, covering the district's
budget deficit and leaving a
modest cushion to boot.1,
"You're probably talking to.
the most fortunate mayor who
ever lived. We've got the best
-people, the most dedicated
people." Gorman said in a telephone interview Tuesday.
A Department of Education
official said she had never before seen a deficit reduction
plan that included private
donations.
But one of the contributors
said private outpourings are
nothing new for Hazard 'and
Perry County schools.
"I'm all dog. I'm a Bulldog.
I'm glad to help my local independent school," banker Dewey Gorman, the mayor's nephew, said.
Dewey Gorman said he has
given thousands over the years
to his alma mater, Hazard High
School, whose sports teams
are the Bulldogs.
His father, coal magnate L.D.
Gorman, last year gave
$100,000 for bleachers in the
new Perry Central High School.
Dewey Gorman's bank, Citizens National Bank & Trust,
put up $25,000 of the latest donation. The rival Peoples Bank
& Trust Co. also donated
$25,000 and its former president, C. Vernon Cooper, gave
$10,000. The city of Hazard
chipped in $9,000.
But the gift does not, by itself, solve the Hazard district's
financial problems, Deputy
Education Commissioner
Randy Kimbrough said.
"While I think it's wonderful
for the community to care that
much, ... the district really
needs to stand on their own
two feet in their general fund,"
Ms. Kimbrough said.

WEATHER
Tonight...Mostly cloudy
with flurries possible. Low around 30. Northwest wind diminishing to 5 to 10 mph.
Thursday...Mostly cloudy. ,
High in the upper 30s.

INDEX

Winter storm hits
' BERNARD. KANE/Leoger & Times OxIto
KEEPING THE TIME: Keith and Michael Crouch of Greer Neon of
Mayfield install the power to a new time and temperature sign in
front of United Commonweatlh Bank on 12th Street Tuesday
morning,

Ferrell's lawyers
launch strategies
TAVARES, Fla. (AP) — At- and intoxication was used, but
torneys for Rod Ferrell have filed prosecutor Brad King said the demotions that suggest • they- may -fense lawyers were trying too
use a defense argument involving hard to match Ferrell's case with
mental illness and intoxication in that one.
"They have found a case and
the murder trial of the vampire
they are trying to fit the.facts into
cult leader.
Ferrell's attorneys have
that case," King said Tuesday.
Lake County Circuit Judge
changed their strategy several
times as they prepare to defend Jerry Lockett asked the defense
the 17-yeai-old from charges that attorneys to redraft their
he bludgeoned to death the pa- arguments.
"You have a burden to put the
rents of one of his cult members.
Ferrell's attorneys, Candace state on notice of what defense
Hawthorne and William Lackay, you are going to have," Lockett
said a psychiatrist and Ferrell's said. "We have to be clear about
mother would be able to testify what your intent is."
about his mental state.
On the second day of jury
The defense attorneys cited a selection, lawyers continued
previous case where a defense argument combining mental illness II See Page 2

By THOMAS S. WATSON
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
major winter storm struck the
eastern- half of Kentucky today,
dumping copious amounts of
snow,, closing schools -in more
than 50 counties and prompting
county judges-executive and
mayors to declare states of
emergency.
"We've got a mess," said Lincoln County Judge-Executive Jim
Reed, who along with several of
his counterparts and mayors declared states of emergency.
National Guardsmen were also
requested by the-judges-executive
of Boyle, Estill, Jessamine, Bath,
Casey and Carter counties, according to Don Armstrong of the
state Division of Disaster and
Emergency Service. Jackson

County was also expected to join said. "We have drifts 4 to 5 feet
the list later in the day.
deep."
The mayors of Irvine and
Reed said his main concern
Ravenna also made similar decla- was reaching people who need
rations, Armstrong said.
medical assistance after two
More than half of Pulaski, county ambulances slid oft roads
Wayne and McCreary counties
this morning.
were without power and commuCarter County Judge-executive
nications as the heavy wet snow
Joe Kitchen said he expected Nasnapped tree limbs and sent them
tional Guard help from the Olive
crashing across power and phone
Hill Armory.
lines.
"We've had 7 to 8 inches of
"Everybody in the country as
snow, but up to 12 inches in
far as I know is rocked in. There
places," Kitchen said. "Trees
are a lot of limbs and wires down
falling have made some roads imand a lot of power outages,"
passable and there are power outReed said.
ages. I don't have electric here in
National guardsmen were exmy house."
pected to assist in counties were
The storm also disrupted the
transportation was at a standstill.
General Assembly, where some
"We'll have a nerve center set
committees Were unable to musup at the courthouse but I'm having trouble getting there," Reed • See Page 2

Lack of response
troubles advisers
By PETE YOST
Associated Press Writer

added that the refusal to explain
Ms. Lewinsky's numerous visits
to the White House after she
stopped working there "does
raise an awful lot of questions."
Stephanopoulos, who testified
before the grand jury for nearly
three hours on Tues&ay;Anade his
latest comments on ABC where
he works as a consultant. Stephanopoulos had been among the
first to speculate about impeachment when the allegations of a
presidential affair and coverup
first surfaced.

WASHINGTON (AP) — As
the White House considered trying to narrow grand jury questioning of presidential aides in
the Monica Lewinsky investigation, one of President Clinton's
closest former advisers said today
Clinton's limited public response
in the case is troubling.
"The longer the president goes
without telling his side of the
story, the more unease there will
be in the public," said George
Stephanopoulos. "It may be their
only strategy," he said, but • See Page 2

BERNARD KANE/IA*1w & Times photo
MAIUNG IT RIGHT: Gary Maze of JAM Contracting goes for perfection on a roof he was making on a
house in Almo Heights Tuesday. The rehabilitation work was being done under the auspices of the Purchase Area Development District

Agreement would allow UK to purchase arena

Two Sections - 20 Pigott

Forum._.___44
Today

"This president needs to be performance of the university
evaluated," Dr. Mark Wattier, as- president, provost, vice presisociate professor of political sci- dents and department chair.
ence, said.
The faculty senate passed a re"I sense a growing feeling on solution calling for the university
campus that faculty are desp- to review and intensify the unierately seeking an avenue for versity's current English Lanfeedback," said Dr. Chuck Hulick guage Instititue (ELI) program.
of the university's elementary
Faculty members pointed to a
education program.
recent questionnaire on language
Faculty senate president Dr. skills and the recommendation
Ann Landini said faculty mem- from faculty to change the unibers had historically had the op- versity's English language admisportunity to evaluate the sion requirements for internaadministrators.
tional students.
"For most of its existence, the
The intent of a review, accordfaculty senate has done evaluaing
to the resolution, would be to
tions and this was part of the evaluation process," Landini said. improve the current ELI program.
In addition, the faculty senate
"Faculty members want to partialso
raised concerns about a new
cipate with the evaluation process
with administrators. It is just the Institute for International-Studies,
which will oversee the ELI progneed to provide feedback from
ram,
being proposed on campus.
the faculty to the administration."
The university is advertising
The senate decided to use the for a director of the institute and
old system of evaluation, where lists the position beginning imfaculty members answer a list of
questions and comment on the • See Page 2

SA-7A

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
University of Kentucky and Lexington officials are ready to seek
approval of a proposed agreement
that gives the university an optic% to buy Rupp Arena.
"It was in everyone's interest
for two public bodies — the city
and the university — to work
together to formulate a proposal

that serves the publics we repre- versity normally signs a lease at
sent, the. needs of the UK basket- Rupp Arena covering a two- or
ball program and the city it calls three-year period.
home," Lexington Mayor Pam
And it also contains an option
Miller said Tuesday.
for UK to buy Rupp Arena and/or
The new lease coven a six- . Lexington Center after July 1,
year period and contains an op- 2000.
tion to renew the lease for two
The proposal must be approved
additional years under the same by the UK Athletics Association.
terms, ending in 2006. The uni- the Lexingtoa•Fayette Urban

County Council and the Lexington Center board. If UK exercises
the purchase option, it would require the Kentucky General Assembly's approval.
The plan calls for both the city4.
and UK to hire appraisers to determine a fair price for the
XI-year-old facility.
"UK is pleased that we've
•

reached this agreement," UK
President Charles T. Wethingion
Jr. said in a statement. "The flexibility of this arrangement provides allows as to make deflahe
plass for UK basketball's imamdiaie and long-tent meads ad at
theism. dna contribasas to the

II See Pop 2
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•Storm...
FROM PAGE 1
ter a quorum this morning. House
and Senate sessions were not
canceled, however.
Frankfort State Police put a recording on to list road conditions
after being flooded with media
requests for information.
All state police dispatchers east
of Louisville were swamped.
"They're sliding off everywhere," said a dispatcher for the
Elizabethtown State Police post.
Interstates and secondary roads
were described as slick and hazardous from Louisville to the
Kentucky-West Virginia and
Kentucky-Tennessee borders.
Several people were injured in
accidents caused by icy roads,
but no fatalities were reported.
Danville, Richmond and Lancaster had recorded 10 inches of
snow by 7 a.m. EST and it was
still snowing hard. London had 7
inches, Jackson 6 and Lexington
5.
At least 1,000 customers of
Bluegrass Energy lost power
when the storm knocked out a
Madison County substation. "It
was a transmission-type outage,"
said spokeswoman Donna Miller.
Repairs were completed to the
substation during the morning,
she said.
Schools were closed in these
counties:Allen, Anderson, Barren, Bath,
Bourbon, Boyle, Breathitt, Breckinridge, Bullitt, Butler, Clark,
Clinton, Cumberland, Edmonson,
Estill, Fayette, Fleming, Floyd,
Franklin, Grant, Grayson, Green,
Hardin, Hart, Henry, Jessamine,

•Ferrell...
Johnson, Knott, LaRue, Lacher,
Lewis, Lincoln, Madison, Magoffin, Marion, Martin, Meade, Menifee, Metcalfe, Monroe, Montgomery, Nelson, Owen, Perry,
Pike, Powell, Rockcastle, Rowan,
Scott, Shelby, Spencer, Taylor,
Warren, Washington and Wolfe.

FROM PAGE 1
Tuesday separately questioning
34 potential jurors about how
much they knew about the
highly-publicized case and
whether they had formed opinions about it. They need 12 jurors
and three alternates to seat a jury.
"This is the worst nightmare
of a job interview that you ever
had," King said. "We're interviewing you for one of the most
important jobs you will ever
have."
Potential jurors were asked if
they were bothered by witchcraft
or gory crime-scene photos during the second day of jury selection. Ferrell and his cult members
reportedly engaged in the occult.
"It's so mind-boggling," said
one female prospective juror before deciding she wouldn't be
bothered by the subject matter.
Ferrell, wearing a whitepressed shirt and tie, looked sternly at the potential jurors and

Also closed were these school
systems: Bardstown, Campbellsville, Caverna, Danville, Elizabethtown, Frankfort, Pikeville,
Hazard Community College, Prestonsburg Community College,
Kentucky State and Eastern Kentucky University.
The Department of Insurance
in Frankfort canceled public hearings and insurance agent testing
but the agency was open and employees were expected to report
to work. No other state government closures were reported.
Police described driving conditions as "extremely hazardous"
across the eastern half of the state
due to snow and ice on driving
surfaces, high winds and poor
visibility.

•Advisers...
wrote notes on a legal pad.
Ferrell, of Murray, Ky., is
charged with bludgeoning Richard Wendorf and his companion, Naoma Ruth, to death in
their Eustis home Nov. 25, 1996.
After the murders, the couple's
daughter, Heather, then 15, ran
away from home with Ferrell and
three other youths from Kentucky, who claimed they were
members of a vampire cult. Cult
members reportedly drank each
others' blood and played fantasy
games involving witchcraft and
black magic.
Heather Wendoif claimed she
didn't know her parents would be
harmed, and a grand jury cleared
her in the murders.
Howard Scott Anderson, 17, of
Mayfield, Ky.; and Dana L.
Cooper, 20, and Charity Keesee,
17, both of Murray, Ky., are
charged with being principals to
murder. They are to be tried later
in the year.

IN Arena...

Was the storm a surprise in
Louisville?
"A couple of days ago, it
looked like a rain event and it FROM PAGE 1
didn't look like the snow would
vitality of downtown Lexington.".
make it so far north and west but
UK has long been unhappy
last night, we expanded the with its lease ,for _Rupp, under
coverage area." said Mike Koch, which it receives no money from
a Meteorologist- for the Louisville concessions, programs or parkoffice of the National Weather ing. It pays nearly $770,000 a
Service.
year in rent and bond payments
"We should have 2-to-4 inches to use the arena.
of snow in the Louisville area,"
he said. Forecasts yesterday
The proposal was worked out
called for no snow in Louisville, in a series of meetings which beexcept for a few flurries.
gan in January, which included

CRAFTSMAN

SEARS

Miller, Wethington, UK Athletics
Director C.M. Newton, Lexington
Center chairman Cecil Dunn and
other city, UK and Lexington
Center _representatives.
"I think in the long run this
agreement is in the best interest
of the community," Dunn said at
a news conference Tuesday night.
"To me, this needed to be done.
I've been pushing as nicely as I
could to keep the University of
Kentucky down here."

FROM PAGE 1
The White House, meanwhile,
was considering invoking executive privilege to limit the scope
of further questioning of White
House aides.
"What they are discussing is
what witnesses will be able to
talk about and what they would
not be able to discuss because
they are White House employees
with certain privileges to protect," one official said. The
White House has discussed its
concerns with prosecutors.
Three prominent Washington
lawyers, speaking on condition of
anonymity, questioned how such
a privilege could prevail in the
context of Ms. L,ewinsky's case.
Invoking the privilege could delay the investigation by triggering
a protracted court battle, two of
the lawyers said.
Executive privilege is the principle that the president's communications need to be protected on
military, diplomatic or sensitive
national secrets.
Ms. Lewinsky left town Tuesday, her _lawyers apparently no
closer to making a deal with
Whitewater prosecutor Kenneth

FROM PAGE 1
mediately. The advertisement indicates the Institute for International Studies would encompass
several existing international
programs, including the ELI and
MSU Center in Beijing.
Faculty senate members questioned whether the Instititue for
International Studies has been
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'S office.
While the grand jury worked,
the White House remained silent,
offering no public explanation to
disclosures that Ms. Lewinsky,
24, entered the White House —
possibly as many as 37 times —
after being transferred from the
White House to the Pentagon in
April 1996. Beyond flat denials
of a presidential affair and coverup, the Clinton administration is
providing no public statements on
the controversy.
S

Stephanopoulos became the
fourth grand jury witness to tell
reporters he knew of no improper
relationship between Ms. Lewinsky and the president.
"I have no firsthand knowledge at all about the nature of
the relationship, if any, between
the president and Monica Lewinsky," Stephanopoulos said after just under three hours before
the grand jury. He said he had
met Ms. Lewinsky a few times.
His words mirrored those of
former White House chief of staff
Leon Panetta, former deputy
White House chief of staff Evelyn Lieberman and former White
House intern Caroline Self.
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properly developed through the
university academic council, as
required by the university's faculty handbook.
"Generally, if we have rules,
we should follow them," one faculty member said.
The senate directed the
academic council to review the
proposed new institute:'
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Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Police found a North Fourth
Street woman who was wanted
on felony forgery charges when
she was arrested for allegedly
shoplifting.
Police served Jessie Ray Dugger, 21, a warrant charging her
with second-degree possession of
a forged instrument Tuesday
night.
That came just hours after she
and another woman were charged
with theft by unlawful taking less
than $300, a misdemeanor, for allegedly taking items from the
Wal-Mart Supercenter.
Dugger is accused of forging a
$125 money order last week at
the People's First Southside, according to Det. Mike Jump.
In other reports, police are still
investigating the theft of power
tools valued at $3,000 from Murray Lumber Co. on Maple Street.
A company spokesman said
three saws, a sander, a drill gun
and a framing gun were taken between 6 p.m. Monday and 6 a.m.
Tuesday.
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Tobacco farmers urged to take settlement
By CURT ANDERSON
AP Farm Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Tobacco growers who insist on
keeping a politically precarious
government price support and
supply control program could
wind up with nothing out of the
proposed national settlement, two
tobacco-state lawmakers warned,
Tuesday.
"Tobacco is in trouble. It's
gotten progressively worse over
the years," said Rep. Ron Lewis,
R-Ky. "Do we want to continue
to fight and allow our farmers to
miss an opportunity to get something out of $368 billion?"
Lewis spoke during a hearing
before a House Agriculture Committee panel that oversees the tobacco program that sets quotas on
how much is grown and determines the price. One idea stemming from the proposed settlement of state health-related lawsuits would buy out growers at $8
a pound and abolish the tobacco
program.
President Clinton has promised

a,
to
Y.

"I cannot overstate this program's importance to
rural Kentucky."
Marshall Coyle
Kentucky Farm Bureau
to protect the 124,000 tobacco
farmers in any final settlement,
but he has made no concrete
proposals and included nothing
for them in his fiscal 1999 budget
plan.
Congress is far from certain to
pass the tobacco settlement, a
complicated deal that cigarette
makers proposed last year to end
40 state anti-tobacco lawsuits.
Under the deal, tobacco companies would pay $368.5 billion
over 25 years and curb tobacco
marketing in return for significant legal protections and limits
on Food and Drug Administration
regulation.
At the hearing, several growers' representatives said Congress
must save some form of the tobacco program on top of agreeing

to buy out quotas held by landowners and to make transition
payments for tenant farmers.
Farm representatives from
North carolina, Virginia, Kentucky and Georgia each said that
without a tobacco program keeping prices artificially high, land
values and farmer income would
plummet, devastating rural Southeast economies. Cigarette companies eventually would control
most production on large-scale
farms.
"I cannot overstate this program's importance to rural Kentucky," said Marshall Coyle, second vice president of the Kentucky Farm Bureau.
But Lewis and Rep. Saxby
Chambliss, R-Ga., pointed out the
political unpopularity of the to-

bacco program in much of Congress, where it is seen as government encouragement to grow a
deadly product. Opponents came
within seven votes last year of
scrapping the program and within
two votes the year before.
With the 5368.5 billion settlement offering a chance for economic help amid such an atmosphere, the two lawmakers asked
the farm groups to consider moving away from unwavering support of the program.
"I think we're kidding
ourselves.... We'll fight for it, but
we're going to lose it sometime,"
Chambliss said. "Everybody's
starting to stick their hand in that
pot. I'm not sure if there's going
to be any money left."

programs.
The pending $368 billion settlement assumes cigarette prices
would rise by about 65 cents per
pack. Kennedy's legislation
would bring the increase to $1.50
per pack. He said he would consider offering a freestanding bill
to impose a $1.50 per pack tax if
the tobacco settlement collapses.
"Every member of the Senate
is going to vote on this legislation," said Kennedy, who in- the
last Congress forced a vote on a
minimum wage increase.that ultimately passed.

networks have "created the need
for an affordable alternative
resource."
Instead of broadcasting from
its 8-by:10 foot booth in the student center, WRVG will emanate
from what used to be a three bedroom home. Its power will jump
from a mere 140 watts to 50,000.
Dawahare said that World.Radio expects to provide highquality programming that is so
significantly underwritten that
production and transmission costs
do not hayed to be completely
borne by station subscription
fees. This would greatly reduce
the cost of programming to the
local public stations, he said.
The Federal Communications
Commission early last year allowed Georgetown College to increase its station's power, and officials studied adding NPR and
PRI programs.

But two other area FM stations
— WUKY 91.3/92.1 and WEKU
88.9 — already broadcast the networks' programs, and the cost of
airing some programs is rising,
WRVG officials said.
More viable was original programming of news and music —
jazz and blues,— that other stations could also air, said William
Gillespie, general manager. of
World Radio and WRVG.
Instead of relying on existing
radio feeds from a satellite,
WRVG will beam up programs
that about 1,200 public radio stations can 'broadcast in local
markets.
To help sell those programs,
WRVG and college officials went
after experienced radio talent.
Local radio personality Tom
Martin had worked with The Associated Press Radio Network,
RKO Radio and the ABC Radio

world's a better place."
Faye. Tucker. I promise you, it from making a gurgling soimd.
As the chemicals entered her
Then Ms. Tucker attacked Mrs.
won't be pretty." "
Thornton, who had been hiding
The Board of Pardons and ParHUNTSVILLE, Texas (AP),— .body, Ms. Tucker gasped twice
As the world agonized about re- and let out a long wheeze before ole had refused to commute Ms. tinder a blanket. Ms. Tucker told
lapsing into unconsciousness. She Tucker's- sentence to life in
friends she experienced a sexual
demption and justice-by was declaked dead at 6:45 p.m. prison and Gov. George W. Bush
thrill each Lime she swung the ax.
execution, karla Faye Tucker
Thormon said later that he refused to grant a 30-day reGarrett was sentenced to death,
went to her death with a quiet
but died in prison in 1993 of liver
apology and talk of heaven. . couldn't accept Ms. Tucker's prieve. Her death came less than
apology.
an hour after the U.S. Supreme
disease.
Her journey from ,drug"My religion says to forgive. Court rejected her final appeal.
addicted prostitute to born-again
While Thornton had vigorously
Turn a cheek. I still cannot do
Christian drew support from
Ms. Tucker and a companion, pushed for the execution, Ron
it," he said. "I don't believe her Daniel Garrett, were convicted of Carlson, Mrs. Thornton's brother,
death Penalty opponents across
conversion. I don't believe her killing Jerry Lynn Dean, 27, and
the globe. But it couldn't keep
was opposed.
the 38-year-old pickax killer of Christianity.
Deborah Thornton, 32, on June
"She was a perfect example of
"(She) has been sent to the
two from becoming the first.wo13, 1983.
how rehabilitation in the penal
place that we're all going to go
man executed in Texas since the
Garrett beat Dean with a ham- system is supposed to work. And
sometime, someplace my wife al- mer, and Ms. Tucker used a
Civil War, and the first in the nawhat did they do?" he asked.
ready is. She will deal with Karla
tion since 1984.
15-pound pickax to stop Dean "They executed her."
As weeping mixed with gleeful
singing among several hundred
demonstrators outside the Texas
death house, Ms. Tucker was
placed on a gurney, her long dark
Please Vote For
hair stark against the white
sheets. Leather belts were pulled
snug across her body, legs and
arms.
Ms. Tucker turned her head to
the witnesses and declared her
love for her family and husband.
She then apologized to her victims' •families.
"I hope- God will give you
peace with this," she, said.
"I am going to be face to face
With Jesus now. I love all of you
My name is Marcia Brandon and I am running for Magistrate of District #3 of Calloway County. My
very much," she said. "I will see
are Bill and Monist Hooks. I went to Calloway County High School and I have taken courses at
parents
when
all
there.
you
get
I
will
you
Murray
University. My husband is Billy Earl Brandon,son ofLouie Brandon who was a nurse at The
State
wilt for you." •
Murray Calloway County Hospital,and the late Earl Brandon.Billy is a sergeantfor the Department ofFish
Richard Thornton, whose wife
and Wildlife Law Enforcement.
was one of those killed by Ms.
. I have one son, Robbie Noel, who lives with his family in the Palestine area of Calloway County. I also
Tucker in Houston'in 1983, spoke
have one stepson, Christopher Brandon. He is a student at Murray State majoring in Criminal Justice.
to his wife ,as he witnessed the
I am supervisor at Mattel where I am in charge of anywhere between 35 to 45 employees. I will soon be
execution: "Here she comes,
there twenty two years.During my years ofservice I have completed many coursesin computer,quality,and
management areas.
baby doll. She's all yours. The
As I campaigned for this officei n 19931 found that many of you had lots ofq tie stions concerning the duties
of a Magistrate. I tried Whelp you at that time to understand those duties. Over the past five years we have
all grown to realize how important this position is.
In the next four years I think we will realize that even more. Although, we are looking at a lot ofdifferent
issues than we did in the past five years.
I think that our county government has to be run in a more professional,businesslike manner in order for
it to best serve the people. We need people that will take the time to delve into the possibilities of grant
monies.that could help us expand the growth of our county.
We have specific issues concerning fire districts and annexation that need immediate attention, in
addition to the 'continuing importance of our county roads and all aspects of our county budget.
I feel that District#3 needs a Magistrate that will dedicate time to solving the problems ofour county and
also time to programs for the advancement of our county such as more jobs, helping our sheriff to upgrade
law enforcement, improving our fire protection and tourism as well as recrestional facilities. I have the
dedication and the time. I work a weekend schedule of Saturday, Sunday, and Monday. That gives me
Tuesday thru Friday to do thisjob as it needs to be done.It needs to be done as a full time job,not a part time
job. This will be the only 'way to get the most and best for our county.
Most people don't realize that there are seminars and training sessions for Magistrates that could help
these officials learn to work better suid smarter for the people they serve. I guit to learn because I want the
Full Day Educational
people of,District #3 to have the best they can have.
I cannotaccomplish this without your help.Hundredsofyou put your faith in me by giving me your vote in
Preschool Program
the last election. I hope you all remember that faith and show it again by giving me your vote on May 26,
Ages 0-5
1998. •
Thank you,
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We've Been Doing Our Homework...
And we have found that the average
newspaper reader spends just
2.7 seconds on each ad...
'So Quickly Now.
If you seek a pharmacy with the
finest service and best selection
What is it that you should do'?
Put Yourself In Our place!

Karla Faye Tucker dies with quiet apology
By MICHAEL GRACZYK
Associated Press Writer

5.70%

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Among those-with plans for the
$65.5 billion in tobacco money
that Clinton's budget envisions
bringing in through the deal in
the next five years is Sent Edward Kennedy, D-Mass. He said
Tuesday he wants to get even
More, $92.4- billion, and spend
much of it on children's

Network before becoming World
Radio's director of network
programming.
Dawahare covered wars, presidential tours and papal visits for
NBC television and was a foreign
correspondent and editor for
NBC Radio and RKO Radio.
The station's new home has a
performance studio that can
handle 11 microphones within the
station's 14-inch sdundproof
walls and heavily insulated ceilings and floors.
Getting ,the ,network off the
ground will cost less than $1 million, Dawahare said; about
5600,000 pays for equipment,
satellite uplinks, and tower and
antenna construction.
The station should be on the
air with increased power in early
May, officials said; June 1 has
been set as the network's launch
date.

ROTH IRAs
Early Surrender Charges Apply

Georgetown station wants to build network
GEORGETOWN, Ky.(AP) —
A group of broadcasters based at
Georgetown College hopes to
turn a tiny campus radio station
into a network that would provide
lower-cost alternative programming for public radio stations.
The campus station, WRVGFM, is expected by June to be the
basis of the World Radio network
that hopes to beam npre than 100
hours of programming each week
to stations in this country and
abroad.
"We want to be a lower-cost
alternative to the public stations," said Mike Dawahare,
World Radio's directrof of network operations.
He said a dramatic increase in
the number of public radio broadcasting licenses during the past
decade, diminishing federal funding and the escalating cost of
programming from the existing

"Everybody would take $8 (a
pound) tomorrow if it was nontaxable, and then worry about
what to do after that," said Bob
Jenkins, president of the. North
Carolina Farm Bureau.
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Marcia Brandon
941 Mlirray Paris Rd.
Murray, Kentucky 42071

Kenny, Pam, Matthew and Heather Collins

Dear Friends,
Today, I am announcing my candidacy for Jailer of
Calloway County. I am married to the former Pam
Lassiter, and we have two children: Heather, age 14,
and Matthew, age 9. We are active members of First
United Methodist Church and life-long residents of
Murray and Calloway County.
I have served my community as an Emergency
Medical Technician with the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Ambulance Service; as a volunteer
fireman with the Calloway County Fire & Rescue;and
as a Deputy Sheriff with the Calloway County
Sheriffs Department. However, after witnessing the
recent growth and needs ofour community,I believe I
can do more.
In the coming weeks of my campaign, I hope to see
and talk with you about the reasons why I want to be
your next Jailer. I ask for your consideration,support,
and vote.
Thanks,
A
/
L01
I!odd For By LeRoy Conine Per Misr, Merles Caleasers. TV•aarrer.„.
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'Where there Ls no vision, the people perish.'
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Report
to Kentucky
SENATOR WENDELL FORD
US. Senate, VNashington, D.C. 20510

COUNTDOWN TO THE 21ST CENTURY
It's been said That,"victory has,a hundred fathers and defeat is an
orphan." With more than 14 million new jobs, the lowest unemployment in 24 years, the lowest core inflation in 30, crime down and
incomes up; everyone is stepping forward to claim they're the proud
parent.
The truth is no one person or political party can take full credit.
In 1993, Democrats stood alone to pass a budget that led to a 90
percent reduction in the deficit. Then last year, in an historic bipartisan effort, we passed a balanced budget agreement.
We can all be proud that tough decisions over the last six years
are reducing the endless zeros in the nation's deficit to just plain old
zero.
But as Congress begins its work on this year's legislative agenda,
we should keep in mind that those zeros we've worked so hard to
erase, can reappear in an instant.
Kentuckians have been hearing much talk about a possible budget
surplus. And they've heard even more talk about spending it, from
new domestic programs to tax cuts.
In my travels around the state over the last few weeks, the consensus among Kentuckians seems to be that we need to stay the course
of fiscal responsibility, shoring up the Social Security Trust Fund and
bringing down the national debt, before we go buying up the store.
We've worked hard to create an economy of opportunity, but
with some families squeezing in three jobs to make ends meet and
welfare recipients trying to make the transition to self-sufficiency,
there's clearly more work to be done.
With our fiscal house in order and the economy going strong,
now.' i the time to look toward how we an assure all Americans share
in the growing prosperity. As Congress gets down to work, y...e need to
look at how we can remove the roadblocks preventing hard working
Americans from getting ahead, including access to quality, affordable
child care, education and healthcare.
In his State of the Union address, the President talked about just
this sort of agenda. lb told the American peoplz that his "plan to
balance the budget next year includes both new investments and new
tax cuts targeted to the needs of working families: for education, for
child care, for the environment."
But he went on to say that whether the issue is tax cuts or spending, every new initiative must meet an important test - not adding a
dime to the deficit.
As I head into my last year as your Senator. I'll be working to
ensure Kentuckians' best interests are represented - from tobacco to
taxes.
Working together. I believe we can continue building an "economy
of opportunity," that would make any parent proud.

Widen U.S. 641 South
Dear Editor:
For the past few years, I have been corresponding with the highway
commissioner for the state of Kentucky about widening of Highway 641
from Murray to the Kentucky-Tennes.sep state line.
This highway was constructed some 65 years ago by men with picks
and shovels and mule teams. A mule team could be rented for $2.50 a day
and the driver was paid $1.50 per day.
I was about 8 years old, driving my father's team, when the foreman
saw me and told me to go home. I was too young for the job.
This highway was constructed for the traffic of 65 years ago. Many
things have changed since then. Property values and costs have certainly
changed in the past65 years, but it is still the same highway. This road is
dangerous for today's modern traffic and needs to be widened.
I sometimes see traffic counters installed on this highway by the
highway department. I wonder what the actual volume of traffic is? I also
wonder what the traffic volume of this highway is in comparison to
Highway 641 north of Murray, which has been widened and four-laned?
I further question how many traffic accidents and fatalities have
occurred on this section of road in which the size and/or design of this old
road were the contributing factors?
•
I urge all citizens of Calloway County to contact our senator and state
representative and ask that they represent us in having this highway
widened.
It would benefit Calloway County and the people from other states in
traveling through our beautiful state.
Hubert Coles
4662 U.S. Righway 641 South, Ha/el, KY 42049

HOW TO FOLLOW THE ACTION
CONTACTING KENTUCKY'S LEGISLATORS
Toll Free Numbers:
•To check the status of a bill: 1-800-809-0020
I To leave a message for a legislator: 1-800-372-7181
II TT? number for hearing impaired: 1-800-896-0305
I To check the schedule of upcoming legislative
meetings: 1-800-633-9650
II To leave a message for someone attending a
legislative meeting: 1-800-592-4399
Other:
II Any legislator or legislative staff member can be
reached by calling: 1-502-564-8100
II The Legislative Research Commission home page
address on Internet:www.lre.state.ky,us/home.htm

Visit brings chances, queries
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
visit this week of British Prime
Minister Tony Blair affords President Clinton yet another opportunity to demonstrate he's engaged in the nation's business —
this time on the international
front.
The timing is good, coming
right after Clinton's wellreceived State of the Union message last week, and his unveiling
earlier this week of the first balanced budget plan in 30 years.
Iraq, Bosnia, the peace process
in Northern Ireland and NATO
expansion top the agenda. Clinton
and Blair, who modeled his campaign style and message after the
American president, will face the
press together at a White House
news conference on Friday that is
scheduled to last a full hour.
But nobody in the know on
either side of the Atlantic is
under the illusion that the questioning, at least from the U.S.
press, will dwell on AngloAmerican relations.
"And that's just life," said
presidential spokesman Mike
McCurry.
It will be Clinton's first news
conference since allegations surfaced two weeks ago that the
president had an affair with a
young White House intern and
then engaged in a cover-up. Clinton has firmly denied the accusa-

POLITICAL NEWS ANALYSIS

Tom Raum
Associated Press Writer
Lions, but to date he,has answered
only a few questions on the topic.
Clinton is rolling out the red
carpet for the foreign leader with
whom he seems the most comfortable: a grand, official welcome Thursday with a 19-gun salute, a dinner that night featuring
performances- by Elton John and
Stevie Wonder, and a rare overnight stay at Camp David.
Clinton and Blair will also
have the chance to engage in
some of the lengthy public-policy
discussions both enjoy. Blair is
bringing with him Britain's home
secretary and a team of domestic
policy leaders for brainstorming
sessions on issues such as education and welfare overhaul.
Then there's Friday's 11 a.m.
news conference — and the certainty of heavy questions on the
Monica Lewinsky matter.
"Unfortunately, I don't see
how it can be avoided," said Robin Niblett, a specialist on Europe at the Center for Strategic
and International Studies, a nonprofit foreign-policy research or-

Blair's spokesman.
Since Blair's Jan. 27 phone
call, Clinton's job approval rating, after initially taking a nosedive, has surged.
"Ironically, the whole scandal
pumped up the audience for the
State of the Union," said Fred
Greenstein, a political scientist at
Princeton University. "And Clinton seemed so composed ,and
with it."

ganization. "But any question
like that makes Blair look good.
He's got a spotless family life
Greenstein said that enabled
and had the advantage of learning
the
president to redirect public atfrom all the mistakes Clinton
tention away from the seamy alyears."
first
four
his
made in
legations and onto policy, a proClinton and Blair have an
likely to continue through
cess
easygoing, close relationship.
Blair's visit.
Like the 51-year-old Clinton,
Blair, 45, studied at Oxford UniBlair will be the first foreign
versity and won power after shiftleader that Clinton has taken to
ing his party to the center.
Camp David, the presidential reClinton ran against the status
treat in the Maryland mountains.
quo in .1992, and Blair did likeBlair and his wife, Cherie, will
wise in 1997.
spend Friday night there ,with the
The president visited Blair last Clintons. Blair is also expected to
May shortly after the prime mi- join Clinton at the microphone
nister's victory. First lady Hillary
Saturday for his weekly radio
Rodham Clinton spent part of a address.
weekend in November with Blair
As to Friday's news conferat Chequers, his official country ence, "We've got a lot of busiresidence north of London.
ness to transact with Prime MiAnd when the sex accusations nister Blair," McCurry told
created a firestorm that for a time -reporters.
"There will be a lot of work,
appeared to be engulfing Clinton's presidency, Blair was quick and, you know, the president
to call to express his support. understands that it probably
won't be the _subject that any of
Blair told Clinton "he had been
following events and,that he was you ask him anything about. And
thinking of him," according to that's just life."

Changes in our Schools
A Commentary
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The trouble with standardized tests
By Robert F. Sexton
There is a bill being debated in Frankfort
that proposes replacing the Kentucky
Instructional Results Information System
(KIRIS) with a national, norm referenced,
multiple choice test for one year and
terminating financial rewards to successful
schools
This proposal would be a "radical
mistake," says Stanton Elementary School
principal Faye King "For the first time we
are focusing on the things a child should
know and be able to do."
We concur.
The proposal would dismantle and kill an
accountability system that shows the public
and parents how well their schools are doing
and how well their tax dollars are being
spent Saying that the bill doesn't do this
because it applies to "one year" distorts
reality.
There's no question that testing and
accountability is a "minefield" all over the
country, as a Chicago school reform group
writes. Accountability is difficult because it
increases pressure and stress, it is new and
threatening, and it requires testing, an inexact
science.
There is no doubt that improvements to
KIRIS are needed. And many useful changes
requested by teachers and parents are also
being discussed in the legislation. But
throwing out Kentucky's test and ending
school accountability would lower academic
standards, ignore Kentucky's history, cheat
taxpayers and parents out of information they
need, and cripple parents' line of defense
against inadequate education for their

children.
The Kentucky Supreme Court ruling in
1989 said that all laws establishing a
Kentucky public school system were null
and void, and the Kentucky Education
Reform Act was passed as a result. It laid
out a comprehensive, interconnected
package of about 30 steps to correct decades
of educational neglect. Key among these
was the idea of holding schools and teachers
accouritable for what students learn and
mandating that academic progress be
measured. Accountability was the lever
Kentucky chose to push improved teaching
for children in every school in the Commonwealth. It was also meant to show parents
and taxpayeN
6what they were getting for
their 1990 tax increase.
The current debate on KIRIS focuses on
a difficult issue, how to measure serious
student learning. Kentucky created its own
school evaluation system in 1990, partly
because nothing could be purchased on the
market that measure what Kentuckians
expected their students to learn. Kentucky
parents and teachers decided they wanted
their students to reach much higher
standards than other tests measured, a
combination of basic knowledge in math,
history, literature, and more, plus knowing
how to utile that knowledge. People knew in
1990 that existing standardized tests did not
test for those high standards. These tests
still do not today.
Reliance on national, norm referenced,
multiple choice tests, writes Fred M.
Newman in Authentic Achievement, results

in school work that's "trivial, contrived, and
meaningless." These tests create the
"illusion" that learning is being evaluated
when it is not, the National Commission on
Teaching in America's Future has found.
Rather than stressing genuine intellectual
accomplishment and skills (like writing and
analysis) that have lasting value,"multiple
choice tests of basic skills .. . tend to
represent low-level skills and provide little
useful information for teaching"
Using these "off-the-shelf' norm
referenced, multiple choice tests for
accountability is also wrong because there is a
problem in the "norming" itself These tests
don't measure what a student knows; they
measure how much heshe knows compared to
a control group of other students. Scores,
figured this way, keep going up, as Dr. John
Cannell showed in his path-breaking 1988
report. How All 50 States Are Above The
National Average: The Doctoring of
American Elementary Achievement Tests.
Meeting a real academic standard means a
student masters knowledge and skills, it does
not mean that a student does better or worse
compared to other students. Reaching a
standard is absolute: you know it or you
don't. In a mundane example from our daily
lives: you can either fly a plane, or you can't.
That's why Kentucky tests are harder than
multiple choice tests. They ask for genuine
proficiency.
"Test writers select what can easily be
tested rather than what is important for
students to learn," writes Ruth Mitchell in
Testingfor Learning Norm referenced,

standardized tests on the market today
don't tell parents or teachers what their
children have learned. Three different
multiple choice tests were used in and
rejected by Kentucky between 1979 and
1990. Twice the Comprehensive Test of
Basic Skills(CTBS) was'required
statewide and then dumped These tests
were thrown out because teachers,
parents, and taxpayers complained that
they didn't tell them what they needed to
know. We've been there before, and we
didn't like it.
A chorus of people from across the
country who study how to improve
schools agrees on one central point—that
schools will change:when they have the
incentives and the tools to chigge.
Kentucky's accountability system is one
of those incentives.
Killing accountability sends
Kentucky in the wrong direction—back to
its past.
Improve the test? Yes. Give parents a
national comparison? Yes. Improve the
way schools are held accountable? Yes.
Improve the information teachers get so
they can teach better? Yes. Improve
teacher training? Yes.
But don't throw out all that Kentuckians have done so far. History tells us that
would be a critical mistake
Robert F. Sexton is executive
director of the Prichard Committee for
Academic Excellence

Act too weak to protect forests
streams before cooler — or smarter
— heads prevailed.

AGREE OR NOT

And there's still no guarantee that
the bill requiring a legal sewage
system before electricil service is
connected to new homes will eventually make it to Patton for his
signature.

Todd Duvall
Syndicated columnist
90 years ago.
And those who are harvesting
that timber today have no more
requirement to protect the land and
the timber than their great-grandfathers did three generations ago.
Kentucky has no regulations governing the timber industry beyond
that industry's impact on nearby
rivers and streams.
Soon after he took office, Gov.
Paul Patton said he recognizetrt.he
compelling need to protect the
state's forests, land and streams
from the kind of unlimited harvesting of trees that so ravaged the state
a century ago.
Thus last week emerged Patton's
Kentucky Forest Conservation Act
to be considered by the General
Assembly.
Even the governor admits it's not
enough, and he's certainly right

about that. It's about as weak on
every front as an environmental
regulation can be and still be called
an environmental regulation.
Tom Fitzgerald, director of the
Kentucky Resources Council Inc.
here and an environmental aktivist
whose critics say never sA an
environmental regulation he didn't
like, refuses to endorse the Forest
Conservation Act.
For their pan,Patton and legislators pushing the bill believe it is the
Most they realistically can hope to
get through the General Assembly
right now.
Unfortunately, they're probably
right. After all, a majority of the
Kentucky Senate actually voted in
effect to continue allowing homeowners to pipe untreated human
waste into the state's rivers and
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Among the mountain of artifacts
in thoKentucky Historical Society's
collection that will move into the
new History Center sometime late
this year are photographs of the
Kentucky River here toward the end
of the last century completely covered by makeshift rafts of logs.
The timber was harvested in
Eastern Kentucky forests and the
logs floated down the river to
sawmills that turned them into lumber for everything from fine furniture to fence posts and home siding.
Early in this century, Kentucky
was a leading timber-producing
state, and that distinction ultimately
is the reason today there are so few
stands of trees that were growing on
the Appalachian mountainsides
when Daniel Boone moved his party
of pioneers through the Cumberland
Gap and into Kentucky.
Those primordial' forests were
stripped clean to feed the nation's
unlimited appetite for lumber as the
20th century began. As that century
ends, the forests that have grown
back in place are ripe for a global
timber market whose appetite continues to be unlimited.
Kentucky today is producing
very nearly as much timber as it did
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In announcing the legislation,
Patton said he does not want to
make the mistakes of Kentucky's
strip-mining past, when the industry
fought any and all state and federal
regulation, and coal operators like
himself"made more dadgum money
than before" when those regulations
were imposed.
The problem is those early stripmining regulations were so weak
and enforcement so difficult that
damage to the land and water
continued unabated.
That's what will happen with
Kentucky's forests under this Conservation Act,and the only question
is how much will be left before
solid, responsible regulation is
imposed.
Apparently, well have an opportunity to find out.
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Kickoff will be Sunday
The kickoff for the Relay for
Life of the American Cancer Society will be Sunday, Feb. 8, from
2 to 3:30 p.m. at Murray Woman's Club House.
Team captains and walkers are.
needed for this second annual
event to be held May 1 in

Girl Scout Leaders to meet
Girl Scout Leaden will meet Thursday, Feb. 5, at 6:45 p.m.
at the
Girl Scout Cabin on Sharpe Street between North Eighth
and North
10th Streets, Murray. All cookie orders are due then. "We
will sign
up for cookie booths and catch up on anything else
important," said
Darlene Brumley, communications manager.

Located on The Bazzell Cern. Rd.
Is having a bible institute Feb. 8-1L
Come and worship with us. Prayer each night
6 p.m. Singing each .night 6:30 p.m.
Preaching each night 7 p.m.

Kentucky Contract Poultry Growers Association is scheduled to
meet Thursday, Feb. 5, at 7 p.m. at Purchase Area Development District office at Mayfield.

Breast Cancer Support Group to meet

Evanglist: Bro. Gary Heath from Calvery Baptist Church,
Cadiz, KY.• Bro. Tim Delaney from Dickson, Tenn.

Breast Cancer Support Group will meet Thursday, Feb. 5, at 7
p.m. in private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
For information contact Martha Andrus at 753-3862.

Chorus rehearsal Thursday

Holland Drug

The Music Department Chorus of the Murray Woman's Club will
rehearse Thursday, Feb. 5, at 7 p.m. at the club house. Margery
Shown is director with Beth Brockman and Beth Runnells as
accompanists.

Bob Dunn, R.Ph • 109 S. 4th St. • 753-1462

American Legion Post will meet Thursday, Feb. 5, at 7 p.m. at the
American Legion Building, Maple and South Sixth Streets, Murray.
This is open to all interested persons. For information call Daythel
Turley, commander, at 753-9472.

Bluegrass on Friday
The monthly Bluegrass Music Concert will be Friday, Feb. 6, at 8
p.m. at Weaks Community Center auditorium. This is free and the
public is invited to attend. For information call Jack Kerr at
753-2698.

Evangelism Rally at Grace
The Evangelism Rally of Blood River Baptist Church has scheduled an Evangelism Rally on Thursday, Feb. 5, at 7 p.m. at Grave
Baptist Church, Murray. Dr. Don Mathis will be the speaker.

Water Safety class planned
Calloway County Chapter of American Red Cross will offer a
Water Safety Instructor Class (WSI) Feb. 13-16. This 25-hour class
is a Red Cross requirement for all summer swim instructors. For information or to sign up for the class call 753-1421.

Sexton-Dunn wedding
scheduled on April 18
Kimberly Ann Sexton and Ro4er Cary Dunn of Ashland City,
Tenn., announce their engagement and approaching marriage.
Miss Sexton is the daughter of Ms. Carolyn Cunningham of Nashville, Tenn., and the daughter and stepdaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Steve
Sexton of Murray. She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Venela Sexton
Ward and the late Charles Sexton, and of the late Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Butterworth Sr., all of Murray.
Mr. Dunn is the son of Holmes Dunn and the late Mary Sue Dunn
of Murray. He is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Dunn
and the late Mr. and Mrs. Cary Rose.
The bride-elect received her B.B.A. Ln Marketing from the University of Kentucky, Lexington. She is manager of Gavin Promotion at
MCA Records, Nashville, Tenn.
The groom-elect is general manager of Finders Keepers Furniture
Company, Nashville.
The wedding will be Saturday, April 18, 1998, at 6:30 p.m. at First
United Methodist Church, Murray.

CCHS 1973 plans meeting
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Parents' Night Out Friday
Parents' Night Out will be Friday, Feb. 6, from 6 to 9:30 p.m. The
cost will be $5 per child. For reservations see Joetta Kelly or call the
church office, 753-1854.
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To Subscribe
Call
753-1916

Same Great All-Day Breakfast and Hamburgers
PLUS
Lunch Buffets
Breakfast Buffet Saturday and Sunday
Dinner Buffet Friday and Saturday Niohts
Party. Meeting or Private Dining Room Avallatve

CURRENT
INVESTMENT RATES
CHRISTIAN ACADEMY phOto

First grade students at Murray Christian Academy celebrate the 100th
day of school.

National
Eye
Institute
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH

TERM

If you have diabetes,
get a dilated eye exam every year.
Write: 2020 Vision Place
Bethesda, MD 20892-3655

182 Days

•

University Square
Murray, KY

We're proud of
you, Vickie
Ii
41111)

767-0780
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4.25%

MINIMUM
DEPOSIT

$1000

9 Months

WEIGHT CONTROL CENTER
FOR BOTH MEN AND WOMEN

Vickie Herndon of
Hazel, KY has lost 84
lbs. & 75 inches!
Call today & schedule
your free consultation to
find out how!

ANNt Al.
PF.RCENTAt:E
YiELD

4.85% $1000
12 Months 4.90% $500

HI-ENERGY

let

ith

1196 State Route 121 North (next to Tucker TV)

L:10,

Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association will have registration for the spring league at Dennison-Hunt Sporting Goods. Dates
and times will be Saturday, Feb. 7, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., and
Tuesday, Feb. 10, from 3 to 6 p.m. For more information call Mike
Keller at 759-2404.
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Soccer registration planned

'is

Horse Café

is galloping across town to a new location!

Hours.
Sunday - Thursday. 5.30 a.m.-2.00 p m.
Frioxv & Saturday: 5:30 a.m.-2:00 p.m. & 4 00-8 00 p m

Calloway County High School Class of 1973 will meet Sunday,
Feb. 8, at 2 p.m. at the home of Dorinda Starks Craig at 377 King
Richard Dr., Murray. This will be to plan for the 25-year class.reunion this year. All interested class members are urged to attend. For
information call 753-8666.

Tony Cherry and Angela
McGinnis, both of Rt. 5, Murray,
are the parents of a daughter,
Erika Nicole Cherry, born on Friday, Jan. 30, 1998, at 8:13 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds eight ounces and measured 194 inches. A sister is
Elisha Brooke Cherry.
Grandparents are Van McGinnis, Marilyn Ray, and Mr. and
Mrs. Mickey Cherry, all of
Murray.
Great-grandparents are M.D.
McGinnis of Murray and Maggie
Robinson of.Bachanan, Tenn.
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Parents of Murray High School Seniors are selling discount cards
for $5. The cards carry the names of 21 Murray businesses who have
offered discounts. The cards will not expire until January of 1999.
Funds from the sale will go toward Project Graduation for the MHS
seniors. For information call Cindy Howard, Cheryl Crouch, or Janice and Joe Hedges.

Erika Nicole
Cherry born

Prescription Delivery

Students celebrate

Senior parents selling cards

Cr

• Consultation & Review of Prescriptions
• Computerized Records
• We Accept Most Insurance Plans
• Health & Beauty Items
• Visit Our Gift Shop - Gifts For All Occaion,-

Kimberly Ann Sexton,
fiancee ofRoger Cary Dunn

Fern Terrace needs items

American Legion Thursday

Murray.
All information needed to participate in this year's relay ‘4111
be discussed and materials
provided.
"Please join us on Sunday to
kick off the 1998 Relay season,"
a group leader said.

The Victory Missionary Baptist Mission

Poultry meeting on Thursday

Fern Terrace Lodge is in need of items to be given as prizes for
the weekly Bingo sessions each Friday at 2:15 p.m. at the lodge.
Persons may leave their donated items at the lodge at any time.

"

18. Months 5.70% $500
60 Months 5.20% $500
Substantial penalty for early withdra%al. These
annual
percentage
yields are etTectire
February 3, 1998.
,

PeoplesBank
011,!Iurray, Kentucky
Kreger Morey Markel Castor 747-2235
Main Office 516 & Maim • Nos* Branch I 2th & Cholem • South
Dm* 12th & fag • 767-BANE
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American Cancer (Society
Relay For Life Kickoff

HOSPITAL REPORTS

Sikg,

Four newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, Jan.
30, have been released as
follows:

Sunday, Februaty 8, 1998 2:00 pin. - 3:30 p.m.
Murray Woman's Clubhouse
Vine Street.

Newborn admissions
Williams baby girl, parents, Richard
and Grisel, Hazel;
Brittain baby girl, parents, Edwina
Hargrove and Michael Brittain, Hazel;
Cherry baby girl, mother, Angela
McGinnis, Murray;
Morris baby boy, parents, Charles'
and Tammy, Murray.
Dismissals
Shelton baby boy, and Miss Varhonda Jo Wright, Mayfield; Patrick
Brent Williams, Almo;
Mrs. Myrtle H. Davis, Hazel; Mrs.
Ella B. Stewart, Puryear, Tenn.; Roy
Mack Creech, Kirksey;
Robert Wyatt Gamble and Michael
L. Brunn, Benton; Donald Tibbs and
Mrs. Betty J. Morgan, Hardin;
Miss Brittany Jo Cannon, Dexter;
Mrs. Mary Geneve Bramlett, New Concord; Marcus Allen Sams, Paducah;
Joe Donald Underwood, John McClain Steele, C.D. Morris, Hanibal E
Outland,
Mrs. Winnie Era Cochrum, Miss
Kimberly Grace Fairchild, and Jimmie
Ray Colson, all of Murray.
• • • •
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Please join us to kick off the 1998 Qelay season.
All information needed to participate in this year's
relay will be discumed and materials provided.
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Show your
sweetheart how
much you love 'em!
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with a gift from...

rKristal Renee Rose
and Roger Kyle Mathis

ENGLISH FARMS`"
SPECIALTY FOODS
* Large Selection

Sugar Free Chocolates

Ms. Cheryl Robinson of Murray and John Ed Rose of Benton
announce the engagement and forthcoming marriage of their daughter,
Kristal Renee Rose, to Roger Kyle Mathis, son of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Mathis of Mayfield.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Ms. Donna Robinson and
the late Walter Robinson of Murray, and Ms. Mable Rose and the late
Dallas Rose of Benton.
The groom-elect is the grandson of the late Floyd and Zilpha Sellers
Summerville of Hickory, and the late Charles and Mois Page Mathis
of Sedalia.
Miss Rose is a 1992 graduate of Calloway County High School. She
is currently employed by Mattel in Murray.
Mr. Mathis is a 1992 graduate of Mayfield High School. He is currently employed by Mathis Farms of Hickory.
The wedding will be Saturday, March 7, 1998, at 2 p.m. at Northside Baptist Church, Almo.
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All relatives and friends
are invited to attend.

4,Valentine Chocolates * Notecards & Much More
We will be open Saturday, February 14
10 a.m.-2 p.m.
10th & Arcadia • Murray • 753-0921
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Current
Patterns
Starting at
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$12

55°0-75 //0 OFF!*
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Wood Blinds • Mini Blinds.* Micro Mini Blinds
Vertical Blinds • Pleated Shades
-

Wall • aper
7z1
MURRAY

Next to Days Inn • 519-S 12th St.
753-7575
M-F 9-5 Sa 9-3
not all products ava,able

REDUCE - REUSE - RECYCLE

Jeanne T. West of Murray has
just had original poetry published
in "Chasing The Wind," a treasury of today's poetry compiled
by The National Library of
Poetry.
The poem is titled "Fiftieth
Anniversary" and the main subject of a marriage of 50 years
which is as follows:
Darling, for fifty years I've
shared your life,
We've lived together, as husband and wife.
I -know every line of your dear
face,
And no one will ever take your
place.
God granted us fifty wonderful
years

NEW
ARRIVALS!
We Now Carry....

Maternity Bras
and Apparel

JCPcnnoy®
LOVE' YOUR

STYLE"

CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER
(502) 759-1400
Monday-Saturday 10 am to 9 pm — Sunday 12 30 pm to 6 p.m
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Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday, Feb.
1, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
McCoy baby boy, parents, Susan
and Jason, Almo;
Deloach baby girl, mother Kimberly
Hutcheson, Cerulean.
Dismissals
David William Potter, New Concord;
Dillon Gene Wallace, Cadiz;
Miss Abigail Leeanna Harris, Mrs.
Peggy Barnette, and Mrs. Valerie
Marie Cook and baby girl, Calvert City;
Mrs. Grisel G. Williams and baby
girl, Hazel; Miss Edwina R. Hargrove
and baby girl, Almo;
Mrs. Amy Knight Robinson, Miss
Taylor Renee Rodgers,
Keen Lee Wilson, and Mrs. Tamara
Priscilla Clouse, all of Murray.
• • • •
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Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday,
Feb. 2, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Beasley baby girl, mother, Jodi Haynes, Farmington;
Gills baby boy, parents, Kimberly
and Russell, Sedalia.
Dismissals
Miss Amber Nicole York, Arthur Ray
Faughn, and Miss Nicole A. Howerton,
all of Benton;
Miss Hope Elizabeth Jordan, ,Hickory; Miss Tonya N. Bruce and baby
boy, Cadiz:. Mrs. Joyce Darlene Stevens, New Concord;
Mrs. Susan K. McCoy and baby
boy, Almo; Johnathan Randall Cunningham, Kricsey;
Mrs. Catherine Rose Steinfeldt, Nicholas Ryan Lovins, Mrs. Bonnie Lee
Miller,
Miss McKensie Faith Tucker, Miss
Savannah Nychole Colson, Miss
Angela Janea McGinnis and baby girl,
Terry Lee Walter, and Mrs. Theresa
A. Wyatt and baby boy, all of Murray.
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Wilson speaks to classes

Lots of laughter, and yes, some
tears.
But, the vows we made so long
ago,
Remained constant, through
life's ebb and flow.
Difficult days, when the sun
didn't shine,
We managed together, with
your hand in mine.
Beautiful days, when all the
world seemed glad,
For the wonderful life you and
I had.
Dear one, time on this earth is
shorter now,
And it's time to make another
vow.
We can't control our destiny,
But, we can be together
through eternity.
Another more beautiful place,
I another time,
But...together with your hand
in mine.
Walking along on streets of
gold,
The Master's love, does us
enfold.
The National Library of Poetry
seeks to discover and encourage
poets like West by sponsoring
contests that are open to the
public and by publishing poems
in widely distributed hardback
volumes.
West has been writing for four
years. She had a poem published
last year. Her favorite subjects
and ideas are family, nature, religion and music.
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MURRAY MIDDLE SCHOOL photo

Murray Middle School's fourth grade science classes invited Michael
Wilson from Murray Electric Company to present a presentation on
"Safety and Electricity" to wrap up their unit on forms of energy. Wilson is pictured with his daughter, Laura, a fourth grade student at
MMS.

Pace injured at home
John Pace remains a patient in
the critical care unit of the Elvis
Presley Trauma Center, The Med,
at Memphis, Tenn.
Pace was injured when a can of
Fix-A-Flat exploded while he
was fixing a flat on a dolly at his
home on Jan. 23, according to his
sister, Mary Pace Emerson of
Murray.
Emerson said Pace, son of Lillie Mae Pace of Murray. sustained a fracAtired skull and had

Creating Scrapbooks with
Stickers Workshop
Presented by Cynthia Bricking
Mrs. Grossman's Sticker Co. Representative

Scrapbooking is the hottest hobby today!
Learn how to create imaginative scrapbooks
for your family, friends and yourself?
Thursday, February 5th
6:30-8:30
Finer Gifts itt Bridal Regiqw
III South 4th Street
On the Court Square
Open Mon-Sat 10:00-5:00
Phone 759-2100
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Newborn admissions
Proffitt baby boy, mother, Tonya
Bruce, Cadiz;
Cook baby girl, parents, Valerie and
Stephen, Calvert City;
Wyatt baby boy, parents, Theresa
and Patrick, Murray.
Dismissals
John Abe Williamson, Dover, Tenn.;
Mrs. Maybelle Jones and Charles Rex
Cnoch, Hazel;
Miss Monica Faye Hamlett, Symsonia; Mrs. Dianna Mae Reinhard, Kirksoy; Mrs. Carrie Ann Minnick, Cadiz;
William R. Dennis, Paris, Tenn.;
Justin K. Harms, Hardin; Mrs. Judy
Faye Lovett, Benton;
Miss Marcia Dillon, Mrs. Barbara
Marie Evans, Miss Mary Jean
Bramlett,

Timothy Tidwell, Mrs. Janet Lynn
Wilson and baby boy, Sheltie Mason
Crass,
Mrs. Betty Jane Cottrell, and Mrs.
Tammy Jo Alexander Morris and baby
boy, all of Murray.
• • • •

Poem by Murrayan is
published nationally

Double Roll
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Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday,
Jan. 31, have been released as
follows:

Rose-Mathis wedding
planned on March 7

Gourmet Jelly Beans

•Baskets
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Seating is limited. Please call for reservations.

to undergo brain surgery. Pace's
wife, the former Joanna Green, is
a licensed practical nurse at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
Persons may send him cards or
letters to their home address, P.O.
Box 2242, Puryear, TN 38251, or
to Elvis Presley Trauma Center,
The Med, Room D-402-1,
Trauma Level 2, Memphis, TN
38120.
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Morris boy
born Jan. 30
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Morris of
P.O. Box 1418, Murray, are the
parents of a son, Christopher Michael Morris, born on Friday,
Jan. 30, 1998, at 8:46 a.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
The bab-y weighed seven
pounds and measured 20Y, inches. The mother is the former
Tammy Alexander. A sister is
Jessica Morris.
Grandparents are Richard and
Kathy Alexander, and Joe and
Jeannie Walker, all of Murray,
and Paul and Helen Cokley of
Mt. Vernon, Ind.
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During the First Place Workshop to be held at First Baptist
Church, Murray, on Saturday,
Feb. 28, Martha Norsworthy will
lead a seminar on how to grade a
fact sheet, the food diary that
each participant fills-out while attending First Place classes.
This seminar will give First
Place leaders ideas on how to encourage members by reviewing
their fact sheet. Not only is the
fact sheet a food diary, it also
helps members keep track of the
Jack Miller
work they do in the First Place
program.
Norsworthy is director of
Blood River Baptist Church
(BRBC) First Place. She and her
sister, Linda Lester, started the
program at Blood River Baptist
Church in 1993 after attending a
First Place Launch at Two Rivers
"An Appreciation Day" for
Baptist Church, Nashville, Tenn.
Jack Miller will be Sunday, Feb.
From that beginning group of
at
9, the 11 a.m. service at Sugar
seven people, BRBC First Place
Creek Baptist Church.
has grown to an average of 13
The Rev. William B. Miller,
groups and about 150 people
pastor, said the church will honor
each 13-week session. Literally
Miller for his many years of loyal
hundreds of people have beneservice as music director at the
fited through the ministry of
church. He is retiring from the
BRBC First Place.
position.
Norsworthy has attend leadMiller retired from employership training provided
ment in Detroit, Mich., and reFirst
Baptist Church First Place, ousturned to Calloway County to reton, Texas, as well as First
cc
side. His wife, Dorothy, is manaconferences and seminars in
ger of Winslow Cafeteria, Murray
diana, Ohio, Georgia, and Texas.
State University.
The public is urged to attend
She works at Murray State
this special service on Sunday, University, teaches a First Place
Miller added.
^ Sunday School class at Blood

Mille will

River, plays the piano, and is the
wife of Pastor Jerry Norsworthy.
First Place is a Christ-centered
health program with emphasis on
weight control. It includes Bible
studies, small-group support and
a proven common-sense nutrition
plan that is approved by the
American Diabetic Association.
This program aims for growth
'and balance in all areas of life:
spiritual, mental, emotional, and
physical.

The First Place program consists of nine areas of discipline.
These areas make up the commitments that each member agrees to
when he/she registers. They are
as follows:
Attendance, Scripture Reading.
Bible Study, Fact Sheets (food
diary), Exercise, Prayer, Memory
Verse, Live-it (nutrition plan),
and Phone Calls.
The First Place Workshop is a
good way to learn more about
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Registration deadline is Friday,
Feb. 20. To register, send $10 per
person (check or. money order

753-0508
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(Standing left to right) Charles E. Cook, M.D.; Lewis Drake III, M.D.; Conrad H.
Jones, M.D.; Brent Boles, M.D.; Thomas L. Green, M.D.(Seated left to right) Julie
Boles, NISN, ARNP; Janice Thurmond, MSN, ARNP; Sherry Freeman, RNC,
ARNP.
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Saturday Hours • New Patients Welcome • Diagnosis & Treatment of Osteoporosis + High
& Low Risk Obstetrics • Menopause Treatment & Therapy • Incontinence Treatment
•
Infertility Treatment • Gynecologic Surgery • Advanced Laparoscopie Surgery
502-753-9300 •

305 South lith Street +
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Spring accessories are showing up in a
big way. Minimalism is dead and luxury
& drama with more is better it is the
accessory attitude for spring. 'This approach to accessorizing your spring outfit
means layered looks, including multiple
chains, stacked braceieu and rings.
Chokers, collar bands, layered chains,
head and hair accessories & color in
beads and stones are all options for 1998.
Adrien Weinfeld -Berg fashion editor
of Accent magazine (an accessory and
jewelry magazine for the fashion industry) states "women who avoid wearing
jewelry to work should rethink their
position." Small amounts of tasteful
jewelry add to the professional image
every woman wants to project." -With
ready -to-wear becoming more desk -todinner styles, accessories can change a
woman's looks."
Pins and broaches now can be worn on
skirts and pants waistbands not just on
lapels. They can be worn with chains on
jewel necklines to give an illusion of a
pendant. (We have pin enchancers to
make your pins fit on a choker or chain &
we have them in gold & silver tones).
Outside the office drama and fun are
the fashion rules, small earrings and
smaller jewelry are more of a junior look,
and the more mature women like bold
jewelry and accessories.
Princess Diana's influence gives us a
luxurious feel in jewelry. The tiara is
even being seen in the fashion forward
crowd.
This season brings back fashion from
the seventies, bold, ethnic inspired handbags in beaded, crochets, and microfiber
looks are all big. Scarves from long to
neckerchiefs are here in bright: and
pastels with animal prints still going
forward.
Bigger pieces in jewelry are being seen
as a fashion statement.
Look for crushable, packable hats in
colors from natural to brights in straw.
Citrus colors and lucite jewelry are all
part of the fashion scene in watches to
earrings and belts.
If you have a casual look or if
traditional is you, or if you are a trendy
buyer we have all the hottest looks for
your every mood or occasion.
Be sure to check out our new slinky
bracelets in silver they are thin bands that
stretch and you.wear 3 to 4 dozen or more
at a time. Come in to get yours today —
they are the newest fashion accessory
(like the 4 necklace or the tin cup
necklace these bracelets are hot!)
Congratulations to Jeanie Morgan who
won the tortoise shell watch last Friday.
Join us this Friday for lunch 1-2 p.m. for
food,fun, and friends. Stay tuned to next
week's fun & fashion report._

•

will be a cash bar. The cost will
be $11 per person.
Reservations should be made
by Sunday, Feb. 15, by sending
your check, name and address to
Ken Klotz, 37726 Alissa Dr., Zephyrhills, FL 33541, or telephone
1-813-788-3774.

Thursday, Feb. 5
Weak. Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities. Dominoes
Club/9 a.m. Transportation day.
Murray TOPS #469/weigh-in/6
p.m./meeting/7 p.m./Annex of Calloway County Public Library.
Murray
Kiwanis Club/6
p.m./Shoney's.
Murray Rotary Club/noon/Seven
Seas Restaurant.
St. Leo Catholic Church RCIA I/7
p.m.
First United Methodist Church
Cluilters/9:30 a.m.
.Memorial Baptist Church So-Sew
Mission Group/9:30 a.m.
Murray Women of the Moose
EnrollmenV8 p.m.
Knights of Columbus/7 p.m./K-C
Hall.
Glendale Road Church of Christ
Young in Hearts Class/10:30 a.m.
Precision Agriculture Conference/10
a.m.-3 p.m./Curris Center, MSU.
Info/762-6923.
Line Dancing lessons sponsored by
Student Government Association/
Curris Center, MSU. Info/762-4152.
"Aparajito" Indian film shown
free/7:30 p.m./Curris Center, MSU.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Curris Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery at Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-730 p.m.

FUN & FASHION
By D.K. Kelley

•
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•

CALENDAR
Wednesday, Feb. 4
Kentucky-Barkley Bass N Gals/7
p.m./Pagliai's.
Health Express of MCCH/Storey's
Food Giant, Murray/12:30-3 p.m.
Weeks Center/open 9 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities. Pinochle
Club/12:30 p.m.
Board of Calloway County Public
Library/4:30 p.m.
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Cordoba Erwin
Circle/1:30 p.m.; Small Prayer Group/7
p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
Study/7 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church Adult
Education/7 p.m.
West Fork Baptist Church WWOW,
Church Conference, Youth meting,
children's music/7 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church fellowship
dinner/6 p.m., Youth Creative Ministries. First Place/6:30 p.m.; Team
Kid/6:45 p.m.; Youth Alive, Adult
Groups and Studies/7 p.m.
First Christian Church Brown bag
dinner/5:30 p.m.; Bible Study/6 p.m.;
Choir/7 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church Do Re Me
Club/6 p.m.; prayer meeting, Mission
Friends, RAs, GAs, Youth/7 p.m.
University Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Adult, College/
Career and Youth Bible Studies, Kid's
Klub/7 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church ARK/
WOW/5 p.m.; Choir practice/6:30 p.m.;
College Fellowship/6:45 p.m.
First Baptist Church Fellowship
supper/5:30 p.m.; Youth Pizza, Library
open/6 p.m.; Children's Choirs, Prime
Time, Handbells, Prayer meeting/Bible
Study/6:30 p.m.
First United Methodist Church PreSchool Choir/5 p.m.; First Wednesday
night dinner and Kids Club/5:30 p.m.;
Handbell rehearsal and Tom Turner
Prayer/6 p.m.; Women's Choir/7:15
p.m.; Chancel Choir/7:30 p.m.
Eastwood Baptist Church
service/7:30 p.m'.
Dexter Baptist Church Bible
Study/6:30 p.m.
New Life Christian Center study/7
p.m.
Dr. Bionic' Berry, stand-up comedian
to give lecture/7:30 p.m./Curris Center
Ballroom, MSU.
Murray State University Lady Racers
play,. basketball game at
Morehead/6:30 p.m
Wrathor West K. Museum, MSU/
open 8:30 a.m.-4:V p.m.
Curtis Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery at Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Thursday, Feb. 6
Pet Therapy/3 p.m./Calloway Public
Library.
Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club/noon for brown gag lunch/
club house.
Murray-Calloway County Shared
Care Adult Day Center open 7:30
a.m.-4 p.m. Info/753-0576.
Prepared Childbirth Class at
MCCH/7-9 p.m.
HIV/AIDS Support Group/7-9
p.m./private dining room of Columbia
Pinelake Hospital, Mayfield. Info/
Marilyn, 753-6882.
West View Nursing Home Rhythm
Band/10 a.m.; Gospel Hour/10:45
a.m.; PAWS. Pets/3:15 p.m.
Accessible A.A. m••ting/7
p.m./Center for Accessible Living, Dixieland Shopping Center.
Info/753-7676.
Hazel Center/open 10 a m -2 p m /for
senior citizens' activities.

Each attendee will be given the
necessary tools to enable him/her
to begin a First Place group in
his/her own church. There will be
lots of fun and fellowship too.
Dress is casual.

Providing personalized
medical care to women
for over 45 years.

Fisher-Price reunion to be in Florida
The 11th annual Snowbird
Reunion of retired or former employees of Fisher-Price of Murray
will be Saturday, Feb. 28, at noon
at the Zephyrhills Elks Lodge at
Zephyrhills, Fla.
A buffet dinner of roast beef
and ham will be served. There

made out to BRBC Fiut Place) =
along with name,,pdOess, phone
number., and name of the church
where you would like to begin a
First Place group to Judy Ingersoll, 2101 Carol Dr., Murray, KY
42071. If you have any further
questions, contact Martha Norsworthy at 753-5400.

TiE GARDEN PATH HAS RELOCATED
Come browse along The Garden Path's new

be honored

Murray, KY 42(171
305 South 12th
Murray, KY • 753-7441
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Entertainment lounge

Players Island Casino. Metropolis, the hottest gaming attraction in the lower mid-w
est and mid-south offering Las Vegas-style gaming excitement, fine food,
good times and the friendliest staff... all wrapped in a unique, new polynesian theme. We've got
the cure for your Island Fever, and it's all right here... Players Lsland Casino!
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TRIPLE DIAMOND VALENTINE'S GIVEAWAY!
Three Fabulous Diamond Rings!

HOT CASINO ACTION!
• NEW Non-Smoking 3rd Floor - Mon-Fri*

• Entcr from February 1-12
• Winners don't have to be present to win
• Present winners will receive
41•4•,•
an additional $1,000!
• Winners names will be posted at
Guest Services from 9am - 9:30pm

Blackjack available Fridays beginning at 7pm only

• Mini Berthas•$2 Slots

•$5,000 Blackjack Limits Available

on Friday. February 13.
•
Actual rings may vary, complete rules available at Guest Services

CASINO

'Testing non-smoking floor in February

METROPOLIS, IL
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• 10x Odds on Craps

3x Points every Tuesday and Thursday in the month of February!
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First Place and to meet many
people who have succeeded in
the program.

location. You'll find
old. new & homemade accessories for home & garden,
antiques
& lovingly used items
1608 Hwy 121 N. Bypass (Next to Curves
For Women)
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First Place Workshop is scheduled here on Feb. 28
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The Player's Paradise!
•
1-800-929-5905

In Metropolis, IL across from Paducah. KY,
where 1-24 meets the Ohio River(Exit 7l
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Big second half
pushes Racers
past Morehead

A413earee
L Pd.
3 875
7 WO
4 100
10 $24
9 560
15 31$
14 300
13 350
17 261
111 143

Eastern Illinois
downs Martin,
keeps OVC tie

•MSU scores 56 in
second half for 95-81
win; Racers now 21-3

E. Illinois 64, Tennessee St. 56
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — Jack
')wens scored 16 points Tuesday
night to help Eastern Illinois beat
Tennessee State 64-56.
Eastern Illinois (14-7, 11-2 OVC)
'ed by 16 points five times in the
• second half The last was 50-34 fol'owing a layup by John Smith with
10.59 remaining.
But the Tennessee State (7-13,
5-8) outscored Eastern Illinois
18-to-7 over the next 9%, minutes to
'lose within five, 57-52, on two free
throws by Jason Johnson with 1:28
'ett to play The Tigers, however,
-ould get no closer.
Rick Kaye finished with 11 points
or the Panthers, and Eric Frankford
idded 10. Johnson led the Tigers
Adith 12 points, Julian Bankston and
Samuel both contributed 10.
q- F. Kentucky 83, Tenn.-MartIn 77
RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) — Aaron
scored seven of his 13 points
. luring, a first-half ruraiat gave Eastint Kentucky the cushion it needed
o overcome a 26-point performance
:)y Ryan DeMichael and beat
Tennessee-Martin 83-77 Tuesday
,ight.
Eastern (6-14, 5-8 Ohio Valley
'_!ranference) pulled out to a 19-116int
'ad with 14 minutes left in the con`est on a 3-pointer by Marty Thomas,
.vho led the Colonels with 18 points.
ark Williams, Eastern's leading
scorer with 16 points per game,
played seven minutes with a bruised
oft leg but was, held scoreless.
DeMichael also had 16. rebounds
'or Tennessee-Martin. Crumby finshed with 12 points, and Jason ONen had 11

—110,
040
.101

7

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
MOREHEAD — Murray State
needed a big second half to fend
off a stubborn Morehead State
squad 95-81 Tuesday.
The Racers pulled away from a
39-39 halftime tie with a 56-point
second half, during which they
shot 56 percent from the field to
just 34 percent for Morehead.
With the win Murray State improved to 21-3 on the season and
stayed tied with Eastern Illinois
for the Ohio Valley Conference
lead at 11-2.
"In the first half we did a poor
job of guarding them; they had
too many good looks," Murray
State coach Mark Gottfried said
in speaking with WBLN Radio
afterward. "And we were turning
their press into 20-foot shots. But
in the second half we forced them
to take more difficult shots and
against their press we took the
ball right to the rim."
SHIRLEY MARTIN/Special to the Ledger
Murray State's Chad Townsend
drives downcourt against Morehead's Jeremy Webb in the Racers' 95-81 OVC win Tuesday
night. Townsend scored 15
points and added 11 assists.

Lady Tigers drop CFS
in tuneup for Calloway
;

Murray's reserves
=ee extensive action
ri 62-20 district victory
ly SCOTT NANNEY
'all Writer
I he Murray High Lady Tigers
one extra chance to practice
'hire Friday's showdown with
issloWil rival Calloway.
rillortunately for Christian
that practice session
as part of a District 4 game.
N-1urray High improved to 16-2
In the season and a perfect 3-0 in
lisurict play after manhandling
he I,ady Eagles 62-20 Tuesday
'ht at MHS.
Every player on the Murray
.ister saw playing time after the
ady Tigers secured the game
:lily by pouncing on Christian
cllowship in a 24-7 first quarter
it.
Jeanne Maddox started the
oring onslaught with a pair of
ickets to open the game and
114)0 off the quarter with two
ores. She would score 12 points
the contest.
Becky Greene also provided a

LADY TIGERS 62, CFS 20
MURRAY
CFS

24 33 51 — 62
7 12 14 —20
MURRAY (62)
Greene 13, Maddox 12, Bean. 10, Lawson 9, Moneymaker 9, Dunn 4, Males 3,
Ray 2, Alexander, Owen, Richerson,
Starks. TOTALS: FG-A: 23-57. Threepoint 5-16(Greene 3, Dunn, Miles). FT-A:
1 1 -15. Rebounds: 37. Record: 16-2.
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP (20)
Cockrell 15, Rich 3, Vail 2, Anderson, Davis, McKinney, Nichols, Warren. TOTALS!
FG-A: 8-32. Three-point 3-11 (Cockrell 2,
Rich). FT-A: 1-1. Rebounds: 23. Record:
3-13.

spark for the Lady Tigers by connecting on a pair of 3-pointers
and a jumper for eight points in
the quarter. Greene led Murray
with a game-high 13 points.
Murray continued to pour it on
with a 9-2 run to start the second
period that stretched the Lady Tiger lead to 35-9. This time it was
Missy Moneymaker, who began
the quarter with a pair of baskets.
She finished with nine'
The big lead allowed Murray
head coach Rechelle Cadwell
give her starters a breather via—
five minutes remaining in the
half.
The reserves maintained the
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RACERS 95, Morehead 81
KURRAY 11. (31-3)
Murray 5-8 0-0 11, Spencer 7-14 6-7 20, Virgil 2-4
2-2 6, Townsend 4-5 7-7 15, Mayan 10.18 2-3 V.
Floyd 2-3 1-2 5, Reese 0-0 4-4 4. Pap 2-7 3-3 7,
Turner 0-1 0-0 0 Tads 32-60 25-28 95.
MOREHEAD ST. (3-18)
Knight 6-14 2-3 16, Stone 44 4-4 13, *am 5-10
6-41S, Owenpart 4-9 0-0 I. Docks 140.02. Jetidas
4-9 0-0 8. J Webb 4-9 3-4 14, Lloyd 2-4 0-0 4. Totals
30-69 15-17 81.
Haildne—Murrny St 39, Marehand St 39. 3solnl
Murray Si 6-19 (1.4nyee 5-11, try 1-3.
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0-4). Fouled out—Slone. Rebainde—Murrw St 35
(Spencer 9), Morehead St. 34 (Krom I. J Webb 11).
Aseies—Alurray St. 23 (Townsend 11), Morehead St
23 Packs 10) Total louls—Murrey St 15. L63tophold
St 23 A-2.243

Murray State trailed for most
of the last nine minutes of the
first half, but a jumper by Chad
Townsend with two seconds left
enabled the Racers to salvage the
halftime tie.
Morehead (3-18, 2-11) took its
last Jead of the game (51-50) at
the 15:36 mark of the second half
on a 3-pointer by Jeremy Webb,
but De'Teri Mayes countered
with a three at the other end to
give Murray State the lead for
good, 53-51.
The Racers led 57-56 before a
12-2 run made it 69-58 with 8:37
to go. Isaac Spencer was a catalyst in the surge, announting for
seven points, while Mayes hit
another three and Aaron Page
made two free throws.
"I made tip my mind I was going to get out tonight because I
had been struggling the last two
games," said Spencer, who turned
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III See Page 9A

UK seeks
intensity
for LSU

Lady Tigers' stronghold on the
game by holding CFS to just
three points for the remainder of
the half. It was a 35-12 Murray
lead at the intermission.
"We wanted to make sure that
all of our kids got to play in this
game," Cadwell said. "We have a
lot of kids that come out here to
practice every day and never get
to play. We were also trying to
do what we could to help Christian Fellowship."
Murray began the second half
with its starting five on the floor,
but they soon gave way to the
bench.
The Lady Tigers outscored
CFS 13-2 in the third quarter for
a 51-14 lead. Murray limited the
Lady Eagles to just eight points

FROM

Cats try to rebound
from loss to Florida
t,-

t‘liftki

III See Page 9A
Srart,NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

Jeanne kraltdox (22) shoots a jumper over the Christian Fellowship
defense In the Lady Tigers' 62-20
drubbing of the Lady Eagles at
Murray High School Tuesday
night.

By MIKE BABRY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — It
was obvious to the fans watching
on television. And it was obvious
to the coach watching from the
sidelines.
On Tuesday, members of the
No. 8 Kentucky Wildcats admitted they'd played sluggishly during Saturday's 86-78 loss to Florida. So they decided to do something about it.
The players had a team meeting before Monday's practice, the
day after the lackluster defeat
that ended a nine-game winning
streak, and went over some areas
in which they needed to improve
during the final month of the regular season.
"We needed to make sure that
we're focused on every little
thing," forward Scott Padgett
II See Page 9A

CFS claims district win over Tigers
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer

.4414T

Perhaps more than any game
could, Tuesday's matchup with
Christian Fellowship summed up
the Murray High Tigers' 1997-98
season.
Struggling to adjust to a new
head coach and fighting through
inexperience, the youthful Tigers
fell to 2-16 and 1-2 in Fourth
District play by dropping a 66-61
decision to the Eagles (3-14)
SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger I Times phob

dkobe

Murray High's Darrell Foster and
Christian Fellowship's Jack Davis
(34) scramble for the ball during
the Eagles' 86-61 triumph Over the
Tigers Tuesday night at Murray
High School.

Tuesday night at Murray High
School.
"You have to give them (CFS)
a lot of credit," said first-year
head coach Stan Waller. "They're
an underrated basketball team.
We're playing with a very young
squad right now, and that has
hurt us."
The short-handed Tigers began
the contest in a zone defense, but
were quickly forced to switch to
a man-to-man set after Eagle
guard Richard Rich opened the
scoring with a pair of 3-pointers
to give CFS an early 6-0 lead. •
The Eagles would connect on
8-of-12 3-point attempts in the
game, including five long bombs
from Josh Gibson. Gibson led
CFS with 17 points.
Waller said the Eagles' longrange accuracy forced his squad

CFS 66, TIGERS 61
MURRAY
CFS

13 22 33 — 411
15 32 48 — 46
MURRAY (61)
Hudspeth 20. Andrus 18, Workman 12,
Brown 5, Alexander 2, Holton 2, Hunt 2,
Foster, J. Garland, Young. TOTALS:
FG-A: 24-69. Three-point 5-16 (Andrus 4,
Brown). FT-A: 8-15. Rebounds: 27. Rscord - 2-16.
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP (6I1)
Gibson 17, Jos Davis 13, Klatt 13, Jack
Davis 12, Rich 6, Winstead 5, Cops,
Owen. FG-A: 18-40, Threo•-point: 8-12
(Gibson S. Rich 2, Joe Doris). FT-A:
22-31 Rebounds: 27. Record: 3-14.

Murray managed to battle back
and took a 13-11 lead on a
3-pointer from Shane Andrus
with three minutes left in the
opening period, but Ryan Winstead scored four points in the final two minutes of the quarter for
a 15-13 CFS lead.
The game was tied at 20-20
with just 3:14 remaining in the
half, but a 12-2 run gave the Eagles the lead for good:
Gibson led the CFS run with a
pair of 3-pointers as the Eagles
took a 32-22 halftime advantage.
"We felt like at halftime that a
the 10-point deficit would be hart
to overcome because they were
playing really well," said Waller.
CFS pulled away from the Ti-

out of its game plan.
"We've been able to contain
our opponents with a zone defense for the past couple of
games, but they were able to hit a
couple of threes and we had to go
to the man-to-Man earlier than we
• See Page 9A
wanted to," Wailer added.
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•Lady Tigers...

•CFS...

1

SCOREBOARD
Spuns“red By.

FROM PAGE 8A
in the second half to close out the
win.
LaCosta Beane was the third
Lady Tiger to reach double figures in scoring with 10 points.
She was followed by Lawson
with nine poin(s. Milky Dunn
scored four points while Kelly
Miles and Whitney Ray added
three and two points respectively.
Christian Fellowship was lead
by Lacy Cockrell's 15 points,
which included a pair of 3-point
baskets. Rachel Rich and Amy
Vail rounded out the Lady Eagle
scoring with three and two points
respectively.
Murray finished by hitting on
23 of 57 field goal tries while
CFS hit just 8-of-32. The Lady
Tigers were 5-of-16 from 3-point
range compared to a 3-of-11 performance by the Lady Eagles.
Despite the lopsided score,
Cadwell praised the efforts of the
Christian Fellowship players.
"We always enjoy playing
them because those type of kids
are the best type of kids to be ar-

ound," said Cadwell. "They really have a great attitude about it.
These are the type of people I
want my players to be around."
For the Lady Tigers, it was
their second game in 'as many
nights.
According to Cadwell, playing
in back-to-back games was a
good challenge for her squad.
"It was good for us to have a
game like this," she explained.
"We don't get an opportunity to
play on back-to-back nights very
often. We needed that type of experience because we have an extremely tough schedule from here
on out."
The Lady Tigers will travel
across town to Calloway Friday,
where the Lady Lakers will seek
revenge for a five-point loss Jan.
9 at MHS. Game time is set for 6
p.m.
"I expect that it will be an excellent basketball game," Cadwell
said of the game against Calloway. "There are a lot of good
athletes on both teams. It will be
a great atmosphere for the fans.
"We'll use the next two days - to
prepare for that game."

FROM PAGE 8A
gers in the third quarter with a
17-9 run to lead 49-33 going into
the final period.
The Eagles began the fourth
quarter with a 3-pointer from Joe
Davis and appeared poised to put
the game away, leading 52-33.
But Murray's never-say-die attitude helped slice into the Eagle
lead, cutting it to just 62-57 with
only 32 seconds to go in the
contest.
The 12-6 Murray run was led
by a pair of 3-pointers by Shane
Andrus, who would score 18
points for the Tigers on the
strength of four 3-point shots.
"We tried to pick up the pace
in the third quarter," Waller
noted. "You have to give our kids
credit. We were down 16 points
in the third quarter, but we
battled back and cut the lead to
just five points."
However, Joe Davis would hit
a pair of free throws and Tim
Klatt would add a layup to help
CFS preserve the win.

The 6-6 Klatt proved to be a
matchup problem for a small Tiger lineup. He finished with 13
points. Joe Davis also added 13
points for the Eagles while Jack
Davis scored 12.
O'Shea Hudspeth led the Tigers with a game-high 20 while
Jeremy Workman pitched in 12
points. Heath Brown added-five.
Murray shot just 24-of-69 from
the field while Christian Fellowship hit just 18-of-40 shots.
Even though the Tigers continue to struggle, Waller said the
main thing for his club is to keep
a positive attitude.
"We just have to keep telling
our kids that things will get better," he said. "In a couple of
years, they'll be on the other side
of the scoreboard."
The Tigers will return to action
Friday with a district matchup
against crosstown rival Calloway
County.
Waller said the Lakers willl
provide a tough challenge for his
team.
."Coach (Ron) Greene really
has that team playing well right
now," he said.

•Big second half...
FROM PAGE 8A
in an all-around solid effort with
20 points, a game-high nine rebounds, three assists and four
blocked shots. "I've been working on things to help the team."
Morehead came within 75-68
after two Dewayne Krom free
throws with 5:20 to go, but a
Spencer bucket started a 6-0 run
that made it 81-68 just over a minute later, and Murray State led
by double digits the rest of the
way. The Racers' largest advantage was 16.
"I thought in the second half
we put more pressure on the
ball," Gottfried said. "It was two
completely different halves, but
teams always concentrate better

when they play Murray State."
Murray State took an early
12-6 lead but Morehead stayed
close, finally taking a 22-21 lead
on Webb three-pointer. The Eagles led by as many as seven
(32-25) before Murray State
closed the gap.
"Morehead was really patient
in the first half," Spencer said.
"They took their time and found
the holes in our defense, and
coach Gottfried said at halftime
that we needed to pick up our defensive intensity."
Mayes -led all scorers with 2";
points, including 19 in the second
half, while Townsend added 15
points and 11 assists in addition
to Spencer's 20. Rod Murray
tossed in 11 points. For the game

the Racers were 32 of 60 (-53.3
percent) from the field, 6-of-19
from 3-point range and 25 of 28
at the free throw line.
"De'Teri hit some huge shots
tonight; he was confident and he
just rose up in the second half,"
Gottfried said. "In the first half
we weren't really moving and
they seemed quicker to the ball,
so at halftime we had to decide
that we were going to be a better
defensive team in the second
half.
"Free throws is something that
we've obviously gotten better at,
and I hope we continue to shoot
them well," Gottfried said. "Anytime you win on the road you've
got to be happy."
Krom and Aaron Knight paced

Morehead with 16 points each
while Webb added 14 and Chris
Stone 13. The Eagles were 30 of
69 from the floor, 6-of-22 from
3-point range and 15 of 17 at the
free throw line. Murray State
owned a slight 35-34 rebounding
edge.
Murray State returns to Racer
Arena Saturday4or a 7 p.m. OVC
contest against Tennessee-Martin.

SCHEDULE
TODAY

Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me lor all your land), insurance needs
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)
oat,

1•11/1.

753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
State Farm insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

High School Basketball
Game
Boys
Ashland Blazer 75. Eat Caner, 54
Barbourville 65, Evans 57
Bath Co 87. Mendes Co 72
Bel Co 66. hiddleaboro 54
Belevue BO. Vita 'hiedonna 61
Bethlehem 81, Rutin East 64
Boons Co 60. Erlanger Lloyd $3
Bowing Green 64, Waco,* Co el
Boyle Co 97, Dartilis 66'
Bracken Co. 48, Nichols; Co. 44
Breathrti Co 78. bole Co 72
.
Brecitrindge Co 69. Whiteeville Unto St
Bugn V, Kentucky School br Deaf 51
Caldwell Co 62, Fort Campbell 42
Gambol Co. 60, Newport 48
Carribellualle 83. Green Co. 52
caatei Co 86. Minx Co 76
Cinema 77, Han Co. 64
Cawood 64. Whitley Co $S
Christen Co 73, Todd Co. Central 70
Chnsoan Felowehip 66, Murray 61
Clark Co 61, Montgorrwry Co. 43
Corbel 83, Pineville 60
Cnnanden Co 75. Fleidlend 64
Donets Co 50. Muhlenberg SoAh 46
Dayton 79. Beachwood 67
Edmonton Co 64. Allen Co-Scone/ti. 61
Ekricvn Coy 47. liellry 45
Evangel 92. lot. Brown 75
Flowing Co 54, Coe Fitly Cross 38
Fort Thomas Highlands 71, Newpon Caboic 56
Frankin Co 56. Hartison Co. 54
Fulion Co. 52. illdunan Co. 49
Gallatin Co. 75, Trimble Ca 60
Grant Co as. Rendition Co. 46

Grayson co 73. Owensboro 72 OT
Collell1.4) Co 84. Fame* 59
Greenwood 55. Baron Co 50
Hancock Co 61, Cioveroot 56
Harrodsburg 69. South Lame 1110
Nenderson Co 72, Owensboro Catholic 53
Nopluns Central 52. Dawson Springs 50
liopiurovie 107, Providence 75
June Buchanan 74. Leacher 39
Knott Co Central SQ, Budihom 43
Lawrence Co 64. Elton Co 59
Les Co 69, Rowel Co 64
Leslie Co. Cuntieriand postponed
Leos Co 75. West Caner 61
Lea Bryan Station 76. McCreary Central 60
Is. Cathoic 23. East Jeannine 37
Lei Cathoic 23. East Jessamine 37
Let Pail Dunbar 74. Las Latayelie 66
Let Tates Creek 66, Le. Henry Cloy 49
Lincoln Co 84. Garold Co 40
Lone Oak At Uvingston Central 25
Lou Ballard 77, Lou Manual 65
Lou Bedi Haven 63. Lou Country Day 52
Lou Ibthlehem 81, Burt East 64
Lou Butler 110. Lou Southern 37
Lou Eastern 64. Lou Moore 61 OT
Lou Fern Creek 70, Lou St Xavier 56
Lou Male 75, Lou Seneca 71
Lou Pismire Ridge Park 90. Lou Central 51
LOU Shawnee 52. Lou DeSales 47
Lou TAmy 65, Lou Jetterionawn 50
Lou Waggener 68. Lou AttOrtOn 60
'
, 72
Lou Western 84. Lou Feudal
Meade Co. 68 Central Hardin 43
INAA 92. Deming 76
Whitton North 68. Madisonville 44
Nelson Co. 63, Bardstown 56
Nona Built 54, Lou Holy Cross $3
North Hardin 60, Elizabethtown 52

Don't be fooled by imitations....
buy the best!
Great Price!

Great Selection!

Great Tires!

FREE COMPUTER BALANCING
Open Mon Fn
7-5,

€)(6)er WAREHOUSE TIRE
TIRES
400 Industrial Rd • Murray .753-1111
Cuen•r: Gerrald Boyd

B. Scott Foster, D.C.
Caring For Your
Chiropractic Needc

BASKETBALL_

759-8000

• Lady Racers at Morehead
Morehead - 6:30 CST
FRIDAY
BASKETBALL

•Kentucky...
FROM PAGE 8A
said. "We weren't happy with
the way we came out with our intensity against Florida. There's
other games this season if we
hadn't been focused we would
have lost."
Guard Wayne Turner said he
and the team's &i-captains-Jeff
Sheppard, Allen Edwards and
Cameron Mills - need to be
more vocal to keep the Wildcats
emotionally ready for games.
"I think- we've got a better
understanding on how things are
going to be from here on out,"
Turner said.
Mills, who scored a careerhigh 31 points in the loss, said
the team needs to continue to improve for postseason.
"I think we've done what
we've needed to do to win 19
games," he said. "Now we have
to take it to the next level as far
as effort and intensity to help
carry us through the rest of the
season and the Southeastern Conference
and
NCAA
tournaments."
Kentucky (19-3, 8-1 SEC) will
sec if it has snapped out of the
doldrums when it visits LSU
(9-10, 2-7) tonight.
Kentucky coach Tubby Smith
said the team may have been
sidetracked in game strategy.
"We need to refocus on what
we do best," he said. "Sometimes you can get caught in trying to stop the opposing team and
not do what you do best."
And for the Wildcats this season, they've had most of their
success with the inside game.
They won the rebounding battle
in their first 20 games, then were
outrebounded by Vanderbilt
(37-32) and Florida (40-30).
Center Nazi Mohammed, who
leads Kentucky in scoring with
12.0 points a game, took only
two shots and played just 22 minutes as the Wildcats went with a
smaller lineup to contest Florida's perimeter shooting.
Not only did the Wildcats get
beat on the boards, Florida 8130
shot a season-high 57 percent
(12-of-21) from 3-point range.
"We forced them to take some
tough shots and they made
them," Smith said.
Smith also said he hasn't considered any lineup changes despite sub-par play in recent weeks
by Edwards, who is shooting just
30.3 percent in nine conference

• Murray at Calloway (DH)
Jeffrey Gymnasium - 6

games. Edwards is averaging 9.6
points, but only 7.1 in SEC play.
"I talked to him abut being
more offense-oriented," Smith
said. "We also need to make
some changes to get him the ball
more and give him more
opportunities."
As for showing more emotion,
Smith doesn't expect the Wildcats to be more demonstrative
during games with chest-bumping
and high-fives.
"I just think we have a different personality that what we had
in the past," he said, adding that
Kentucky doesn't have extroverted players like it had the
past few seasons with Antoine

•

Walker and Derek Anderson.
LSU has lost four straight
games, including 72-65 against
Tennessee last Saturday.
"They're very patient offensively and do a good job of executing their offense," Smith said,
noting that the Tigers have victories over Florida and Auburn this
season. "They're a team that is
going to challenge us inside."
Guard Willie Anderson leads
LSU in scoring with 14.1 points,
followed by guard Maurice Carter at 13.6.
Kentucky holds a 68-20 series
advantage over LSU, including
victories in the last seven
meetings.
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GRAND OPENING FEB. 27 8 28
Stop By And Look Around
FREE Drinks, Popcorn & Hot Dogs
* Register For Door Prizes To Be Given Away *
Hrs: Mon.-Fri. 7 a.m.-5 p.m.; Sat. 7 a.m.-Noon
1204 Johnson Blvd.
(Behind Walters Pharmacy)
Murray, Ky.

502-759-0061
Fax 759-0063

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
- Over 25 Years In Business -

111r.f.:4)1 ss

ILabprej):fs

Formal Wear and Limousine
•Weddings •Proms •Banquete •Birthdays •Anniveniartes

304 Main St.
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-1300
(502) 759-4713
Toll Free
1-888-367-6757

Book Limousine
Services For
Valentine's Day and
Prom!

116 N. Market
Paris, TN 38242
(901) 642-5300
Toll Free
1-888-958-9879

'S II • -E1-11

Monday-Friday 10 30 a m -8:30 p.m. • Sat 11 a m

Chestnut St.

Murray, Ky.

-3 30

pm

753-0045

"Good Food At Reasonable

Prices

Great Weekly Special
Lg Dbl Cheeseburger
ri
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&

SATURDAY
BASKETBALL

• MSU vs. UT-Martin (DH)
Racer Arena
Women - 4 p.m.
Men - 7 p.m.

• Convenient Hours and Location
• Caring Staff
• Open Mon.-Fri. • Sat. By Appt.
• Insurance Claims Processed
• Same Day Appointments
1210 Johnson Blvd • Murra

ATTENTION
ALL CANDIDATES
Now's the time to advertise
for the upcoming elections.
•
Please feel free to call
our advertising department:
Mary Ann Orr
Lori Andrus
Kina Hurt
Angie Goode

753-1916
"Without advertising a terrible thing happens...nothing,"

$448

,Medium Drink
‘‘ Fast Service A Convenient Location
A Handy Drive-Up Window
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Dr. Bill Schell, associate proof history at Murray State
University, will give the third
presentation in the 1997-98 Humanistic Studies College Forum
Series Feb. U.
In "The Common Good: The
Dark Side," Schell will discuss
the dark side or dangers inherent
in attempting to define and
achieve a common good which,
through it provides a sense of
unity and purpose in the group,
often comes at the expense of individual conscience and liberty.
His discussion makes the point
that at times the common good
has been used to justify some of
the worst evils in history.
Schell will present an edited
screening of Leni Riefenstahl's

'
'
1 24110U1
• Service
We're #1
when it comes to

TOWING...
It's our job
to keep you

GOING!

: McCiard's
.: TOWING

1

207S.7th St.•Murra

753-9132

:•:•:•,:•.:•XICKEXCE.:EXICCE_•

Donate your new and
gently worn sweaters
or sweatshirts.
Contact your public
library or United Way
office for drop-off
locations.

masterpiece on nationalist propaganda to support his thesis. The
Feb. 11 presentation will be held
at 7 p.m. in Room 208 of Faculty
Hall on campus. The lecture is
open to the public at no charge.
Schell received his master's
doctorate from North CarolinaChapel Hill in Latin American
history. The Maxwell School of
Citzenship and Public Affairs at
Syracuse University published his
master's thesis on the Mexican
hacienda. He has presented papers before the American Historical Association and at Yale
University.
In addition to his scholarly
work. Schell's short stories and
articles on fly fishing have appeared in Flyfisherman and Rod
and Reel.
The forum series will continue
Feb. 25 with a discussion on the
impact black women have had on
American culture, especially in
the areas of art and literature.
Dr. Chekita Hall, assistant professor of English, will lead the
discussion with. Dr. Connie
Blanchard, department chair and
professor in foreign language,
and Dr. Renae Duncan, assistant
professor of psychology, providing a brief response. That lecture
will be held at 7 p.m. in Room
208 of Faculty Hall.
On March 25, Dr. James
Sterba, professor of philosophy at
Notre Dame, will give a lecture
on "How to Reconcile Alternative Conceptions on Justice," in
Wrather Hall at 7 p.m.
The public is invited to attend
all of this semester's special
events in the 1997-98 Humanistics Studies College Forum
Series.
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Historical portrayal
planned for Feb. 10

o

A freedom tighter and ground
breaker in Kentucky education will
live again when Kentucky Chautauqua presents Hasan Davis in a
,compelling living history portrayal
of A.A. Burleigh (1848-1939).
Presented as a part of the James
0. Overby Kentucky History and
Culture Series, the portrayal is set
for 7:30 p.m., Feb. 10, in the
Reading ROM of Pogue Library at
Murray State University.
For 11 years, Angus Augustus
Burleigh was right in the mainstream of Kentucky history. Ibis
son of an English sea captain grew
up as a slave in Virginia and
Kentucky. In August 1864, at age
16, he enlisted in the Union Army at
Camp Nelson, Kentucky.
He experienced both the hope
MASAN DAVIS
and horror of Camp Nelson, where
black soldiers were trained and the Illinois State Senate.
where many refugees from slavery
A.A. Burleigh is portrayed by
died. Burleigh served in an artillery Davis. Davis holds degrees from
unit, rising to the rank of sergeant. Berea College, where he appeared
In 1866, the war over, he ac- in several major theatrical produccepted an invitation to become part tions, and from the University of
of John G. Fee's bold new venture in Kentucky College of Law. He
interracial education — Berea Col- works for the city of Lexington as
lege. Burleigh was Berea's first coordinator of a youth „violence
adult black student, and in 1875 he ,prevention program. In—his-spare-became its first black . graduate. time he is a professional storyteller,
He spent the rest of his long life performance artist, and poet.
teaching and preaching in Indiana,
Kentucky Chautauqua is an exNew York, Wisconsin, and Illinois: clusive presentation bf the Kenwhere he once served as chaplain of tuckjf Humanities Council:

Retired band director and noted composer Ron Cowherd (left) and Murray
State University Director of Bands Dennis Johnson (right)discuss Cowherd's
composition,"Quad-State Celebration" which was written for the upcoming
50th anniversary of the Quad-State Senior High Band Festival. The wort will
be premiered by the MSU Symphonic Wind Ensemble Feb. 20 at 7 p.m. In the
Lovett Auditorium.

Cowherd composes
anniversary music
Paducah resident and Murray
State University alumnus Ron Co-wherd has composed a special composition to commemorate the 50th
anniversary of the Quad-State Senior High Band Festival, written at
the request of MSU Director of
Bands Dennis L. Johnson.
"Quad-State is one of the longest
continuous running festivals in the
South and I didn't want this special
occasion to simply pass quietly by,"
said Johnson.
The work titled, "Quad-State
Celebration" bears the inscription,
"to the • Murray State University
Symphonic Wind Ensemble and
their Director Dennis Johnson on
the occasion of the 50th anniversary
of the Quad-State Band Festival."
"This has been a labor of love,"
noted Cowherd. "The ensemble is
so talented I could write anything I
wanted to. It also allowed me the

opportunity to give something back
to Murray State which has always
been so generous to me."
"It's a wonderful work," said
Johnson. "I know it will be published and played by many bands in
the future. Ron gave us a terrific
piece. The wind ensemble and 1 arc
very excited about performing it."

Social Security official
to visit Murray Feb. 12

A representative from the May- Cowherd recently retired after field
Social Security office will be
having spent 32 years in the Ballard in Murray
at the Calloway County
and Paducah Lone Oak school sysPublic Library Feb. 12 from 10:30
tems. He is a 1963 graduate of
a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
Murray State and is well known
A person should contact Social
throughout the country for his many
Security:
published works for young bands.
'Before getting his or .her first
The special corw:en by the wind job, because a Social Security numensemble which will feature Co- ber is required to get proper Social
wherd's work will be Feb. 20 at 7 Security credit for earnings. Emp.m. in the Loveu Auditorium. The
ployers arc required to examine a
concert is free and- the public is .person's Social Security card. Be
urged to attend this historic perfor- sure to apply for a number at least
mance.
two weeks before it Will be needed.

•After a death in the family to see
if survivor benefits can be paid.
•When someone in the family is
disabled, to find out if disability
benefits can be paid.
•At retirement — at 65 for full
rate benefits or as early as 62 for
reducedbenefits. Sign up for Medicare two or three months before 65.
evenif there are no plans for
retirement.
Anyone with a question or with a
report to make prior to the representative's visit to the library may
telephone the Mayfield Social Security office at 247-8095.

KASCAC luncheon set for Feb.9

January 5-February 21
WEST

V-••1r. -

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 4, 1998

Schell to present
forum discussion
fessor

.

TELEPHONE

The local branch of Kentucky
Association of Secondary and College Admission Counseling will
hold a luncheon at the Holman
COOPERATIVE

House in Paducah Feb.1 at noon in
honor of the statewide KASCAC
Day Celebration.
KASCAC is the only professional organization for high School
and college counselors to work
together to assist students in the
transition between high school and
college. Members,include the admission staff at Murray State Uni-

Pr

versity'and counselors in area high
schools.
The celebration aims to make
people aware of the organization, to
increase membership and to involve
others in reaching the onanization's
goals.
For more information, call Doris
Clark-Parham at 502-762-3088.

' The Romans had the first
known pharmacies and wrote the
first prescriptions calling for definite amounts of drug ingredients.

cy"
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GREATEST?
You could be the lucky Mr.. & Mrs. Valentine winner of all thesi,

No, it isn't a secret code.
It isn't a

sports score.

It's a special package from
West Kentucky Rural Telephone:
3 calling features for 3 months for only $3!

fabulous prizes provided by:

go Lake Studio
Free 8x10
ow Gold Rush
Diamond Pendant Necklace
fr• BHB Firearms
$2e,Gift Certificate
go Pier I Imports
Candy & Gift Banket
ow Read more

Balloon Bouquet Rt A Surpri, Gift

ow Mr. Gatti's
Heart Shaped Pizza
or Essential Day Spa
Pamper Package
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COOPERATIVE

Salver Choker wIllerul
tkrarrttaio

Merle Norman
Hydrating Facial
119 Raskin Robbins
Valentine Ice Cream Cake
40 The Gallery
Photo Album
ow Curves For Women
3 Months Meihherahip
Makeover &

ow Flower Basket
A Fresh Arrangement In
A Crystal Keepsake
oo Movie World
Movie Special
"a Upper Cuts
2 Free Haircuts
oro Cherry Hill Farm
Lunch ForTwo
ore JCPenney
$25 Gift Certificiae
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and Speed Dialing — for just $1 a month!*

Find out what it means to go 3for 3for 3!

Steak Dinners
D.K. Kelley
2

This is the perfect way for you to express your most loving thoughts this
Valentine's Day. (All letters are confidential).

ft you sign up by March 5, 1998,
you'll get Call Waiting, Call Forwarding,

TO order this package, dial your prefix + 1000.

40, Sirloin Stockade

Send your letters today to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Deadline for entries is
Friday, Feb. 6th. For more
information call the advertising
department. Mary Ann Orr,
Lori Andrus, Kina Hurt, or
Angie Goode at

753-1916.

Contest Rules
I.
2
3.

4.
5.
S.
7.

4.
en
9.

Uonteat is open to all m•rried couples lA years of age or
older,
No purchase necessary.
Winning couplet will agree to be photographed Monday.
February 9 at the Murray Ledger & Times Winning
couple grants permission to publish their photo and •
copy of the winning entry in the February 10. loos edition
of the Murray Ledger & Times.
Winning couple must bring marriage certificate at time of
photo.
tinkles otherwise stated, all prices awarded must be
redeemed by February 214, 1995.
Winning
i ningeoupleisrs
staed.in
nsibile for picking up prize"!
otherwise
All ittntriea must be either Ensiled to or dropped off by 12
noon Friday 6, V/96 at The Murray Ledger & Times, 1001
Whitnell Aso., Murray, KY 41107L
Employees of the Murray Ledger & Times and their
im medial* families (parents, grandparents, brothers &
sisters) are ineligible to •nher.
AU entries will be kept cionfldential and become property
of the Murray Ledger & Times. All entries will he
destroyed after the winner is seleetod.
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Teacher caught
again with teen
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SEATTLE (AP) — Mary
Kay LeTourneau, the former
grade-school teacher who had
sex with a 13-year-old student
and gave birth to his child,
was arrested Tuesday after she
and the boy were caught in a
parked car with the windows
steamed up.
Mrs. LeTourneau, who got
out of jail just a month ago,
could be sent back to prison
for up to 7% years because a
condition of her release was
that she not have any contact
with the victim or any other
minors.
A sentence revocation hearing was set for Friday.
Mrs. LeTourneau. 35, was
arrested a block from her
home in Seattle when officers
looking for a stolen vehicle
noticed a parked car that
looked suspicious because its
lights were on and its windows
were steamed up, said Carmen
Best, a police spokeswoman.
Mrs. LeTourneau was with
the boy, now 14.
Her lawyer. David Gehrke,
said the two were clothed and
were merely talking.
"She was fixated on this
one boy and she had been
under a no contact order,"
Gehrke said. "It just underscores how deep-rooted this
compulsion is."
Mrs. LeTourneau was a
. married mother of four when
she began having sex with the
boy in the summer of 1996.
Her husband, who now lives
*with their children, has since
filed for divorce.
The boy has said that he
was a willing participant and
that he and Mrs. LeTourneau
exchanged rings and planned
the pregnancy to affirm their
bond. He said last year that he
hoped they could be together
one day.

Library hosts
scouting exhibit
The National Scouting Museum
is celebrating the 88th anniversary
of tke _Boy Scouts of America with a
specMI exhibit titled "Join the
Celebration."
This exhibit will be on display at
the Calloway County Public Library
throughout February. Artifacts on
display include handbooks, calendars, posters and neckerchief slides.
The National Scouting Museum
is preparing to open for its 12th
season in Murray. It is open March
through November on Tuesdays
through Saturdays from 9 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. and on Sundays from
12:30 to 4:30 p.m. If you have any
questions or would like to make
group reservations,please call(502)
762-3383 or 1-800-303-3047.

.
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Preisner to deliver address on Poland
Dr. Leszek Preisner, Fulbright
Scholar-in-Residence at Murray
State University will deliver a
presentation, "Poland: A Nation
in Transition," at 7 p.m. Feb. 10,
in the Freed Curd Auditorium of
the Martha Layne Collins Center
for Industry and Technology on
the MSU campus.
Preisner is a senior lecturer in
the faculty of management at the
University of Mining and Metallurgy in Krakow, Poland. His
specialization is environmental
economics. Active in European
and international association,

Preisner has published a number
of articles on ecological issues.
He has been a guest scholar at
universities in Italy, Finland and
Canada, as well as at several institutions in his home country.
He is one of only 29 academicians from around the world who
have been selected for year-long
exchange visits in the United
States during 1997-98 through
the Fulbright Scholar -in Residence program. He is hosted
by the MSU College of Business
and Public Affairs and the Center

for International Programs.
During his presentation Feb.
10, Preisner will use lecture and
slides to discuss the history -and
cultural heritage of Poland and its
contemporary - economic, political, social and environmental
conditions. He will also examine
issues in the debate over Poland's
membership in the European
Union.
"I hope to help people understand that, geographically and
culturally, Poland has always
been a part of Europe," Preisner

Bureau in Edinburgh, Scotland,
and from stamp agents around the
world.
"Further stamps of the issue
have already been reprinted —
the first time this has ever happened for a special issue," said
John Roberts, the Post Office's
chief executive. "More than six
times the normal number of special stamps have been distributed
to all 19,000 post offices to meet
the expected initial demand."
Stamp expert Ian Boulton of
the London stamp dealers Stanley
Gibbons said the large number of
stamps produced would reduce
their value.

Preisner's lecture is sponsored
by the Non-Formal Education
Committee of MSU Center for
International Programs. The event
is open to the public at no charge.

FILE EARLY
FOR FAST REFUND!!

Call Jerry or Rita for any of your tax or bookkeeping
needs.

results.
Apparently, this was something
many high school music teachers
needed to know in order to help their
students who were college bound
For the presentation at KMEA, Dr.
Black decided to contact Stephen
King,voice teacher and friend,from
the University of Kentucky tosive
input from the standpoint of a larger
school. Together, they presented
"Preparing the High School Vocalist for College Audition/Assessment" or "Show Me the Money!" to
hundreds of music teachers from the
state of Kentucky.
The Kentucky Music Education
Association met for a convention in
Louisville this week. This is the
largest gathering of music teachers
in the state.

BURKEEN
Bookkeeping & Tax Service
— 1300 Ilillwood Drive
(Located inside Hill Electric)

753-9567 Ext. 106
or 753-6730

Specializing in Dean and General nres

MON.-FRI. 8-5, SAT. 8-12
Owns"• Ronnie Melvin

401 North 4th St.•762-0000

* Free College
Information Night

Diana stamps go on sale
LONDON (AP) — Buyers
snapped up tens of millions of
stamps commemorating Princess
Diana on Tuesday, their first day
on sale, and the Post Office predicted the set would be the
biggest-selling ever.
Among the customers were an
American who bought 900 sets
and a Japanese tourist who spent
two hours addressing copies of
the special stamp presentation
packet to send home, the Post Office said. Some bought sheets of
the stamps to frame.
The set of five first-class
stanTpS Will 'be the only one
issued in Britain bearing the princess's image. Each stamp costs
about 40 cents.
Bordered in purple and carrying the years of her life,
1961-1997, the stamps show formal and informal shots of Diana
by photographers Lord Snowdon,
Terence Donovan, Tim Graham
and John Stillwell.
The Royal Mail already is
printing extra supplies and will
keep the stamps on sale throughout 1998. They also will be available from the British Philatelic

"Poland: A Nation in Transition" will conclude with a reading of a poem by Polish poet Wislawa Szymborska, who re444V...„.
the 1996 Nobel prize for
literature.

ELECTRONIC FILING AVAILABLE

Black presents lecture
When tenor Randall Black presented his "Recipe for Your Best
Vocal Audition" to the students at
Quad State Choral Festival last fall,
it turned our to be a "warm-up" fora
presentation at the Kentucky Music
Education Association (KMEA)
In-Service/Conference.
Black, associate professor of
music at Murray State University,
was asked this fall by festival
coordinator, Dr. Bradley Almquist,
to make a presentation to help area
high school students prepare for
vocal scholarship auditions.
Black's original presentation was
given to the high school students
chosen for Quad State Choral FestiRANDALL BLACK
val and their teachers. He put pertoire, preparing the music, settogether a "recipe" to help high ting up an audition, stage developschool students with choosing re- ment, and following up on the

explained. "But Poland shares
qualities with the United States,
too. Our nation was always brave
in fighting for independence."
As Poland moves from a centrally planned system to market
economy and democratic form of
government, "the transformation
has been very successful so far,"
Preisner noted. "We are looking
for our proper place among deveIoped countries."

"They will be worth more than
their cover price but they will
never be really valuable because
there are too many of them," he
said.
Anticipating the demand, the
Post Office has announced a donation of at least $10 million -to
the Diana, Princess of Wales Memorial Fund. All further profits
also would go to the charity.
The village post office in Great
Brington, Northamptonshire,
where Diana grew up, issued
10,000 of its own special envelopes for the stamps Tuesday, for
about $16 each.

KITCHEN & BATH DESIGNS
Introduces the Pull-Out Shelf
•Custom made for existing cabinets ,
•Everything within reach
*Free in-home estimates

FIND OUT ABOUT:
•• Careers
•• !Thant-Jai Aid
•
• Admission Procedures
•
• Campus Resources to help Students
•
• Evening & Weekend Degrees
Monday, March 2, 1998*•6-9 p.m.
Murray State University
Curris Center, Mississippi Room
Call 1-800-669-7654 or 762-1150 h Februar 27 to register.

753-1546

Call for more details
Also arailabk Coda's plans for new and
remodeling buckets and bosh jobs.
Present this ad & sa‘e '25 on any
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Share In The History Of
Murray State University
Murray State
University

1922-1997
75 Years of Hope, Endeavor and Achievement

Jain us as Murray State University celebrates
its 75th Anniversary throughout the year.
A special commemorative edition will be
published on Thursday, February 26th, 1998.

To reserve your space in this publication,
please call our advertising departmept
at 753-1916.
Mary Ann Orr • Lori Andrus • Kina Hurt • Angie Goode
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Home loans,available for low-income residents
Murray-area residents earning
less than fi0 percent of the city's
Median income may be eligible for a
financial boost toward their dream
of homeownership.
The Norwest Homeownership
Assistance Program (NHAP) —
which provides up to $2,000, or 5
percent of the total mortgage to
assist eligible low- and very lowincome homebuyers obtain closing
costs or.down payment funds toward a home mortgage — recently
received a $500,000 grant from the
Federal Home Loan Bank (FHLB)
of Des Moines to support its nationwide initiatives.
"This program allows many of
the nation's low-income borrowers
to achieve the American dream of
homeownership," said Rich Phillips, vice president regional manager for the Murray area of Norwest
Mortgage."The nationwide demand
for the NHAP program exemplifies
the growing need for affordable
housing solutions."
Under NHAP guidelines, if a
borrower's income is between 50
and 60 percent of the area median
income, Norwest Mortgage will
match $2 for every $1 the borrower
contributes, up to a maximum of
$2,000. If the borrower's income is
less than or equal to 50 percent of
the area median income, he/she is
eligible for a $2,000 contribution
toward closing costs or as a down
payment.- A- borrower's contributions may come from personal
funds, grants or gifts.
Phillips said since the program's
inception in August of 1995, nearly
1,000 families have been served
through this program,totaling more
than $1.8 million in NHAP contributions, and leveraging nearly $58
million in first mortgage financing.
With the new Federal Home Loan
Bank grant, Phillips said Norwest
expects to make nearly 255 additional loans, or approximately $14
million in first mortgage financing.
"Norwest Mortgage's commitment to expanding affordable housing opportunities is commendable,"
said Thurman C. "Sam" Connell,
Home Loan Bank president. "We
arc pleased to continue to play an*.
active role in:the Norwest Homeownership Assistance Program. PrOg-

I

•

Full & Self Service
Oil Changes
Tire Rotation & Repair
Car Wash
"We Care About Your Car"
S 12th (next to Racer Inn)
753-0066

• WE

the largest mortgage lending network in the country and provides
funding for approximately one of
every 15 homes financed in the
United States.

diary of Norwest Corporation. It is
the nation's leading originator and
servicer of residential mortgages.
With more than 750 stores in all 50
states, Norwest Mortgage operates
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'IT'S NOT TRUE! WE'RE NOT LEAVING!
U.S. Choice Boneless

1/4 Sliced

Center Cut

Owen's Best Extra Lean

Chuck Roast
1
39
Stew

Pork Loin

Pork Chops

Ground Chuck
1 59
Smoked
Ham

Extra Lean

Country Style

Meat
$ 59

Spare
Ribs
$ 69

Lb.

I Lb

Ball Park
Meat

1 49
Lb

$129
Lb

Field Fresh Link

Miss Goldy Fresh

Rainbow

Hyde Park
1 Lb

1

Sweet
Peas

29
Lb.

Crackers

79°

14.5 oz

3/$ 1

3/$2

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi,
Cherry Pepsi, Cat Free Pepsi,
Diet Cat Free Pepsi

99°
$239

Prairie farms

1% Milk

1/2 gal.
Florida Natural Orange Juice or

Grapefruit Juice

1‘10

2/

/117

$ 1 99
I
64 oz.

Baby Back Ribs
$499
Lb,
Owen's Best 9 Pieces

Fed Chicken
2 tops-2 Thphs
,3 Breasts2 %/Arras

$a29
%)

Colby
Longhorn

Cheese
99

$3

14.2-15 oz.

2/5

Betty Crocker

Angel Soft

Hamburger Helper

Bath Tissue

94r

3/$4

• 4 Roll Pkg.

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Cherry Pepsi,
$129
Cat free Pepsi, Diet Cat. free Pepsi 12 plc %)
15 oz.

J/

Musselman's

oz $169
48

Applesauce
18 oz. Wheaties or

Lucky Charms 14 oz. 2/$5
Kellogg

$139

4.5-7.6

Pop Tarts
Betty Crocker

Libby Lites
_A40. Fruits
yde Park Deluxe

16 oz.

79'
$#%

H

Macaroni & Cheese

14 oz.

2/

.)

14.7

Cake Mix
Brawny Single Roll

OZ.

18 OZ.

Paper Towels

89'
69'
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Honey Baked

Ham
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Lb

Lb.
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...__
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$ 1 19
I

15 oz

3/$ 1

2/ 1
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Owen's Best
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Betty Crocker
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Shoulder Roast
$ 1 59
Beans
1 Lb

Chicken Noodle or
Tomato Soup

1
t
Grapefruit Juice 46 oz. 79 Specialty Potatoes

Green Beans 14.5 oz. 3/$
Texsun Unsweetened

1

U.S. Choice Boneless

Green Giant

Lb.

Rainbow C.S. or W.K. Golden

Rainbow Cut

Lb

Hi

General Mills

3-8.75 oz.

6 pk.

89c

Campbell's

10.5 oz.

i

Pepsi, Cat. Free Pepsi,
Diet Pepsi

Hunt's
Whole

Tomatoes

Whole Milk
$ 199

2 Liter

69

15 oz

Kentucky Farms

Gal.

Pork Loin
1 99

10 oz

1

For Seasoning
Lb

Whole Boneless

Sausage

Chicken Breast

1 99
Lb.

Franks

I Lb

Ammv,

MURRAY

Norwest Mortgage, Inc., and
Norwest Bank Iowa, N.A.,administer the NHAP program allocation.
Based in Des Moines, Iowa,
Norwest Mortgage, Inc., is a subsi-

Prices Good
Feb. 4 thru
Feb. 10

Fraternity
seeks help
The Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity
at Murray State University is working to make a positive difference in
our nation's communities.
The fraternity is working in conjunction with Habitat for Humanity
to take part in an alternitive spring
break. While many college students
will be spending their spring break
on the beaches of Florida, 20 members of Alpha Sigma Phi will spend
the week of March 8-14 working
with the Habitat for Humanity Collegiate Challenge building homes
for underprivileged families in Ft.
Worth, Texas.
The fraternity is very dedicated to
serving the community. Other community service programs include
Project Pals,a program that matches
members of Alpha Sigma Phi with
fourth and fifth graders from Murray Middle School.
The fourth and fifth graders_chosen to participate in the program are
either considered at risk of dropping
omit of school, or have no positive
male influence in their homes. The
program has been beneficial to both
the fourth and fifth graders, but to
the members of Alpha Sigma Phi as
well.
Other community service projects include visiting nursing
homes, highway cleanup, American
Humanics Food • Drive and donations to Canine Companions for
Freedom,
However, the Alpha Sigma Phi
Fraternity needs your help to continue serving our communities. The
fraternity is currently attempting to
raise the $6,000 needed to participate in the prograniT. The money
covers an entrance fee, materials for
the home and transportation.
• For more information, call either
Daniel Mauingly at 502-762-2466
or Brandon Kirkham at 502-762• 2288. To make a tax deductible
donation, please send a check to
Alpha Sigma Phi,6094 Hester Hall,
Murray, KY 42071.

and will continue until Federal
Home Loan Bank grant funds are
exhausted. Interested applicants
should contact their local Norwest
Mortgage branch for an application.

rams such as this one are vital to the
continued economic growth of
communities."
NHAP contributions are awarded
on a first come, first served basis

Old Fashion
Jalapeno
$399

lb

Fresh Green

Sunkist Seedless
Navel

U.S. No. 1 Red

Potatoes

Oranges
4 Lb Bag
1 79

$ 1 99

Large Slicing

Large Head

Golden Ripe

Tomatoes

Broccoli

Bananas

Cabbage

3

Lbs

$

20 Lb. Bag

69! 99' 3

$50,1
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Radcliffe to speak at luncheon
A new year has arrived marking
the hustle and bustle of the holidays
as another passing memory. But,
although the holiday season has
departed, the stress may not have.
Looking for ways to relieve that
stress, however, may lead to unhealthy and possibly habit-forming
choices. Author Rebecca Ruggles
Radcliffe offers an alternative with
her book, "Dance Naked in Your
Living Room: Handling Stress and
Finding Joy."
On Feb. 23, at Murray State
University's third annual Eating
Disorders Conference, Radcliffe
will present the luncheon keynote
address, "Dance Naked in Your
Living Room," based on her book.
Radcliffe addresses the unhealthy
and limiting options that society
offers to those attempting to conquer their stress.
She points out that many times
people tend to lean towards eating,
drinking, having sex or getting
angry as ways to pacify their stress,
yet these solutions themselves can
harm an individual's health, finances, career and relationships.

and stress. Currently, she serves as
the executive director for EASE
publications and resources, which
provides materials to organizations
and individuals to promote personal
and professional growth.
Before working with EASE,
Radcliffe served as the vice president for the Renfrew Center, an
East Coast women's health care
treatment facility for eating disorders. She has spoken at numerous
sites including colleges, hospitals
and various conferences throughout
the country. Radcliffe's topics include body image, emotional eating, women's issues and stress.
REBECCA RUGGLES RADCUFFE
, Ruggles believes that "Dance
Naked in Your Living Room: Handling Stress and Finding Joy," offers
healthy and encouraging alternatives applicable to anyone.
Radcliffe has a bachelor's degree
in communication and education,
and a master's in program development. She is an expert on women's
issues,self-esteem, personal growth
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Radcliffe's book, "Dance Naked
in Your Living Room: Handling
Stress and Finding Joy," is designed
to be a lesson in coping successfully
to meet the challenge of becoming a
healthier person so that life may be
more enjoyable.
For more information on Radcliffe's lecture or on the Eating Disorders Conference, call Jane Etheridge in the MSU Women's Center at
(502) 762-3016.

Pepsi Diet Pepsi, Mt Dew

Bread

2 Liter
Bottle

16 Oz.
Loaf

For

Stokley Green Beans or Corn I

Heart month designated
Governor Paul Patton has issued
a proclamation declaring February
as American Heart Month and urging Kentucky citizens to support the
efforts of the American Heart Association in encouraging women to
"Each One,Reach One!" by becoming knowledgeable about the silent
epidemic of heart disease among
women and sharing vital information about cardiovascular health
with other women.
In the proclamation,Patton noted
that cardiovascular disease is the
leading health problem and cause of
death for women in Kentucky.
Heart disease is not, commonly
recognized as epidemic in women
because it takes almost a decade
longer to show up. By that time a
woman is often concerned with
other health problems that draw
attention away from the serious
threat of heart disease.
Patton added that more than
505,000 females die each year from
cardiovascular- diseases — more
than the next 16 leading causes of
death and almost twice as many
deaths as from all forms of cancer.
Cardiovascular diseases took the
lives of more than 15,600 people in
Kentucky during 1995,according to
the AHA.
"Women cannot afford to be
complacent about cardiovascular
disease. It is an equal opportunity
killer," said Dr. Charles Rhodes,
president of the Kentucky Affiliate.
"The main difference between the
sexes is not whether women are
likely to get heart disease, but when.
We urge all women to become
knowledgeable about the serious
threat facing them so that they can
take steps to prevent heart attack or
stroke."
Since 1963, February has been
designated as American • Heart
Month by a presidential proclamation that recognizes the continuing
fight against heart disease and
stroke, and the need for all Americans to take part in this effort.
The American Heart Association,
Kentucky Affiliate, spent more than
$2.8 million during fiscal year
1996-1997 for research support,
public and professional education,
and community programs.
The AHA is the largest voluntary
health organization fighting cardiovascular diseases and stroke, which
annually kill more than 960,000

NO EQUITY REQUIRED

BILLS

BILLS

BILLS
CONSOLIDATE
$10,000 - $110/mo
to

$50,000 - $550/mo
1-800-228-9052

Americans.
To make financial contributions
to the American Heart Association
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*Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities

•Office Furniture &
•Solid Surface Counter Tops
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Roundy's Boneless

$1.19
$1.19
Bacon
Chuck Roast $1 29
Shoulder Roast SI•39
Ham

Lb.

Pork Steak

Lb.

Pork Cutlets

$1.09
'1.69

Slice Slab

Mazzio's Pizza One Hot Franchise
Opporttmity In Murray.
Mazzio's is now offering a franchise location in Murray.
Already proven through sales and independent consumer
research, Mazzio's Pizza has one of the highest sales averages
and is ranked highest in customer satisfaction scores of any
pizza concept. The contemporary concept features its award
winning pizza, pasta, sandwiches, calzone rings and salad bar
in a casual dining atmosphere.
Tulsa, Oklahoma, based Mazzio's Pizza offers a full slate of
franchise support that includes site selection approval, extensive
owner/management training, marketing support and our national
distribution system.
If you're an experienced food service operator or
individual desiring to become an owner/operator, with a
minimum liquid net worth of $150,000, this could be your
rare opportunity to get the hottest slice of the franchise pie in
Kentucky. While Mazzio's growth potential abounds, only one
franchise opportunity is available in Murray.
Contact us toll free at 1-800-827-1910 for information
on this exciting franchise opportunity.
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Style
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$1.49 Lb.

100% Pure
Lb.

Ground Chuck
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Lettuce
24 Cl.
Washington State Jumbo Red Del.

Idaho

Apples.

Potatoes

48 ct. Lb. "JP
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or obtain more information about
American Heart Month, call the
AHA office at 502-587-8641.
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DEATHS
Mrs. Bertha Maness
Mrs. Bertha Maness, 88, Dexter, died today, Feb. 4, 1998, at 3 a.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Her husband, Oscar Maness, died Dec. 27, 1986. Born Feb. 21,
1909, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Henry
Thorn and Martha Thorn. She was a member of Dexter Baptist
Church.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Betty Carroll and husband,
Norman, Almo, and Mrs. Pauy Mitchuson and husband, Obie, Dexter;
six sons, Billy Joe Maness and wife, Francine, John Maness and wife,
Dorothy, and Jerry Maness and wife, Helen, all of Dexter, James E.
Maness and wife, Dee, Indianapolis, Ind., Edward Maness and wife,
Ann, Orlando, Fla., and Butch Maness and wife, Kathy, Almo; three
sisters, Mrs. Lucille Haley, Murray, and Mrs. Louise Byers and Mrs.
Gracie Stroup, Paducah; one brother, Raymond Thorn, Almo; 18
grandchildren; 22 great-grandchildren; one great-great-grandchild.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home will be in charge of arrangements.

Rev. John Brent Underwood
The Rev. John Brent Underwood, 85, Jackson, Tenn., formerly of
Calloway County, died Sunday, Feb. 1, at Jackson-General Hospital,
Jackson.
He was a retired Methodist minister. Born in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late John Underwood and Dovie Sanders Underwood. Also preceding him in death were one grandson, Nicholas Hollis, three brothers, Elgin. James, and Brooks Underwood, and two infant sisters.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mildred Craig Underwood; one
daughter, Mrs. Nancy Stephenson, and two grandsons, Jonathan Hollis
and David Hollis, Jackson; four sisters, Mrs. Eva Craig, Mrs. Sue
Hinze, and Mrs. Katherine Chrisman, all of Murray, and Mrs. Rath
Netherland, South Fulton, Tenn.; one sister-in-law, Mrs. Euple Underwood, Hazel; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral is today at 10 a.m. at St. Andrews United Methodist
Church, Jackson. Burial rites will be at 2:30 pt. at Murray Memorial
Gardens.

Lowell-Outland•

Mrs. Jennie Margaret Nanney

Lowell Outland, 90, South Fourth Street, Murray, died Tuesday,
Feb. 3, 1998, at 9:25 p.m. at Long Term Care Unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
A retired service station contractor, he was a member of Poplar
Spring Baptist Church. Born Oct. 28, 1907, in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late Thomas Carroll Outland and Martha Ann
McCuiston Outland.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Pauline Motheral Outland, to
whom he was married on Oct. 3, 1931; one daughter, Mrs. Shirley
Harper and husband, Dr. Randall Harper, San Antonio, Texas; one
son, Dr. J.D. Outland and wife, Kay, Murray; five grandchildren;
three great-grandchildren.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home will be in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Jennie Margaret Nanney, 72, Palestine Road, Hardin, died
Tuesday, Feb. 3, 1998, at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
A former employee of Sue & Charlie's Restaurant at Aurora, she
was a member of Unity Cumberland Presbyterian Church. One son,
Johnny Nanney, her parents, Hampton Childress and Beulah Hopkins
Childress, one sister and two brothers preceded her in death.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Ann Fox and husband, Jesse,
Hazel; one son, Ronnie Nanney and wife, Laura, Hardin; four grandchildren, Trade Edwards, Craig Fox and Roger Fox, all of Hazel, and
Jason Nanney, Hopkinsville; five great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at 1 p.m. at Unity Cumberland Presbyteriah Church. The Rev. Steve Guarneros and the Rev. James Lawson will officiate. Burial will follow in Unity Cemetery.
Friends may call at Collier Funeral Home, Benton, after 5 p.m. today (Wednesday).

Hughes H. Edwards
Hughes H. Edwards, 66, Lovers Lane, Almo, died Thursday, Jan.
29, 1998, at 4:15 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
A welder, he was a member of Dexter Baptist Church. One son,
Randy Edwards, one granddaughter, Chasta Edwards, one sister, Patricia Copeland, and one brother, B.C. Edwards, preceded him in death.
Born May 23, 1931, in Calloway County, He was the son of the
late
Henry Edwards and Emma Caldwell Edwards.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Flossie B. Edwards; four
daughters, Mrs. Emma Edwards and husband, Keith, Murray, Charlotte
Lewis and Pamela, Higgins, Joppa, Ill., and Sheila Lewis and husband,
Patrick, Almo; three sons, Kenneth Edwards, Paducah, and Roger
Edwards and wife, Crystal, and Keith Edwards and wife, Cindy, all
of
Almo; 14 grandchildren; seven great-grandchildren.
The funeral was Sunday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Murray. The Rev. Glen Cope officiated.
Pallbearers were Keith Edwards, Robert Lewis, Johnny Fletcher,
Robert Atkinson, Richard Little, Robert Colson, Adam Galloway and
Jimmy Edwards. Burial was in Stewart Cemetery.
Editor's note: this obituary is being reprinted because one of the
son's names was omitted on Saturday.

Miss Erin Marie Conn
You are invited to

Hickory Woods Retirement Center

Grand

Opening

- and -

Community Open House
84 Utterback Road, Murray, Ky

Sunday, Feb. 22 • 1-3 p.m.

Hickory Woods
Retirement Center

4;_11-ES A MONTH OF GTE HO'

Miss Erin Marie Conn, 22, Eddyville, died suddenly Monday, Feb.
2, 1998, at 6 p.m. at Emergency room of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She had been taken ill suddenly during a class at Murray
State University.
A senior and vocal music performance major at Murray State University, she was a member of Sigma Alpha Iota frvornity, Chamber
Singers, and Concert Choir. She had performed with Campus Lights
for two years and also with the Vocal Jazz Quartet.
Miss Conn was a 1993 graduate of Will C. Wood High School,
Vacaville, Calif., and had attended two years at Salano County Junior
College before moving to Eddyville and enrolling at MSU. She was
emproyeil at Murray Wal-Mart and was a member of Community Presbyterian Church, Vacaville, Calif.
Survivors include her parents, David and Marie Crouse Conn, Eddyville; one sister, Megan Lynn Conn, Omaha, Neb.; one stepsister,
Kim Sparks, Rincon, Ga.; one stepbrother, Christopher Conn, Tampa,
Fla.
The funeral will be Friday at 1 'p.m. at Eddyville United Methodist
Church., The Rev. Steve McVay will officiate. Burial will follow in
Rolling Hills Cemetery, Eddyville.
Friends may call at Lakeland Funeral Home, Eddyville, from 4 to 9
p.m. Thursday and at the church from noon until the funeral hour
Friday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to The Department of Music
Scholarship Fund, Murray State University, P.O.,Box 9, Murray, KY
42071-0009.
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Thinking about going wireless? We'll meet you halfway. For
as little as $10 a month, you can enjoy the security and
convenience of GTE's great wireless service every day.
There's no activation fee and you get 50% off access and
local airtime for six months just for signing a two-year
agreement. Plus, you can get an additional line for only
$8.48 per month for 6 months. Call or stop by your
neighborhood GTE location today. Give us half a second
and you'll see how to save big time.

AUTHORIZED
WIRELESS
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OFFICE PRODUCTS, INC.
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assistance, VMS end assessments apply Not overlaid* with any Dew promotional offer Deposit may be required Early
termination law and
some conditions spply. Pfwnewoctuipment offer may vary by agent
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define what it means to be a practicing homosexual. He also said
the policy yiolates the church's
own scriptural teachings.
Sabin can appeal the decision
to a panel within the church that
would have the final say. He said
Tuesday night that the "appeals
process is under study."
The 150-member congregation
orLord of Life publicly supports
Sabin and could vote to keep him
on as pastor but would then risk
sanctions from the church, including expulsion.
Nancy Lewis, a member of
Lord of Life since it started 25
years ago, said the decision was
not what she had hoped for, but
she was glad it had come quickly.
"I feel that our clergy should
be given the same rights as the
members of our congregations,"
she said. "It is all right for homosexuals in relationships to be
members of our congregations, to
hold office in our congregations.
It is not fair that our pastors who
are homos-exual cannot have
warm and loving and committed
relationships.
"This is discrimination," she
said.
The Evangelical Lutheran
Church of America, with some
5.2 million members in the United States and Caribbean, has
wrestled with the issue three
times in recent years, all in
California.
The Lutherans allow ordination
of gay and lesbian- ministers but only if they take a vow to abstain from having relations with
members of the same sex.
In two cases, the church expelled congregations, both in San
Francisco, and declared a vacancy at an Oakland church, even
though the minister still presides
there.
Doug Mose, spokesman for the
Washington, D.C.,-based Lutheran Lesbian and Gay Ministries,
said he was disappointed but not
surprised by the committee's
decision.

DES MOINES, Iowa (AP)A disciplinary committee voted
Tuesday to revoke the ministry of
a central Iowa pastor for being a
"practicing homosexual."
In announcing the decision
against the Rev. Steve Sabin,
Bishop Philip Hougen said he has
"pastoral concern" for Sabin, his
partner Karl von Uhl, and his
congregation.
"I know that all concerned
will appreciate your prayers,"
said Hougen, bishop of the
Evangelical Lutheran Church in
America's Southeastern Iowa
Synod. "I continue to pray for
God's guidance and for continuing dialogue on the issue of homosexuality within the Evangelical Lutheran Church in
America."
The nine-member committee of
ministers and church members
said that it admires the job Sabin
has done as pastor at the Lord of
Life Lutheran Church in Ames,
but it considers him a practicing
homosexual. The committee said
it could not allow Sabin's "gifts
of ministry either to outweigh or
excuse" his policy violation.
Sabin will be removed from
the list of the church's ordained
ministers _effective April 15.
Sabin said Tuesday night that
he and von Uhl are "saddened
both by the decision of the hearing panel and by the fact that
Bishop Hougen has released it to
the press prior to my being able
to talk with my parishioners."
"The congregation has a deep
and abiding interest in the process, and once again, they've
been cut out of the loop. And I
consider that to be a deep
tragedy," he said.
Sabin reserved further comment until a news conference
Wednesday, when he said his
church's telephone tree system
would have been able to notify
members about the decision.
Sabin had argued during his
two-day ecclesiastical trial this
week in Des Moines that the
church's policy did not clearly
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HOG MARKET

A&A AUTO
RENTAL

Report
Not
Available

• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
513 S. 12th St.

753-4461

TUF

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
MELBER KY • (502) 674-5530
Owner, DWAIN WARREN
CHECK THESE
FEATUReS
•

B
C

D
E
F
1,
H

concrete floor
reinforced *Ith
wire mesh
12 footing
Polyurethane
under concrete
Anchor bolts
in concrete
treated
hcnom plates
t
at studs lb 0 C
1 . elude'
undersodng
Miserate wood or vinyl siding

r

I Self supporting 2mb
trusted ratters 2 ft
0C
J' plywood
Seal down sNnyks
K decking
L °venting tanned
M Overhead steel
N Steel service door
O 2i4 fascia
covered

P 2110 hi alms
O ail inch') curb

We offer you. FREE Estimates. References and Location of
Garages In Your AfeJ and Written Warranty

'1

Deluxe Models
I. CAR
2 CAR (18001
LARGE 2 CAR 12202)
2', CAR (24124)
LARGE 2'. CAR 1241301
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Completely Erected Including Concrete Floors
Not Pm Fab Carpenter Built All °frailty Materrals
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'Practicing homosexual'
stripped of ministry

502-753-3366
Additional
intormayion
Available
Upon Requeu

304

Mrs. Esther Sigmon, 92, Murray, died Tuesday, Feb. 3, 1998, at
12:50 p.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
She had been residing at Lakeland Wesley Village on Kentucky
Lake.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home will be in charge of arrangements.

-

'Hilliard Lyons is; madet maker in
SW
NC no change in prim

641

$2.
TI'

Mrs. Esther Sigmon

Ingersoll Rand-. 42sh• - Ish•
K U Energy............. 3I 3/a NC
Kroger
40sh LG & E
237he NC
Lucent Tech....-.92sh• + 1/4
Mattel
411/. McDoaalds
4814
Merck
.....__II474 Microsoft ........... ISS1/2 J.C. Penney...-.661sh• - "hi
Peoples First...... 36 B 37 A
Quaker Oats
Schering•Plough....-.72"h• - sh•
Sears
47sla Texeco--............. 531/a + sh•
Time Warner...-.64'4 - sh•
Union Planters..-627h• - sh•
UST
3414 - sh•
sh•

CI

S ci2"

I

54.325
54.625
$4.825
S5.425

2 CAR 1118001
LARGE 2 CAR (2207)
2' a CAR (2404)
LARGE 2': CAR (24100)

1 Afi 'Jr.'

;
54,125
55.125
55.225
S5.925
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CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED AD RATES

TOZLgE CALL 753-1916

INIPIQY
$6.25 Column Inch
40% Discount 2nd Run,
60% Discount lid Run.
0.1 .1 Ads Alus/ Run NM 6Do1 Period)
$2.25 per column inch extra for
Tuesday (Shopping Guide).
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n,
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Reader Adi
300 per word. $6.00 minimum
lit day.60 per word per day for
each additional consecutive
day. $2.00 extra tor Shopper
Clues. ClassMeds go into Shopping Guide.) $2,00 extra for
blind box ads.

dnd

Yard Sae $750 Prergisl
A $2001..will be tequied to make
any changes to ad ales diodltne.

010
020
025
040
050...
060
070
090
100
110
120
130

Card of
Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
- Help Wanted
Domestic tt Childcare
Position Wanted
Business Opportunity
Instruction
Computers
For Sale Or Trade

Thanks
140
150
155
J60
165
170
180
190
195
200..
210
220

Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Lawn & Garden
Farm Equipment
heavy Equipmeni
Sports Equipment
, Firewood
Musical

Happy Birthday
In Memory
Miscellaneous 365
. For Sale or Lease 410
240 . .......
260.... Mobile Home Lots For Sale 370 Corrunercial Property for Sale 480
Pets & Supplies 485
270........... Mobile Homes ha Silk 180
490
jisetiock & Supplies
280......... Mobile Homes For Rent iY0
Yoird Sale 495
285. Mobile Home Lots 1-ot Rent Oral
410
And
cooling
Sale 500
Heating
..Putslis.
290
420
Business Rentals
llonie Loans 510
300..
Want To Rent 4.10
Real Estate 520
310. ...
Apartments For Rent 445
Lake Property 530
320
Rooms For Rent 440 .
Lois For Sale 550
330
Houses For Rent 450
340
Farms For Slit 360 360..
460
........ For Rent ar Lease
Homes For Sale 570

ittilLUMEM
Master Card

Motorcycles
Auto Services
•Spott Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks

Advertlsees ars requested
to chock the first insertion
of their ads for any error.
Murray LedgerI Raw will
be responsiblefor only on*
incorrect insertion. Any etrat should be repotted immediately so corrections
can be mode.

Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Produce
Free Column
Wanted

OfF10E HOURS;
Mon.-Fd. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday Closed
• Doodfinas or. 2 days
In advance,
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NOTICE OF UNITED STATES MARSHAL'S SALE
By virtue ofJudgment and Order ofSale entered January 16, 1998,
directed to me and issued from the Office of the Clerk of the United
States District Court for the Western District of Kentucky, at
Paducah, in the action of United States of America, Plaintiff, v.
Stephen D. Turnbow, et al, Defendants, Civil Action No. 5:97CV174-R, on March 11, 1998, at the hour of 1:00 p.m., at the Calloway
County Courthouse door, Murray,Kentucky,I will sell to the highest
and best bidder the following real estate:

-

A 0.945 acre tract of land as surveyed by Allgood Surveying
Services of Murray, Kentucky, December 1989, located on
Highway 893 (County Line Road) approximately 9.8 miles
West ofthe intersection ofTwelfth and Main Streets in the City
of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, and being more
particularly described as follows:

id

on

Id
Is

Beginning at the Northwest corner of the herein described
tract of land and the Southwest corner of the Howard Darnell
Property, Deed Book 114, Page 267, said point being a #4 Rebar set 506.32feet South ofthe Centerline ofBazzell Cemetery
Road and 30.00 feet East of the centerline of Highway 893;

on
11S
IM

thence, North 88° 54' 33" East. 238.00 feet, generally along a
fence and with the said Darnell South Property Line, to a #4
Re-bar set at the Northeast corner ofthe herein described tract
of land;

isk
nof
25
as
ut
ly.
Id

thence, South 0° 49' 42" East - 173.00 feet with the Eurie
Wilkerson Property, Deed Book 78,Page 61,to a #4 Re-bar set
at the Southeast corner of the herein described tract of land;
thence, South 88° 54' 33" West - 238.00 feet with the said
Wilkerson Property to a #4 Re-bar set at the Southwest corner
of the herein described tract of land;
thence North 0 degrees 49'42" West - 173.00 feet with the East
side of Highway 893 to the point of beginning.

0be
to
S.
ho
ve
ed

Being in all respects the same property to which Stephen D.
Turnbow and Pammie Turnbow derived title from Kenneth
Wilkerson and wife, Suzanne Wilkerson by deed dated
January 24, 1990 and recorded in Book 175, Card No. 1601 in
the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office.
The above described real estate is being sold to satisfy ajudgment
in the amount of $38,437.55, plus accrued interest in the amount of
$10,617.38, as of December 9, 1997, plus additional interest which
accrued at the daily rate of $8.9057 from December 9, 1997 until
January 16,1998 and interestthereafter on saidjudgment at the rate
of5.341 percent per annum,until paid,including a subsidy amount of
$9,004.00from the sale ofthe property in the event the property sells
for more than the above balance set out herein, plus costs,
disbursements and expenses.

he

nas
ee
In

TERMS OF SALE
The real estate will be sold to the highest and best bidder at the
place and time above mentioned for cash,or upon a credit ofsixty(60)
days subject to the following terms and conditions of credit:

b-

Fifteen(15%)percent ofthe purchase price shall be paid in cash
on the day of sale, with the purchaser to execute a bond with
approved surety payable to the United States Marshal for the
Western District of Kentucky for the balance of the purchase
price, together with interest thereon at the rate of 5.341
percent per annum, said bond being due and payable in full,
together with all accrued interest, within sixty(60)days from
date of sale. The purchaser may prepay the bond at any time
prior to the expiration ofsixty(60)days from the date ofsale by
payment of the balance of the purchase price plus all interest
accrued at the rate of5.341 percent per annum from date ofsale
to the date of payment in full.

es

s,
ot

The deed will be delivered when the sale has been confirmed by the
Court, the deed has been approved by the Court, and the purchase
price and any accrued interest have been paid in full. The real estate
shall be sold free and clear of any and all liens, and encumbrances,
except for any state, county, city or school ad valorem taxes which
may be due and payable or assessed against said property at the time
ofsale.The rights ofall parties shall attach to the proceeds ofthe sale
of the real property in the same manner and with the same effort as
they attached to the property prior to the sale.
Linda A. Barroe
For: Samuel Cicchiao
United States Marshal
Western District of Kentucky
114 U.S. Courthouse Building
Louisville, KY 40202

020

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 65'h,
according to Federal Law,they are all guaranteed issue regardless of heatth.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:
1. Price 2. Company stability. 3. Service.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or As rated'
companies to give you the best possibki riles
and service. We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year. We have
been serving West Ky. for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent.

.1
t.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
906 Sycamore
Murray, KY 763-4199
Nationwide toil tree:
1-900456-4199
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641 PRODUCE- This
weeks special iceburg let78* Radishes, 2pkg
79e Vineriperied tomatoes
from Florida with • real
tomato flavor, $3 basket
Fresh asparagus, $2,29.
Green onions. 3 birches,
Ns. Cabbage, 4164'61.00.
Peanuts in shell, roamed or
$1.7Mb. Egg plant,
49elb. Mush&ona,!si.49
Fresh limes, 4 for Mie.
Jumbo sizoi Navel oranges,
$4 05 bag Grapefruk $3.95
beg 14 bap Russet potatoes left, SOlte $7.50. By
tie time you reed this ad, all
produce will be inside.
Corns in and see us. Formally Knoth's BOO, Hvry
641 N

UPI
Notice

Help
Wanted

All stored items in storage unit 187 at Key
Mini Warehouses, 1850 State Route 121
South, Murray, KY 42071, have been
abandoned and if all charges for storage
unit 187 are not paid in full on or before
Feb. 15, 1998, Key Mini-Warehouses
will have legal possession of all items
stored in unit 187. A sale date for said
items stored in storage unit 187 will be
posted at a later time.

Murray State University has declared
the following items surplus to its needs:
electric typewriters, personal computers, printers, cameras, video equip
ment, adding machines, sewing machines,televisions, tape recorders, telephones, hay baler, tire changer, office
equipment and much more. Refer to Bid
MUR-295D-98. Items may be seen at
the Procurement Services Department,
General Service Building, located on
Chestnut Street, Murray, KY 42071
between 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. on the
dates of February 10th and 11th. Bid
forms will be available at the site.
020
Nodes

TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
6%
INTEREST.
Guaranteed 5 years
Monthly income
available!
100% reinsured!
100% investment
grade assets'
Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal.

McConnell
Insurance
Murray, KY

753-4199
ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew. 753-6981.
AVON- I am here for all
your Avon needs. Whether
you are interested in buying, selling or just want to
look through a book to see
what Avon offers; give me a
cal (502)436-6026, ask for
Tonya. Ind/Ws/rep.

Imo

00
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Notice

060

COLORTYME now hiring
manager trainee's and en
try level positions Must be
enthusiastic and self motivated Must be able to lift
100Ibs Apply at 408N 1201
St No phone calls please
EOE

'

Nurses Aide
PRN work all
shifts as needed.
Not a full time
job. Prefer experience, but will
train caring individual who would
enjoy working
with the elderly.
Good working
conditions, pleasant atmosphere.

COMMERCIAL Printing
expanding due to growth is
seeking customer service
representative & Macln
tosh operator experienced
with PageMaker, Quark, Illustrator & Photoshop.
Apply at Printing Services &
Supplies, 102 N 4th St.
Murray

Call Glayda
Dodd at Fern
Terrace Lodge.
753-7109. EOE.

yi
Happy Srthia—

SPORTABLE Scoreboards
has a sales position available. Job duties include
customer follow up calls,
data entry, clerical work &
misc office duties. No experience necessary. Call
759-1600 after 3pm,ask for
Stephanie.
THE National Scouting Museum is seeking to fill the
following temporary positions: one 37.5 hour/week
Collections Worker position
and one 40 hour/week Curatorial Assistant position.
Duties include computer
data entry, registration &
cataloguing,and exhibit design & production. Experience preferred. Applications are available at the
Museum office on 16th
Street No phone inquires

rE
veryone
from Lynn
Grove wish
Denise
!Chester a

p

; Happy
IP 60th
Birthday.

ELECTRONIC INSTALLATION TECHNICIAN.
GENERAL KNOWLEDGE
OF ELECTRONICS INCLUDING TELEPHONES,
HOME THEATER, SECURITY, AUDIO AND FULL-time position avail- please.
FAX:
VIDEO REQUIRED. CA- able in busy medical office. 502-762-3189. •
BLING EXPERIENCE RE- Must have medical busiQUIRED. CALL FOR AP- ness office skills, insurance
POINTMENT and computer knowledge.
In The Classifieds
502-753-7567. MON Full benefits available and
Say
company 401K option
THRU FRI 10A1A-IPM
Send resume to Allergy
ESTIMATOR, Protect and and Asthma Clinic of West
Employee Manager for Kentucky, 2957 US Hwy
large painting company. 641 N Murray, KY 42071.
Must possess the following.
Computer skills (Windows. LOCAL MEDICAL OFFICE
95), ability to read and take looking for secretary/ reoff blueprints, supervision ceptionist. General office
Help
skills, knowledge of the duties, must be bright, maWanted
painting industry with esti- ture individual with good
HOME
NuFiSits4C,
mating skills. Excellent sal- public relations and an eye
DRIVERS- Logistics Per
ary and benefits Send re- for detail. Any insurance
sonnet Corp is currently
Murexperience helpful. Posiseeking flatbed drivers for sume to: PO Box 42,
42071.
tion starting out part time
our operation in Clarksville, ray, KY
Long Term Care Division
TN. Single operation. Full HELP Wanted . Part time, and possibly going to full
benefit package, safety/ apply at 410 Main St No time. Send resume with reWestern Kentucky's Premier Long Term
performance bonus, 401K phone calls please.
ferences to PO Box 1040
Facility is looking for a Registered
Care
W, Murray, KY 42071
& weekly IRA Must have
Nurse Supervisor. This full-time, day
class A CDL, good driving OTR Drivers, 2 years air
position requires coordination and effirecord & 1 yr flatbed exp to rent, 25yrs old, clean MVR,
PAINTERS- Black's Decorapply, call (800)733-1458 home most weekends
operation of the skilled nursing unit.
cient
ating Center of Murray, KY
901-247-5856
E0E.
will interpret, enforce and
Candidate
is recruiting for experienced painters. $9.00 per
support nursing home policies. The ideal
hour to start, with opportuncandidate should be registered with Kenities for advancement and
tucky Board of Nursing and have at least
benefits. Affordable group
3 to 5 years experience as a staff nurse
health insurance available.
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A RECESSION
with charge experience and be C.P.R.
should
persons
Interested
PROOF CAREER IN MURRAY —
leave voice mail message
certified.
CALLOWAY COUNTY???
by calling 502-759-8609.
This position otters an excellent benefit
I have an OPPORTUNITY for 3 to 4 extremely talented
Recruiting will run thru
& successful in home closers.
5:00pm Friday February 6,
and compensation package.
$45,000 + Per Year
1998. No walk-in applicaInterested candidates should apply to:
lAor benefits Company supplied pre-sel appointments.
tions accepted. Equal OpNo credit refusals. Company training. Hours waked
portunity Employer
West View Nursing Home
days & evenings.

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS

WestView

RN Supervisor

1401 South 16th Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071

Call If you are serious
about a career 8 are Wry ID volt TM TIRED DF INTERVIEWING people who only want ki earn $300-$400 psr sea
ard thet don1 sort to work Call batmen It-4 Mon -Sr

Full-Time Onl • Must Be 25 • 753-0580

SALES- CEMETERY Be
one of the highest paid in
America Call 11arn-4pm,
Mon-Sat, 753-2971.

BIBLE Message 759-5177.
HOUSE of Clothes Open
Mon-Sat,9 to 5, Sun 1 to 5
Nice consignment clothing.
$1.00 Buys mens, womens, childrens jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses. Off Kirksey Hwy
left on 464, 5 miles. Call
489-2243 or 753-6981,

502 767 3660
1401 SOUTH 16th STREET • MURRAY • KENTUCKY 42071

Put Your Special
Valentine's Picture &
Message Or A Love Line
In The Paper Feb. 14, 1998

February
14 th

'A

SINGLE? Meet other singles in the area with similar
interests and lifestyles. All
singles welcome. Send
LSASE to. Personal Connections, PO Box 1545,
Murray, KY 42071.
START dating today! Have
furl playing the Kentucky
dating game For more incall
formation
1 -800-ROMANCE, ext
7638.

Help
Wanted

Help
Wanted

"et

Mark
Thank you for making
this the happiest
Valentine's Day ever!
I Love You!
Melanie

Happy Valentines
Daddy

$175/M0 2br, furnished
duplex. No deposit.
767-0676
OAS

Help
Wanted
AVON- SS-Slain, No door
to door. Easy methods'
Quick Cash' 'Bonuses'
1-800-827-4640

BUSY physicians office
needs CNA/ Phlebotomist.
BEACH view oonoo. 2br, Send resume to: PO Box C,
24 bath Sea Grove Murray. KY 42071
Beech, FL. SAYE!! Rent
from owner. Weekly/ COSTING- Movie Extras.
monthly. Not available Production Trainees. FOrn
Studio. $02-329-0318.
Spring Break. 759-0304.

in $8.00 for a picture, names & love lines, along with a stamped. selfaddressed envelope for the return of the original photo. Or $5.00 for love lines(no more
than 10 words). All ads must be pre-paid.
Just bring

411,

Deadline for receipt of Photos & Love Lines is Noon. Mon., Feb. 9th.

p
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Advertising Dept.
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"Check This Out"

Is,

On The Go Directory

1
.

Hs
Wanted

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Teacher and resident adviAdvertise Tue & Shopper
posiuons available for
sor
I.]
Upward Bounds six week,
Thurs & Sat.
til residential Summer prog$9 dollars per week.
ram at Murray State Univer4 week minimum
Is] sity TEACHERS for soence. math. English, and
•1
Call Debbie or Tonya
computers needed Bachei n lors degree in education
and valid secondary teachla •
ing certification preferred
but not required Will consider college students or
persons with other deTemporary Staffing Service
grees RESIDENT ADVISORS must be at least 21
".
years of age and have completed two Of more years of
; 511.0, 1 .A114 41i0J4:11
college with at least a 2 5
Is NOW OPEN
GPA Experience as a resident advisor preferred but
at our new location:
not required Experience
908-C S. 12th St., Bel-Alr Shopping Center
working with high school
beside The Murray Insurance Agency
age students and excellent
We are accepting applications for various types of
documentation and interemployment including industrial, clerical and fork lilt
personal skills required for
Call or come by and experience
both positions Send letter
The Hamilton-Ryker difference.
of application, resume, and
759-0650
names and phone numbers
of three references to Upward Bound, Attn. Myra
Yates Director, Murray
State University, PO Box 9,
Murray, KY 42071 Deadline for application is
• Individual • Business •
3/1/98 Employment dependent upon grant fund• Electronic Filing •
ing Murray State University is an equal education
and employment opportunity M/F/D, AA employer.

[N1

C3HAMILTON-FlYKER

INCOME TAX

PAGE BOOKKEEPING
& TAX SERVICE
206 S. 6th

753-8107

Lose inches while you
sleep. With all natural

(CALORAD®)
No diets • No exercise
• No side effects
For more information call
502-753-1132 or
1-800-230-1182 ext. 01

93.3 WKYO AND 96.9 WDDJ,the region's top
rated radio stations, are looking for extraordinarily outgoing persons who love radio to work
with retailers in the Murray area. Our reps are
the best paid in the business so this is a great
opportunity to work for a company that has
been here for over 25 years. Salary + commission and fully paid health insurance. Apply In
person, Murray Chamber of Commerce
Monday, Feb. 9th 5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.
BACKGROUND CHECKS WILL BE CONDUCTED/E0E.

MATTEL, INC., the world's leading play company, has an opening for an experienced
BUYER at its Murray, Ky. manufacturing
facility. Qualifications include a BS Degree in
Business or related area. Minimum of three
years purchasing experience, preferably in a
high volume, consumer products manufacturing environment. This position requires solid
computer skills, and experience with an MAP
System is preferred. Experienced in obtaining
competitive quotes, negotiating terms and
lead times as well as solid interpersonal and
verbal/written communication skills are a
must

Domestic
& Childcare

CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable Call
Linda 759-9553

OPENING Soon Quality
family homecare 9yrs experience with senior adults
Phone
Jackie
502-376-2934
ROOMMATE Wanted 3br
house on Hwy 9.4 W Contact Jun. 753-0146
TIPTON Family Personal
Care Home,852 South 2nd
St, Mayfield, KY 42066
1-888-242-6963 Pin/
9106, 502-251-9621 We
offer 7day a week, 24 hour
supervision Medical staff &
Social Worker on duty
State Licensed &
regulated

EMPLOYMENT MANAGER
307 POOR FARM ROAD E
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
Fax Number 502-767-1304
An Equal Employment Opportunity Employer
M/FAPID

WILL sit with elderly. daytime Monday through Friday Have references
Phone 436-5228 and leave
message

WANTED - AUTOMOTIVE TECHNICIANS
The Peppers Chevrolet-Oldsmobile-Cadillac
and Toyota has openings for experienced
automotive technicians. The ideal candidates
will be experienced with all car lines in auto
diagnostics, dovability, air conditioning,
brakes, engines, and general maintenance.
Must have own hand tools The ideal candidate will be ASE certified, but we will consider
a technician who wants to become ASE
certified and is willing to expend the effort
necessary to become certified. Each applicant
will be considered, regardless of experience
We have factory, home study, and on-the-job
training.

Ak Purification
System Inventory
Reduction Sale
Call 759-9020
20' COLOR tv, $1 0/week
Call 753-4663,
2 PIECE living room group
$15/week Call 753-4663
ANTIQUE white wedding
dress, train & veil. laced
w/pearls. size 8. $500 obo
Worn One time only
759-9824 after 4 00

WORKERS: New telephone decioe designed for
you Stop unplugging your
phone The Snooz A Phone offers a better solution Routine calls blocked
yet special calls ring your
phone E-Mail SNOOZAPHONE -at - USA NET
436-2995
BABY ITEMS Graco Tot
Loc chair, infant bouncer
seat. Greco doorway Jumper, Graco Easy Entry battery swing $35, Portable
play yard (older model),
Century infant car seat/ carrier with base $25, bed rail,
Big Action Construction by
FP $25 All in very good
condition 759-5262
EXCELLENT hay in covered rolls or square bales
Will load 753-6567
FIREWOOD $35 rick delivered 1611 dove-tail trailer,
double axel King size
waterbed 435-4460

MATTRESS Clearance
Sale' Smith Mattress Factory, 502-851-3160, Symsonia, KY

SEE us for your barn or roof
metal Cut to length Covers 36 inches many colors
Economy Metal & Supply
Co 489-2722
WASHER/
dryer,
$19 95/week
Call
753-4663

1YR old Roper washer &
dryer, papers included, will
move, $450 759-8469 ask
for Tim
MAGIC Chef gas stove, almond, 3yrs okl, $150 Kenmore self defrosting refrigerator, 199 cubic ft, almond, 2yrs old, $250
759-3545, mornings
160

4 PIECE living room set.
couch, loveseat, chair and
table. $300 762-0239
ANTIQUE single bedstead,
spooled, converted from
ropes, nails, slats, mattress
& boxspring, $150
436-2391 after 6pm
weekdays
KING size bedroom suite
with Softside waterbed
mattress & springs
753-4509
QUEEN size sleeper sofa &
matching chair, coffee table
& matching end tables Singer cabinet model sewing
machine, wicker book
case 753-3593
SOFA with matching loveseat, recliner, kitchen table
with 4 chairs $400411
753-4342

Peppers
Chevrolet-Oldsmobile-Cadillac-Toyota
Terry Mooney, Soryic• Manager-

-

2BR, 1 bath, located 64
miles from Murray, $250
492-6151
2BR trailer No pets References needed
Call
753-9866
HAZEL, 2br, lease deposit
& references 492-8526

112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

FOR LEASE in early Feb
in Chestnut Street Town
house, 2br, 1 5 bath all
appliances convenient
parking, freshly painted
and carpet cleaned
$450/mo Grey's Properties. 759-2001, ask for
Lynda

NICE 2br duplex with carport, gas heat & appliances Deposit. Lease
No pets 1821 Ridgewood
$450/mo 753-7457

NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or
3 4br house w/washer &
dryer, furnished near
MSU Inquire at 1210 Main
St 753-1252 before 5pm
753-0606 after 5pm

RENT to own 14X80, 2br,
2 bath in Grogans Trailer
Park
Coleman RE
753-9898

NICE 2br, 1 bath apartment, all appliances Great
location Call Mur Cal Realty 753-4444

NOW renting 1,2 & 3 bedroom apartments Mur Cal
Apartments 902 Northwood Dr, Murray KY
759-4984 Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOWNHOUSE
in
Cambridge- 2br, 1'4 bath
Has refrigerator w/
icemaker. stove, built-in
microwave, garbage disposal, dishwasher, w/d
Great utilities $475/mo
plus deposit No pets
753-3966
VERY nice 2br, 1'4 baths
Townhouse Appliances
furnished w/washer &
dryer, $500/mo, 1yr lease
1 mo deposit No pets
753-2905, 753-7536
VERY roomy 2br, 2 bath
duplex Appliances with
washer & dryer furnished
Central h/a Extra storage
space $550/mo 1/mo deposit 1yr lease No pets
Call 753-2905 or 753-7536

330
Rooms
NICE 2br, 1 bath in Murray.
For Rant
All appliances including
dishwasher, w/d hook-ups, SLEEPING
room
front & rear deck. $150/mo Coleman RE,
436-5465
753-9898

4 CAR shop with air corn
pressor 753-4509

al Rental and Sales
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"

Apartm•rits
For Rent

MURRAY
MANOR
APARTMENTS Make it
your home' Great 1 or 2br
apartments with great
price, central h/a, laundry
facilities Office hours
8am-5pm, Mon -Fri
(502)753-8668, Equal
Housing Opportunity

Business
Rentals

HALEY'S
TI
UglyPuck

320
Apartments
For Rent

KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Wesley Village, tbr
apartment, utilities included, rent based on income 62 & older, or handicap & disabled Equal
Housing Opportunity.
502-354-8888

380

COURT Square office
space, $95/mo Utilities included Contact Greg
McNutt 753-4451
OFFICE space for lease,
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St
753-8302 Of 753-9621

SEALED BID SALE

310
Want
To Root
WANTING fire cured or air
cured base to rent or lease
759-9695
320
Apartments
For Rent

!ham.) Smoked

('harl)reiletl

ItI()

'Ilicken
Burgers

Ribs

Pond Itaised
allish

Impact Praise and Worship Center
Pas:ors Mochaei & Jingo Rochatdson

Are You Hurting? Feel Like No One Cares?
Why Were You Born? What Is Your Purpose In Life?
We Can Help;
A Non-Denorninaoonal Church !hat Feels Like a Family'
A Church for the Young and the Your

1-louse and approximately 0.5 acre
located at 4591 Radio Road in Dexter,
KY listed at $20,000. Sealed bid
period runs from 01-16-98 to 02-1698. All offers are sealed and presented
to seller on 02-17-98. Seller may
accept, reject or counter any offers
presented. No offers will be accepted
that are continent upon the sale of
other property. Minimum
bid
$12,500. Property is offered in "as is"
condition only. Buyer if any may have
inspections within 5 days of seller
acceptance. Call your Realtor for your
viewing during this sealed bid sale.

1 & 2BR apts No pets
Available now 753-8848
1BR, 1 bath apartment, all
appliances, located in University Heights Call Mur
Cal Realty, 753-4444
1BR apartment, $215/mo
Call 753-6716 after 5pm

Specials II :1.111.-2

at Heart'

1124 Old Lynn Caron* Road, 6. 5 miloo west on Hwy 04
Turn right onlo Lynn Grove Rood, go 1 mil* ond look for the won on
Se r,;ni. For More Information Coll (502) 750.5107 or 15021 435-4503

NOW OPEN
Fisherman's
Buffet
All

Horne
Furnishings

You Can Eat Seafood & Catfish
Sunday - Country Buffet

Tues.-Sat. 4:30 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Sun. 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Located In Olympic Plaza 753-6149

Paschall Floor Covering
Don't Miss
Paschall's Giant
YARD SALE

1BR, available now, stove,
refrigerator, all utilities,
furnished Coleman RE
753-9898
1BR Diuguid Dr, new. Call
Coleman Realty 753-9898.
1BR duplex, urffurn
with stove &
ca.pping
y 753-4845,
nt
4181

50% Off
Paschall's Already Low Price

Real Estate Associates

1BR furnished apt
$225/mo plus deposit No
pets 753-3139

114 East 5th Street, Benton, KY 42025

(502) 527-8035 • (800)

1BR low utilities, reference
& deposit required. No
pets, $235/mo 753-3949,
748-5924

Eastside Boat & Mini Storage
now has all new metal buildings ready for use
Sign a 6 month lease and get 1 month FREE
Special rates available on our large 11' x 30 units
and 5' x 10' units
Conveniently located on your way to the lake
(Next to Cherokee Trading Post)

1BR, stove & refrigerator
furnished Next to MSU
campus $250/mo Lease &
deposit required 1303
Chestnut St 759-4696
1 OR 2br apts new downtown Murray Equal Opportunity Housing, HUD/ KHC
certificates accepted
753-4109

2BR, 1 bath duplex,
$375/mo. $375 deposit
435-4003
2BR duplex with •• •
h/a, w

268-7193

* SPECIAL DEAL *
Announcing that

1BR, new stove & refrigerator, w/d, $270. 1 or 2br
furnished, $255. Deposit,
no pets, downtown. Water
furnished 753-4937 8-5,
M-F

2BR, 1 bath with carport,
central h/a, appliances
furnished, w/d hookup,
$475/mo, 1yr lease, 1
month deposit No pets,
753-2905 or 753-7536

Room Size Remnants

RE/MAX

1BR furnished apartment
Utilities included $300/rno
Deposit required
435-4236

Call 753-8848 or 753-1778

101

For Rate Information

Are You Looking For Security?

10 Are you in need of a place to store your
0 valuables? There's no need to look any
0 further - we have what you need!
Security Gate • Low Rates
0
Call Today At
0
KEY MINI WAREHOUSES IE
0 1850 State Route 121 South, Murray. KY 4207110
753-5562
0
JO

0

0,

REM-TED

THEY'VE GOT TO GOi

HAHN Hiboy 300 series
WD Allis Chalmers & equipment F Gleaner combine
w/both heads 435-4196

88'

Carpet Tile
sq. ft.
3 Colors Available
Hardwood $2.89 sq. ft.

200
Sports
Equipment

CASH paid for good. used
rifles. shotguns and pis
tols Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 12th,
Murray

1993 FLEETWOOD 16X80
Repo 3 bedroom, 2 bath
central air condition, new
carpet Very dean house
$500 down payment with
payments starting at $215
per month Keith Baker
Homes
Paris, TN
1-800-533-3568 or
644-0012

OFFICE unit or 3-4 bedroom, 2 bath home We
have a new office unit ordered so we are selling our
current one 1989 Fleetwood 28X52 with central air
condition $22,900 includes
delivery and set-up Fi
nanong available Will be
ready approx the end of
February Keith Baker
Homes, Paris, TN
1-800-533-3568 or
644-0012

Sunday/
Spiritual Training classes for all ages 900 am
Celebration Service 1000 a m
Wednesday/
Bible Study for all ages 7 00 p m

FOR Rent Approx 1700
SFT warehouse space or
convert to office space
12th & Story street, Murray
1211 overhead door Con
tact
Nathan
at
502-575-6200

CASH for G.I. Jo. toys, old
or new 753-7185

1985 CAVALIER 14X56
trade-in 2 bedroom, 1 bath
central air condition This
home IS in very good condi
bon $550 down payment
with monthly payments ap
prox $150 per month Keith
Bake( Homes Paris, TN
1-800-533-3568 or
644 0012

PROM DRESSES Black
w/sequins, size 9/10 Teal
green wisequins & beads,
size 1 1/1 2 Both worn one
time only Call 753-0943
after 4 30pm

140

We offer competitive compensation based on
experience, paid training, six paid holidays.
paid vacations, life and hospitalization insurance, company paid uniforms. 401(k) plan,
and more
Apply in person to

1985 14X60 2BR, partly
furnished 753-8108

320

Mobilo
Homo* For Sere

1994 HORTON 24X60 LCK3K!! Over 2300 sq ft
doublewide Bank Repo 4 home with Pell windows &
bedroom, 2 bath Central finished sheetrock & much
air condition, vinyl siding more See the housing
with shingle roof, new car- leader, Dinkins Mobile
pet Nice home Down pay- Homes, Inc 2427 E Wood
ment approx $1,500 with St,
Paris,
TN
monthly payments starting 1-800-642-4891
at $199 per month (Call for
details) Keith Baker MUST Seel! 1997 closeHomes,. Paris, TN outs at rock bottom prices
1800-533-3568 or Buy now and $ave big
bucks Dinkins Mobile
644-0012
Homes, Inc. 2427 E Wood
Paris,
LARGE selection of used St,
TN
mobile homes, priced to 1-800-642-4891
sell Dinkins Mobile
280
Homes, Inc 2427 E Wood
WWI*
St,
Paris,
TN
Homo, For Roat
1 800-642-4891

LEER topper for Dodge Dakota short wheel base
truck 474-8340

Form
Equipment

ANTIQUES piece or es
tates Call Larry Elkins
492 8646 or 753 1418

Mobile
Homes For 5.1.

HARDTOP for CJ7 Jeep
759-17P

Business
Opportunity

Want
To Buy

1984 BUCCANEER 14X80
3br. 2 baths appliances
central heat & air new carpet & underpinning Extra
nice 753-9866

ASHLEY wood stove, 24-, 1988 CLAYTON 14X70,
fire brIcked lined, like new, 3br, 2 baths, new carpet,
$100 436-5565
redecorated in 1996
ATTENTION SHIFT 753-2544 after 5pm

190

100

Your work schedule is 8 00 a m to 5 00 p m
Monday thru Friday.

-

sloe orr

270

270

Homes For Bele

CALL Me- Mrs V for your
house cleaning needs Re
liable, courteous service
M-F, most weekends
436-5995

HOUSE cleaning & commercial cleaning Call Lori
474-8340

MATTEL, INC.

- •

070

HOME or OFFICE CLEAN
ING 1 One time cleaning or
done on a regular basis
Dependable with references Free estimates' Call
762-4769

MATTEL,INC., offers a comprehensive salary
and benefits program in a progressive environment. Please send resume indicating current
salary to:

•

WANTED Dental Hygienist. 4 day work week Con
tact Dr David Fitch, 1304
Johnson Blvd. Murray, KY
42071 502-753-8368 After hours 502-753-3230

DAYCARE in my home
0-2yrs, $10/ day (regular)
$15/ day (drop ins) TLC for
your child 759-5631

BUYER

•P• 4111,4111.

THE National Scouting fv1ii
seum, located on the campus of Murray State University, is now taking applica
lions for the following
positions Weekend Admissions .Clerk Minimum
wage, Saturday 8:30-5,
Sunday 12-5, Weekend
Gift Shop Clerk - Minimum
wage, Saturday 830-5,
Sunday 12-5. Weekend
Custodian Minimum wage,
Saturday 9-5, Sunday
12.30-5. Weekend Security . Saturday 8-5, Sunday
12-5; Weekday Security
Tuesday- Friday 8-5; Curatorial Assistant MondayFriday 8-5; Collections
Worker Monday- Friday
8 30-5 These positions will
begin March 1 and run
through November 30 No
phone inquires please Applications available in the
museum offices

27A
Artidos
For Soh

Handy clip out reference guide.

.r-•

•Ir • •

Berber

GOLF Clubs 1GBB $250
1BB $175 BB 2 wood
$175 BB 4 wood $175
MP 29 irons 2 LW $600
Wilson Tour Blades 2 PW
$200 759 9695
GUNS. buy
436-5650

see

FIREWOOD delivered
stacked 489 2287

COLLECTIBLES & Anti
clues We buy 1 or whole
estates Cal 7533633

FIREWOOD $40/nck De
livered & stacked
753-6747

AURORA Jonathan Creek
area large 1100 square
foot, 2 bedroom, 2 bath
apartment wall to wall car
pet, refrigerator, range, dishwasher, w/d hook-ups.
2yrs old $450 + deposit
474-2774 or 354-8824

36 cartons 1/8"
Commercial Tile

$25.50
a box
Limited Time Only!

Firewood

CASH paid for riding mow
ers 84 wheelers that need
work 436 2867

84.99 & up

$2.99 & up
Pad 99'

210

VISA

901-498-6299

mic at TN/KY State Line

28R duplex, 14 bath, all
appliances 1551-B, Marbn
Heights. S500/mo plus deposit 753-5344
2BR duplex in Northwood
S375/mo
No pets
759-4406

Commercial Carpet

trade

2BR, duplex, central h/a,
stove refrigerator, dishwasher, w/d hook-up Coleman RE 753-9898

Hours
8

sat

8-1 .

":co-

22:\.'s2.2.NN
NN2,7
,
2
,

Hwy 299 Mini Storage
co
0

Has 5 different size units available
for you Located between Stella and
Kirksey. Call

489-2796
489-6166
Need Furniture? Bedding?

CLEAN, a/c 113r. utilities
furnished 492 8634

For the best possible prices with FREE
delivery and setup go to...

DUPLEX, $325/mo plus
deposit, 2br w/carport
1909 Wiswell 753-3415
753 7123

Wiggins Furniture

EXTRA nice 1br, 1 bath
central
aN appliances
included, $375/mo tyr
lease 1 month deposit No
pets Call 753-2905 or
753 7536

2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

Open 9-5 Mon.-Fri.. Sat. 9-3
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

[WI
lin

tin
ba
at
(81

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

430

t
th car
& ap
Lease
?wood
3 bed4ur Cal
North KY
ousing
in
bath.
WI
built-in
des, w/d.
75/mo
pets
baths
ances
ter &
lease
pets
2 bath
; with
lished
torage
no depets
7536

DAVID'S
10ME IMPROVEMENT
711
Repair of water damaged floors,
moisture barriers, braces under houses
and insulation
•Plumbing Repairs -Free Estimates
David Gallimore
901-247-5422
4:;:;:;: :
'4+:-*:-:+:
t4+...0 . P u ryear, TN

Auto Loans
Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange
financing if you have been turned
down before. Loans available for 1st
time buyers, bad credit, repo's or
-- bankruptcy. Call Kenny
or
(502)
247-9300
at
jakalX(800) 847-0256.

Master Tire
Service Inc.

2 & 3BR in Murray & Lynngrove Lease & deposit required Equal Opportunity
Housing HUD/ KHC certificates accepted 753-4109
2BR wappliances, w/d.
carport, storage shed, gas
heat No pets $400/mo
plus deposit Phone
753-7920
3BR $425/mo plus deposit
Central gas h/a, stove &
refrigerator furnished References
No pets
753-8981
3BR brick, central h/a
Hazel Coleman RE
753-9898

1988 T-Bird, 2.3 turbo, 5 sp.
$2,195

:re
:•,r,
)id
6ed
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)id
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le.

25

)3

1984 Chevrolet Monte Carlo, 305
alt. 81,995.
1984 Chevy Celebrity, V-6, 4 dr.,
$895
983 Nissan 280Z, T-Top, 6 cyl.
aft. New tires, $2,695
1982 GMC Pickup Sierra Classic,
305 alt., rebuilt engine & trans..
new paint, 83,295.

Five Points Auto Repair
Used Cars

360

or

pets
as
-

Livestock
& Supplies

EASTSIDE

BP
STORAGE

7YR old Gelding Arabcross Excellent trail horse
Spirited yet gentle Has
done Hunt Seat fiat work
Price negotiable Call
759-1900 ask for Teresa

119 Main • 753-6266

LARGE rolls hay,
CREEKVIEW Self-storage 492-8790
warehouses on Center UNITY Hybrid Seed
Corn,
Drive behind Shoney's
$48. Single Cross 80,000
$20-$40/mo 759-4081
kernel bag, sold at SAM'S
C-STORAGE, 10x15 stor- Club or buy direct For more
age units 4th St & Syca info call 1-800-338-4558
more E Next to Cunning
120
ham Auto Repair
Scam
753-3571
Loans

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

ATTN Homeowners Borrow $25,000-$100,000
Too many bills? Pay off
All S:ze Units
high interest credit cards
Available
Home Improvements
753-3853
Apply by phone/ 24hr Approval. No Equity Capital
NOR 1-HWOOD storage Call Platinum Capital
presently has units avail- (800)53-5363/ Open 7
able. 753-2905 or Days.
753-7536.

641 Storage
All Sizes
Available

753-8124

753-5585

490

Horses
For Sale

Used
Cars

Services
°tiered

APPRAISALS ONE of KY
Sharon Beach -Crouch
owner/ certified appraiser
759-5708

36R, 171 bath central h/a,
deck, carport 24X40 detached garage, fenced
backyard 1 h miles East of
Murray House and lot or
acreage available
753-8819 4pm 8pm

1993 BUICK Century, ex
cellent condition 489-2435
after 5pm

APPLIANCE REPAIR
PROFESSIONAL DEPENDABLE,
502-767-9552.

HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley, state certified
759-4218
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges It
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courte
ous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

3BR 2 baths, 1500sf,
3-level deck, new central
air, heat unit, large 1600st
garage Almost 1 acre lot
located on 13th Si, close to
MSU Immediate possession $83000 753-4882

450
Farms
For Side
11 ACRE farm, $49,500
436-5733

Real
Estate

LocalPaducah dealership is having a massive indoor used car Price Slasher
Supersale this Saturday, February 7th, rain or shine.

EVERYTHING you need
for country living 2br
house, all appliances &
Fisher fireplace insert for
efficient heat, 1500 sq ft
garage/ shop All on 28
acres including wild flower
& organic gardens
753-9998
FOR Sale or Trade 2 story
log home, 3yrs old, 3800 sq
13 acres fenced with
pond, 30'X60' shop,
120'X50' barn, 24'X36'
barn, 18'X36' barn, 24'X40'
equipment shed Phone
753-7687
NEW custom built 3br, 2
bathroom home with opbonal 1400 sq ft of Irving
space upstairs natural gas,
2 car garage with wide
driveway Located in North
Villa Subdivision Lot *2,
Metcalf Lane McDaniel
Construction,
(502)436-2766
OWNER selling nice 3br, 2
bath home, 1 2 acre lot,
1406 N 4th l87osqftliving
space Central ft/a, 3 car
carport also accomodates
camper/ MH Upper $80s
753-8094

UPDATED bock 3br, LR,
DR, den, new roof, central
hie, nice carpet, new paint,
wall paper, some window
trrnts, storage building. new
conc patio, fenced yard
Priced in $70's Whitnell
Ave 759-2158
470
Motoreyeiss

01

0
0
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10
10
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PADUCAH,KY - Tommy Blair's Courtesy Auto Plex has announced its plan to have a $99 dollar Indoor
Price Slasher Supersale this Saturday, February 7th, 1998.
Bix Brown,General Manager ofTommy Blair's Courtesy Auto Plex says "The reason for this sale is we
are deeply concerned at the direction of the used car market. Roughly two-thirds of the 3.26 million
consumers whose auto leases are up this )(tar will turn their vehicles in, unleasing a flood of used vehicles
onto the market. And they are doing so at a time when used car prices are heading south. Quite frankly, it
has us scared!" Brown said.
Therefore,Tommy Blair's Courtesy Auto Plex has made a management decision to liquidate their used
vehicles to the public by means of a $99 Indoor Price Slasher Supersale. During his one-day event, every
used vehicle will be sold for thousands below its original price!
All cars will be on display at the heated warehouse (formerly the old Crisp Building) located directly
behind and attached to the new Paducah location of Murray State University, right next to Tommy Blair's
Courtesy Auto Plex at 3000 Irvin Cobb Drive in Paducah. Due to the large response expected for this
event, those wishing to buy must register at the warehouse before the Supersale begins. Registration will
begin at 9:00 a.m. Saturday. At 10:00 a.m. all vehicles will be opened so that buyers may inspect the
vehicles. The retail price will be posted on the windshield of each vehicle. When the sale begins at 11:00
a.m., whoever is sitting in the vehicle when the event begins will have the first chance to purchase that
vehicle at the slashed price. Prices will be slashed one time to the rock bottom price, including vehicles for
only $99 dollars.
When the sale is completed for the day, Tommy Blair's Courtesy Auto Plex will resume business as
usual. Brown said, "Customers can expect the slashed price to be very close to public auction pricing,
without the auction fee."
Due to the response of this event in other cities, Brown has agreed to have all trades, lease returns and
auction purchases available for the sale. The Price Slasher approach to selling used vehicles is
revolutionizing the way used vehicles are being sold and allows everybody te get a great deal on a used
car or truck - with no bidding.
Tommy Blair's Courtesy Auto Plex will have buyers on hand to take your trade-ins, as well as special
finance and credit analysts to get you pre-qualified before the sale. Brown said, "Even if you've had a
problem obtaining auto financing in the past, we will have some of the most liberal lenders in the area at
this event. Just bring in a current payroll stub and a valid drivers license."
Tommy Blair's Courtesy Auto Plex will have a multi-million dollar inventory available for this event
Total inventory will be more than 175 used vehicles for this event.
Brown stated that he believes that this is the "absolute best opportunity for anyone seeking a used car or
truck to get the best deal evcr. Tommy Blair's Courtesy Auto Plex has been a strong supporter of the
community and the community has been a supporter of ours," he said. "Since we are a local business, we
would like to give back to the community." This event also allows the dealership to reduce its inventory,
and the customer to shop indoors and get a car or truck for as low as $99 dollars. Any questions can be
directed to (502) 443-1711 at Tommy Blair's Courtesy Auto Plex.
Dualaarar $19 wends. Om ma & hams km Comes 194 041 Agin asseraad.l
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WANT to buy cars, trucks &
motorcycles in any condition 474-9810

Vans
1995 CHEVY Lumina Minivan 7 passenger, loaded,
65,XXX miles $13,500
obo 753-4674

BY Owner 3br, 1 bath
newly remodeled Priced in
mid $50's 759-4936

3BR, 3 bath on 5 acres,
west of Murray Must sell RANCH 3br, 2 baths, cen435-4318
tral h/a, professionally landscaped, min from downtown, appraised at
$81,000 Must sell
$69,000 753-9302

Used cars to be sold indoors
for as low as $99.00

YAMAHA Big Bear for
parts 753-8848

111Rpon Utilky
Vohiclos
1993 GRAND Cherokee
63,XXX miles, loaded
$13,460 obo 753-2479 or
519-6316
1994 CHEVY Suburban
Silvered°, rear air, towing
package, 59xxx moles, ex
tra nice, one owner
527-0989

1976 CAMARO, 350 4 barren, 9" Ford rearend, shift
kit in transmission $1100
obo. 4,37-4872
1984 FORD Escort wagon,
$800 492-8299
1985 NISSAN Pulsar NX
5sp, good mileage $800
Neg 354-8617
1987 TOYOTA Tercel Wagon, 4dr hatchback, 5sp.
a/c, AM/FM cassette Call
436-2603
1988 BUICK Park Avenue
80,XXX miles $4200 obo
492-8836
1988 T BIRD, 23 turbo.
Sap. $2195 1984 Chev
rolet Monte Carlo 305 aft,
$1995 1984 Chevy Cole
brityN6. 44r $895 1983
Nissan 280Z, t top. 6cyl,
a/ new tires, $2695 1982
GMC pickup Sierra Classic.
305 aft, rebuilt engine &
trans , new paint, $3295
753 9181 of 753-8124
1989 EAGLE Summit
needs work Body damage
right side Engine a good
$400 obo JVC car speak
era. $50 753 5419
1991 MITSUBISHI Eclipse
automatic, air Real nice
435-4201. Rho.. 5pm

1983 CHEVY, good condi
bon, $2800 435-4499
1985 CHEVROLET Silverado, white, step side, nice
$4,500 firm Call 759-4044
1986 FREIGHTLINER new
fires & major overhaul
435-4196
1993 GMC 4X4 ext cab
759-9695
1977 CHEVROLET Iwb,
86xxx actual miles. 1982
Jeep CJ7 with hardtop.
Good condition For more
information call 362-4932
FOR Sale 1996 Dodge
Ram Ready for 3rd transmission Purchased new in
Paris, TN If you'd like to
own a piece of junk, I've got
your truck 492-6268
IF you'd like to invest
$4,000 per year in a transmission, buy this Dodge
Barn truck I'd make you a
real deal
Transmission
still has 9 month 3.000 mile
warranty This is warranted
by local Dodge dealer P S
If you're loco, I'll trade for
GMC pick-up
Call
492-6268
510
Campers
5TH WHEEL, 40 ft. Like
new New carpet, linoleum.
Bathtub & shower, w/d Has
bp-out. Lots of storage Call
767-9902 for appt.

BACKHOE Service- small
jobs driveways box blade
rotterbIling, snow removal
753-0834 or 759-9835
BASEMENTS & Homes
Sub & General contracting
Insulated concrete forms
(R32) StyroCrete builders
502-436-2007
or
502-436-5264
BEGINNER Piano lessons
to students 8yrs old & up
40 minute lessons $12 Call
759 4712
BOBS Plumbing Service
All work guaranteed Free
estimates 753-1134
492-8584
CARPENTER Needs
Work- Finish framing. cabinetry Experienced, dependable references
Have all tools Call Henry
Nance 502-345-2846
CARPET cleaned by Cert
Techs Any room up to
300sf only $30.00 Murray
Carpet& Upholstery Cleaning 753-6300 anytime

itt

Quality
Tree
Service

Free Estimates
Tree trimming
Tree Removal

Dennie Wynn

(502) 522-8727
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats RVs
and etc Excellent protec
bon, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 436 2113
CHIAN Chim Chimney
Sweep chimney cleaning
service, 100/, senior discounts 435 4006
COLSON Home Repairs
Additions garages, decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding
20yrs experience
753-5592
COMPUTER Repair. Installation Back-up Call
Justin Crosser, 759-8662
CONSTRUCTION &
REPAIR Free estimates
Remodeling fencing, decking, roofing & electrical
489-2832
CUSTOM BUILT wooden
decks, fencing, pole barns,
sheds carports Also repair
& rebuild Excellent workmanship Affordable rates
753 7860
,
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work. septic sys
tams, 354-8161 after 4pm
Horace Sholar
EMERGENCY Water Removal. Carpet wrinkle re
moval Lee's Carpet Clean
ing 753-5827 24hrs

Wry!
'One Call MORRIS
Replacement
Does
It Air
Windows

ROME IMPROVEMENT
Painfing - Siding - Roofing - Plumbing
Water Damage Pest Damage - Structural Repair
Licensed & Insured
(502) 759-4599

Free Estimates

Interest rates are low, building costs are down
& spring is near. Now is a good time to think about
building.
If you are looking for quality we want to be your
buitding contractor. With blueprints & specifications we can give you a contract price before we'
start. If you are undecided we work on a cost plus
basis.
We also do remodeling, roofing & concrete
work. Large or small.

is

Bruce Green
'Building contractors, Inc.
1989 24FT pontoon, 100hp
I/C Johnson motor, all accessories included $6,500
753-7629
1994 STRATUS dual console & 150 Evinrude motor
with extended warranty,
garage kept 753-6319

(502) 753-8343
ik ilk ilk

Carpet Installation Inc.
By qualified installers.
We install carpet, vinyl, tile hardwood & laminated floors
Residential or Commercial

1996 STRATOS Excellent
condition, fully loaded
Must sell! Call 753-7823,
after 5pm

759-1591
3-D DOZING backhoe,
septic & gravel hauling
Driveways, foundations
502-4.37-4969
Al Al A TREE SERVICE
stump removal tree spraying, leaf raking, hedge trim
ming landscaping mulch
hauling & mulch spreading
gutter cleaning Licensed &
insured Ful line of equip
ment, Free esbmates Tim
436-5744,
Lamb
1-800-548-5262.
A-1 Tree professionals
Stump removal tree spraying, serving Murray Calloway County since 1980
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492-8737

4 4. 4 41 4 4 41 41 4 4 4 4e 4Ie le 4A

mb Brothers
Tree Service

502-436-57*
1.-800-548-5262
LICENSED & INSURED Fret Enemata:
24 H. Serveca
Holy Teurienemg
Trete Smerving
Tree A Stump
Removal

Tree Truman
Cleamip Service
tell Lim of
Equipment
thdat:4

A&A Lamb Brothers Corn
plots Lawn Care Mowing,
leaf mulching landscaping
Mark Lamb 436-5791
ADAM'S HOME IMPROVEMENTS,
Remodeling/ Repairs In
side & Out No Job Too
Small 759 9906

CUSTOM KJTCHEN GAON( TS
CUSIOU wOODWORKING

Au Types Of

Custom Woodworking

AFFORDABLE all around
hauling junk clean-up,
cleaning out sheds tree
work 436 2867
AFFORDABLE, quality,
building you'N be proud of
Residential construction,
remodeling, roofing vinyl
siding, porches. decks.
fencing. concrete & ma
sonry And borne repairs
Free esbmates 753 9007
Elite Building

1991 MITSUBISHI Mirage,
2dr habzh, am/fm cassette,
ac, runs well. $2100 obo
Call 759-2260 eves

ALL carpentry 15yrs exp .
foundations, slabs sidewalks, driveways buildings,
remodeling repairs AGC
certified 489 2214

1992 CHEVY Lumina, 4dr,
6cyl, looks & runs good,
reasonable 767-0913, atter 5pm

ANTIQUE refinishing fur
nate@ repair & custom
woodworking 753 8056

411.
- 4116.416.1111
,
ea

APPLIANCE, REPAIR All
brands, Kenmore 30,
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system, drive
ways hauling, foundations.
etc 436 2113

38R red brick home for
sale Good area Good
families in area 1 acre of
Land New well pump, septic system, roof & fiberglass
garage door, one family
owner $58,000 firm Can
see at 1238 Lawson Rd in
Stella, 5 miles from Penney's off 121 N

,4 ACRE lots for RV or
mobile borne North of Murray 492-6159

1994 TOYOTA Corolla,
manual, 4dr, aic cruise,
cassette looks great, well
maintained, excellent service record $6500
753-0175

1995 TAURUS GL, loaded.
47.XXX miles, $8,950
753-2479 or 519-6316

3STORY A-FRAME (within
walking distance) of Kentucky Lake 2/3 Bedroom, 1
bath, apprx 1600sq ft,
24x30 detached 2 car garage, 24x32 carport, 8x10
shed, all on apprx 1 acre of
ground 3 Decks with view
of lake 2 Lake accesses (1
private, 1 public) nearby
Apprx 14 miles East of Murray. $95,000. Serious inquiries only. Shown by appointment. Call 474-8704
after 5pm, or leave
message.

/. ACRE lots for sale 6
miles North of Murray
753-2592

1994 MAZDA 626 64,xxx
miles, 18600 753-1078

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 maior
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455

ASPHALT new or repair,
backhoe, dozing & hauling
of all types 759 1039 after
5pm

38R brick, 2 baths, natural
gas h/a, 2 lots, sunroom
gas log fireplace
753-5121

DOUBLE lot with new septic system, ready for home
or trailer Located in lake
front subdivision with private boat ramp. $9.900
firm 759-4696-

1993 MAZDA Malta. red.
71 XXX miles Adult driven
$9,600 obo 759-4480

Services
Offered

3BR, 2 bath, living room,
kitchen, dining room, 2 car 1995 DODGE Spirit, mid
garage, 1500 sq tt, Lynn size 4dr Sedan, extra
Grove Call 502-435-4102 clean, 44,XXX miles,
Price Has Been Lowered $6,000 Call 759-4044

2B1 at Kentucky Lake with
deeded lake access, fireplace, attached garage
$41,900 (502)436-5927

430

2 ACRES +/- in Mathis
Farms subdivision. Lots of
hardwoods. All utilities but
sewer, $22,000 767-0880

530

Reel
Estate

759-9989

390

Storage
&Mats

810 1/2 Coldwater Rd.
Murray. KY 42071

753-9181

CHAMBERS'
REALTY

AUSTRALIAN Blue Heale
puppies, born 11 29 97
FOR rent Of for sale 4BR, Have shots & wormed Call
newly remodeled, South 502 345 2545
Marshall area $500/mo or DOG obedience classes or
$69,000 to buy 527-7791 private Serving
Murray 17
or 527-9370
years 436-2858
NICE lbr, no pets, lease &
SMALL King Snake, $20 or
deposit required 753-0728
best offer Call 759-9215,
after 4pm
ask for Ellen

753-7342
Car • Truck • Farm
We're The Truck Tire Experts
90 Days Same As Cash

4 units & 4 baYs in
each. Partially rented on N. 4th St.
Good condition.
Additional lot on
N. 4th available.
For more info.
call Bonnie air

3BR, central h/a, all appliances furnished, carport
& 2 car garage, 4 miles
south of Murray No pets,
$5751mo, deposit & lease
required 436-2113

94 East - Murray, KY
om
RE

Large garage with
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Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see
ac

SuNaugiv

Our
kluRciAv
753 5940

showroom
Elmadi

CLASSIC WOOD FLOORS
'Refinish

•Repairs

•Insured
Inlays
NWPA Certified

•Inslailiition •Border

Special
$4.90 sq. ft. 01

Corn.
Red Oak Flooring. (Complete Job)
,itt Clark

rycli 411

502-759-5280

Murray, KY

•

MURRAY LEDGER & fIMES

530

530
Services
Mired

DAVID'S Cleaning Services. 'Cleaning vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, aN exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile. Phone 502-759-4734.
Cellular 502-853-1108.
ELEDTRICIAN• R8 R
ELECTRIC. New construction, rewiring, mobile home
hookups, electrical maintenance and repair. Call anytime Murray, 762-0001,
cella 519-1592
GUTTERS: Quality seamless aluminum gutters. Gutter maintenance. Gutter
supplies Variety of colors.
Licensed Affordable
prices. Call West KY Seamless Gutters, 753-0278
HARDWOOD FLOOR installation and finishing.
Custom design Affordable
rates_ 753-7860.
J&J's General Services
When you can't find a
contractor- call us Jason
Fulcher (502)345-2980
Free estimates
LAKE shore brush clearing. 753-6226, 753-4168

WEDNESDAY. FEBRUARY 4, 1998

510

Services
Mired

Services
Offered

Letter of Appreciation

LAMB Brother Home Improvements, remodeling,
additions, roofing, siding,
free estimates 436-2269.

SAVE all your computer
information on one cx1 to
prevent loss. Only $75 Call
Justin at 759-8662.

Dear Editor:
I would like to take this time to thank everyone for their suppon
to our
third annual Pro Rodeo:
To all the sponsors, without you a rodeo would not exist; to
the Murray
Police Explorers, for all your help; to Mary Kay Kirks and
her staff at the
Expo Center for all their late hours; to Tim Beane and his crew
at the Circle
TB Promotions for all their hard work to get this rodeo up and
running each •
year; and a special heartfelt thanks to all the rodeo fans who
each and every
year make this a bigger and better rodeo, because with
your yearly
contributions, you keep the DES Rescue Squad in operation.
Remember, the DES Rescue Squad is a non-taxing and
non-profit
volunteer organization, who relies solely on your
contributions.
Again, we thank you for your support. We are looking
forward to serving
you in the upcoming years.

LAMB Brothers Moving
Contraclar4 cross country
or local Licensed & Insured Luke Lamb
502-436-5950
MICHAE'..S Transmission
complete overhaul on late
model, cl,WTIOSfic, overdrive
transmissions. ASE Certified in automatic & manual
drive transmissions Call
753-0152

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates. Day or night,
753-5484.
THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, in
sured. Estimate available
759-4690.

THE PERFECT FINISH
Painting at its finest. Now
scheduling for Spring &
Summer. Interior & Exterior
PAINTING interior- exter- & Faux finishes. Bill Ticknor
ior, winter rates Free esti- & Dean Ross 753-0013.
mates. 437-3879.
WALTERS Contracting
Free Estimates. GuaranPLUMBING repairs, fast teed Quality Work.
service. 436-5255.
Licensed & Insured. Over
20 years experience. RoofREPAIR- REBUILD: trac- ing, additions, vinyl siding,
tors, equipment, bushhogs, decks, remodeling. Call
disc, trailers, 4X4's, and 753-2592.
older vehicle work. Welding WOOD VCR- repairing
and mechanical repairs VCR's, Microwaves. Free
Small dozer available for estimates. Authorized
landscaping, clean-up, dealer for 18-inch Digital
under-brushing, etc. Harris Satellite & Dish Network.
Precision (502)436-2724 Free info. Mon-Fri, 1-5:30.
2292 Old Newburg Rd
753-0530.

Rescue Chief
Ronnie Burkeen
All the members of the Murray-Calloway
County DES Rescue Squad
Asst. Chief
Kenneth Reynolds

1H.E MURRAY MAIIIX YMC/
eis c/I-10 IS THE

Players island Casino, the new Polynesian styled entertainment, dining and
gaming complex located on the Ohio River, was dedicated Jan. 27 during a
grand opening celebration. Pictured are: Howard Goldberg, president and
chief executive officer of Players Services; Mike Crider, vice president and
general manager of Players Island Casino; Illinois Sen. Jim Rea and
Metropolis Mayor Beth Clanahan.

Cli
CC
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YMCA?
After-School Care
Jump Start to Fitness
Day & Summer Camps
Youth Stength Training
Parent/Child sports
Teen Center
Parent's Night/Day Out. Aerobic Classes
Water Exercise
Corporate Cup Events
Personal Training
Adult Basketball
MSU Overnighter
Call 753-4295/759-YMCA

HELPS YOU JUMP START
Pr

The first great modern English dictionary, Samuel Johnson's A
Dictionary of the English Language, in 1775, cobtained only apout
50,000 terms, Noah Webster's American Dictionary of the English
Languge in 1828 included about 75,000. Today's average college dictionary has over 150,000 entries.

Nevada is the state that gets the least amount of rain.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday,
Feb. 5, 1998:
This is an important year for you.
You feel as if you aren't getting
'enough,emotionally and financially.
Now is the time to turn things around
and create the life you desire. Unrealistic thinking is your biggest liability. Listen to friends other than
fellow Aquarians. You are angry
about money; perhaps you need to
cut back expenses. Look for solutions, rather than problems. If you
are single, this status might not be
acceptable to you; take inventory of
what you offer. If attached, your
relationship might not be working.
Look within for changes. Much loving is available. GEMINI helps you
think clearly.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day
You'll Have:5-Dynamic; 4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult. ,
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Tempers flare, and others
speak their opinions all too clearly.
Accord is eventually attained. Don't
lose yourself in the moment. Keep
expressing what is on your mind.
The unexpected occurs with a friend;
clear the air. Tonight: Dine out.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** If you feel and act out of sync,
don't be surprised; your ruler Venus
is playing games. By tomorrow, you
will be a lot clearer. Stay focused on
funds and create more of what you
want. Another lets you know how
tired he is of your ways. Tonight:
Time to speak your mind.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Your personality allows you
many options. You might be quite
contrary with a loved one,not meaning all that you say. A boss speaks
his mind and temporarily flattens
your ego. Pick yourself up, and dust
yourself off. Tonight: Go with unexpected news.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
** Don't feel like you must have all
the answers. You might need to cancol plans or a trip. Communications
are out of kilter, and your feelings
are more tender than before. A partner behaves unexpectedly, which
could be costly; use caution with
your wallet. Tonight: Take a break.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Discrimination is important;
sort through what is a reasonable
demand,as opposed to a power play.
Recognize your limits with an authority figure. A partner is full of
anger and new points of view. Clear
a work problem. Tonight: Gather

"ALL VEHICLES PRICED TO SELV•

together the troops.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Others are demanding, and
at times,downright aggressive. You
might be logical and right on, but
this person would rather vent than
listen. Do yourselfa favor,and don't
play in this playground.Concentrate
on work and the positives. Tonight:
Where the action is.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** You need to challenge another.
You have been sitting back and just
taking it. Now is the time to clear the
air. Take a stand, and do what is
right for you. Getting things off your
chest supports your health. Look to
what could be, rather than dealing
with recent superfluous activities.
Tonight: Take a drive.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** There are times to back off.
You find. a personal relationship
touchy and difficult. This year,there
is always something better around
the corner for you. The unexpected
now works in your favor. Relationships are about to clear up. Tonight:
Go for a heart-to-heart talk.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** You don't see it, but you cause
yourself more problems than necessary. Chill out, and take a personal
inventory. You are more controlling
now be-cause ofanother upset. Get to
the root of the problem. A relationship isn't cutting it. Tonight:Pursue
your plans.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Focus on work, though you
might feel emotionally toyed with on
some level. Your personal feelings
are OK; you need to express them.
What you have tried to keep under
your hat will explode anyway. A
change in plans is warranted. Work
is demanding.Tonight:Push papers.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Your concerns about money
reflect your qualms about love. Stay
on top of your feelings; suppressing
them won't work. You might start
feeling that you aren't getting
enough; if so, start talking about
getting or finding more. Tonight:
Time to talk loving.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Your temper flares,and there's
no holding back. One-to-one relating
proves difficult, and you need to
clear the air. You come from a solid
center. Discussideas that you haven't
shared up to now. You break new
ground. Tonight: Happy at the pad.
BORN TODAY
Author Andrew Greeley (1928), actress Barbara Hershey (1948), actress Jennifer Jason Leigh (1952)

SAVE UP TO $500 PER YEAR ON GAS!.
Minima Garb CIO

ME* MP>

4

FOR SALE or LEASE
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS
Financing Available

..06601

Lake Region
Propane Gas, Inc.
31 Small Lane
Hardin, KY 42084
753-8011
toll free 800-354-8050

One Year
Guarantee
Gas Price
with the
Purchase
or Lease ofa
New Tank

CARS
'97 Chevrolet Luminas - 13 16.xxx miles, 3 left
'97 Toyota Corolla DX's - 9 xxx miles, only 2 left

300/ - 75%OFF
Reg.

SALE

150'3

1-2400 Poulan Chain Saw

$22995

3-BV1400 Husqvarna Blower

6995

2-40220SP Kleen Kut 22" Sett
Propelled Push Mower

224'

97500

7-520000 Coleman Generator

449'

'300'

2-PW1450 Gas
Powered Power Washer

4999
'

5300"

2-PW1950 Gas
Powered Power Washer

599"

'400'31

50-404806 Form A Gasket

2'9

'150°'
$500

99'

1-667014 21/2 Ton
Garage Jack

9999

20-259575 500 Watt
Flood Light

12

$750

10-PN66829 Solid Brass
Coach Light

29"

s10°°

12-160820 Fire Extinguisher

1 299

18-137307 Fire Extinguisher

16"

15-HAM 51t. Wide Hammocks

89"

4-306357 Sunbeam Stand Mixer

124

2-S91974 Food
Steamer/Rice Cooker

34"

1-11960 Bread Maker

99"

2-370046 119 Pc Tool
Set Servess

69'

2-83942 Dirt Devil Vac

980561
52153
_974581
975161
975032
982091
.. 980971
974111

'97 Chevrolet Blazer LT 4D 4WD - Lea.he,
'97 Toyota 4Runner SR5 4WD 97 Toyota 4Runner SR5 '95 lsuzu Trooper Limited 4WD '95 Chevrolet Suburban 4WD '93 Toyota Landcruiser '91 Jeep Wrangler Sahara - 53 xxx
'91 Ford Explorer XLT 4WD '89 GMC Jimmy 4W0-

'97 Toyota T100 Xtra Cab SR5- 3,ux miles
'97 Ford Ranger XLT-2,xxx miles
'96 Chevrolet C1500 XTD Cab - Silyerado
'96 GMC Sonoma XTD Cab - SLS
'96 Chevrolet C2500 3/4 Ton - 23,w miles
'96 Mazda B2300 Pickup - 23,xxx miles
'95 Chevrolet S10 XTD Cab - 27 xxx miles
'95 Chevrolet SIO LS - 35,w miles
'95 Dodge D1500- 22,xxx miles
'93 Ford F150 LWB 11 '91 Jeep Comanche - 49,w miles
'94 Chrysler Concorde - 46,w miles
o.;
'94 Lincoln Continental Signature
'93 Toyota Camry LE '92 Cadillac DeVille lj '92 Plymouth Acclaim - One owner
'88 Chevrolet Corsica ,1 '88 BMW 5351-

10'
'29"
'95°°

'45"
$15®

179

$10,478
$11,984
$8,626
$9,896
$11,939
$10,932
$9,831
$9,999
$8,230

980661

$15,850
$13,000
$14,850
$11,525

$12,930
$9,933
$11,945
$9,335

980992
981171
982081

980331
982291
98098
977311
980621
980642
973731
981082
976122

$26,225
$28,900
$26,100
$24,525
$23,925
$26,625
$10,175
$10,325
$6,425

12-845412 Master Mechanic
Cordless Drill

149w

32"

CAT

to
tO

$26,050 $23,874
980341 $12,100 $9,998
974831 $18,550 $15,927
981821 $13,225 $10,430 1.1
ro
981131 $17,400 $15,430 to
977041 $12,450 $9,840 'ro
976241 $12,250 $10,308
980791 $10,200 $7,926
to
981071 $12,050 $9,926
irs
973411 $9,725 $7,935
982401 $6,200 $3,870
981641 $12,325 $9,836
976671 $15,575 $13,980
5211 $10,550 $9,510
52331 $10,300 $8,836
0911 $5,075 $2,928
981281 $2,840 $1,622
900
82512 $8,2
$4,999
5229

WHAT I(
OF 51
WHAT r
GROS!

FOR
Hi, MO

GAR

to
.4

("Whatever it takes, we want to be your car & truck company.)

PEpipt-ies

$85"

15'

MURRAY HOME 5 AUTO
Chestnut St.
Murray

IT'S Ti.
SNOW
IN 35
BOSS!
SAD W
ALL. ST

'90'

I
7
7
,
.
.
.
6
1-Makita *6200 OW
Cordless Drill

1.1

$24,329
$26,885
$24,442 ro
$21,285
$21,329
to
$23,890 to
s
$8,342
$8,760 .4
1
$4,350

'Subject to prfot sale PticeS e.clud.ta., Idle tag and reg,siratron

1 27"

SUP

$12,995
$14,895
$9,995
$12,375
$13,495
$13,600
$11,250
$11,500
$9,625

TRUCKS

'60'

5-833712 Samsonite 34" Table

Price

to

SPORT UTILITIES

'400°'

11 99

$14,995
$12,995

Retail
971021

ri

VANS

64995

9-365064 Booster Cables

. . 5239, 5240

Your

'95 Chevrolet Astro Conversion Van - 31,xxx Hes .
'94 Chevrolet Astro LT - Dua! AC
'94 Plymouth Grand Voyager LE - Leather
'94 Dodge Grand Caravan -

1-Snapper SG3000
Chipper-Shredder

2799
'

5242, 5243, 5244

Your
Price

OTHER PRE-OWNED CARS
Stock a NADA

'97 Plymouth Breeze - 26,w miles
'96 Chevrolet Camaro - Bose Stereo, Dops,34,000 miles
'96 Chevrolet Beretta -20,xxx miles
'95 Ford Thunderbird LX - v.8, 44,xxx miles
oi
'95 Chevrolet Monte Carlo LS '95 Mercury Cougar XR 7- 49,w miles
'95 Chevrolet Lumina - 33,xxx miles
'95 -Ford Thrusik-:47,xxx
...
'94 Oldsmobile Supreme Sedan -

Plus
Look What We Found!

6-1210 Electric
Powered Power Washer

Stocks

PROGRAM CARS

Large Selection

3-433615 8" 5 Speed Drill Press

Iota assist Is

'4

Peppers Chevrolet-Toyota
Pre-Owned Car Sale*

HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
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Ten years ago
tor Class at Fort Rucker, Ala.
DEAR ABBY Losi k'kerans
and hummed a version of it to
Published is a picture of
Forty years ago
Day, you printed a story that somean aide who wrote it down in
Plumbing Contractor Jimmy
Frankie Erwin, senior at Murone sent vou about why "Taps"
music. Butterfield then asked
Lamb surrounded by fog this ray High School and daughter of played at military funerals. Sinceis the
I
brigade
morning while working on the Mr. and Mrs. Stark. Erwin, has spent 22 rears in the Army and Norton, to bugler, Oliver W.
play the notes and,
site for $12.5 million Martha been named for the Good Citizen
studied military traditions, I knew
after listening, lengthened and
it was not .1 true story - nice and
Layne Collins Industry and Tech- of the Year award by the Captain
shortened them while keeping
nology Center to be built at cor- Wendell Oury Chapter of sentimental. hut untrue. I have his original melody.
He ordered Norton to play
ner of Chestnut and North 16th Daughters of the American Revo- enclosed the true story of "Taps."
this new call at the end of each
Streets on Murray State Univer- lution. Other high school seniors Please share n with your readers.
JIM BAKER, day thereafter, instead of the
sity campus.
getting Good Citizenship pins
MITcHEI,I.VILLE, MD. regulation call. The music was
In high school basketball
were Janice Bucy of Hazel High
heard and appreciated by other
games, Murray High Tigers beat School, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
DEAR JIM: Hundreds of vet- brigades, who asked for copies
Calloway County Lakers 19 to C.A. Bucy; Gail Williams of New erans and students of history
adopted this bugle call. It
wrote to correct the misinfor- and
71, and Calloway County Lady Concord High School, daughter
was even adopted by ConfederLakers beat Murray High Lady of Mr. and Mrs. Bob Williams: mation. The following is a con- ate buglers.
densed version of
origin of
Tigers 56 to 45. High team scorThis music was made the offiand Wanda Taylor of Almo High "Taps" taken fromthe
many pub- cial Army bugle
ers were Jim Hornbuckle and
call after the
School, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. lished aeepunts, including a
war, but was not given the
Jennifer Parker for Murray, and
Cecil Taylor.
U.S. Army Military District of name
"Taps" until 1874.
Corey Wells, Chad Stubblefield,
Recent births reported at Mur- Washington fact sheet:
The first time "Taps" was
and Erica Muskgrow for
The 24-note melancholy played at a
ray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
military funeral may
Calloway.
and Mrs. J.W. Mathis, a girl to bugle call known as "Taps" is also have been in Virginia soon
thought
to
revision
be
Twenty years ago
a
of a after Butterfield
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Hughes,
French
signal, called Union Capt. John composed it.
Murray State University Baand a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby "tatoo," bugle
Tidball, head
that notified soldiers to of an artillery
sketball Coach Fred Overton has
battery, ordered
Hargis.
cease an evening's drinking and
resigned effective June 30, 1978.
played for the burial of a canFifty years ago
return to their garrisons. It was it
noneer
He will now enter the field of
killed in action. Not
Forty students at Murray State sounded an hour before the
wanting to reveal the battery's
public speaking or public
College have attained perfect final bugle call to end the day position
in the woods to the
relations.
scholastic standings for work by extinguishing fires and enemy nearby, Tidball substiPublished is a picture of Sallie
completed during the first quar- lights. The last five measures of tuted "Taps" for the traditional
Guy by her spinning wheel as she
ter, according to Cleo Gillis Hes- the "tatoo" resemble "Taps."
rifle volleys fired over the
The revision that gave us the three
spent two days with Murray
grave."Taps" was also played at
ter, registrar. Local students present-day
"Taps" was made
Middle School Seventh Graders
named were Ardath G. Canon, during America's Civil War by the funeral of Confederate Gen.
discussing and demonstrating the
Vera K. Moore, Fred T. Schultz, Union Gen. Daniel Adams But-_ _ Stonewall Jackson 10 months
Kentucky crafts of spinning and
John David Thompson, Loris terfield, heading a brigade after it was composed.
"Taps" now is played by the
weaving.
Outland Tubbs, Georgia B. Wear, camped at Harrison Landing, military at burial and memorial
In high school basketball
Va., near Richmond. Up to that services,
Pat Wear, and A.G. Wilson.
to accompany the lowgames, Calloway County High
Reba Jo Cathey, daughter of time, the U.S. Army's infantry ering of the flag, and to signal
call
to
end
the
day
School Lady Lakers beat Marwas
the the "lights out" command at
Mr. and Mrs. Jeddie Cathey and
French final call;-"L'Extinetio
shall County Marshals 44 to 43
_ '
senior at Murray State College, des feux.".Gen. Butterfieldn day's end.
and CCHS Laker& lost to MarNow,dear readers, I believe I
has been chosen as a° delegate decided the "lights out" music
shall County 65 to 61. High team
from Murray Chapter of Kappa was too formal to signal the am on target about the origin of
"Taps" — although a few details
scorers were Rose Ross and
Delta Pi to attend the national day's end. One day in July 1862, differ from
other versions.
Randy McCallon for CCHS and
conference at Atlantic City, NJ. he recalled the "tatoo" music
Jill Bennett and Jeff Brandon for
***
Marshall.
CONTRACT BRIDGE
DEAR ABBY: My wife and I are
Thirty years ago
friendly with a couple from another
An average of $45.97 per South dealer.
state. We visit back and forth quite
towards the king.
hundred pounds was reported for North-South vulnerable.
But in the actual deal, you'd frequently and enjoy each other's
the sale of dark fired tobacco on
NORTH
endanger the contract unnecessar- company immensely.
The problem arises when we
the Murray Market, according to
AQ3
ily-by following the standard proV A 83
cedure. West would win the king dine otit. I feel that when we visit
011ie Barnett,- reported for the
•Q 1052
with the ace and shift to thejack of them and eat out I should pay the
local market.
4 Q 104
spades:- You'd probably unease the bill, because they are giving us
Published is a picture of 1st Lt.
lodging and meals at
WEST
EAST
queen, losing to the king, win the oVernight
Clarence W. Herndon Jr., as his
their
house.
However, when they
•J 10 8 2
K 754
spade return,ruffa heart and then visit us and we
wife, Donna, pins on his wings
eat out, I feel that I
J 10 9 7
lead
K
2
6
5
a
4
trump.
should pay the bill because they are
after being named honor graduate • A J 9
•8
After West produced the nine, my guests and I should take care of
of the Officers Fixed Wing Avia- +83
+976
you'd be faced with a harrowing everything. It wouldn't be a probSOUTH
guess and might go down one. lem except that our friends feel the
DAILY COMICS
+96
Tough luck,you could then say,but same way, and when the bill comes
✓Q
North might disagree wieh you.He we both go through the "I've got it"
BLONDIE
•K 7 6 4 3
could logically contend you had routine. Both of us go to great
4AKJ52
lengths to pay the bill.
misplayed the hand.
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I SEE YOU TOOK The bidding:
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My question: Who should pay in
The proper approach is to ruffa
SNOW WE'VE HAD
MY LITTLE HINT
Or?'"
IN 35 YEARS,
1
South West North East
heartat trick two,lead a low trump each situation?.
DOESN'T ---:"-BOSS! THE TV _z.... CURIOUS IN VEAZIE, MAINE
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Pass
2 NT Pass
and, after West plays the nine,
SAID WE SHOULD 44(
044:
041.1.
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Pass
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Pass
finesse
the ten. Even if it loses to
ALL STAY HOME
DEAR CURIOUS: My answer:
4•
Pass
5•
thejack, you are still sure to make
......--.._
46',
9 CA
Opening lead —jack of hearts.
the contract. At worst, your only For crying out loud, take turns!
kr
Many books on the play of the losers will be two trump tricks.
•
cards include a section on the best
This is because with East on
DR. GOTT
;Ike
way to play certain card combina- lead, you avoid any chance of lostions. Unfortunately, these books ing a spade trick. Whatever East By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
44,
often neglect to state that one returns, you're in position to constfe,
JrZs,
ra,
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should not always follow the ad- tinue extracting trumps, after
2-4
DEAR DR. GOTT: In many of your
vice literally. Instead, the recom- which you can cash your five club columns, you seem to favor medicamended procedure should be ig- tricks, discard two spades from tion for physical problems but not for
CATHY
mental problems,such as depression.
nored when a particular situation dummy, and claim the balance.
indicates
that
another
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actual
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early
your
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depression
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FULL Of FIGURE have a physical cause? In
I
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For example, take this case results in an overtrick. That's not such instances, anti-depressant drugs
ENHANCING LINCARIE. I WHAT TM
WHAT I'M WEARING: &Mat
THE SPORTS
KARIN&: A
where declarer's foremost concern a blockbuster victory, but you can make an enormous difference in
CROSS-TRAINING SHOES.
DATE.
WHAT TM WEARING: A
POLARTEC JACKET AND
is
how to handle the trump suit. should nonetheless feel proud of the quality of life.
CHEST- SMASHiNf.7
A KNEE BRACE.
Ordinarily, the best way for South having adapted your play in the
DEAR READER: Many types of
SPORTS BRA.
to broach this combination is to trump suit to the special circum- depression are ingeed related to the
start by leading low from dummy stances of the deal.
imbalance of bratfemicals. This is,
as you pointed out,a physical disorder
Tomorrow: Good technique pays off.
that can be helped by appropriate
drugs. I am sorry if I gave the wrong
impression. I take depression seriously and agree that affected patients are
CROSSWORDS
usually helped by drug therapy.
twaAwrie:-..4kor
ACROSS
Of course, it's a matter of degree.
35 "— La
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People who suffer an acute and proAnswer
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and
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drugs. fn such instances, medical
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attention and prescriptions are in
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mount or
order.
Attempt
to
52
meter
Nonetheless, we — as a society —
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23 Davis ID
rely too heavily on drugs. Many of us
24 — Age
54 Flying
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incorrectly believe that there is an
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antidote for every ailment, that happi55 Spanish gold
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ness comes in a pill bottle, and that
3 Mistakes
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covering
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you
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11 Joyful
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exclamation
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Therefore, in my columns, I tend to
playing cards
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all right to stop whining and get on
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21 Danger
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with your life -2 and all of us know
22 Worship
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people who could profit by this type of
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tough-love advice. It's all right to
26 J — Hoover
exercise more (because exercise can
Calcium
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relieve mild depression). drink less
symbol
alcohol (a depressant) and rely on our
29 Actress
gargantuan capacity to heal ourselves
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without medication. Each of us feels
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blue now and then. We get over it.
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40 Attempt to
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Depression is real; it can be incapaci48 Sailor
tating. but it is treatable. Yet, as is
49 Sports org
true with any medication, we must
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- J
50 Sault Ste
55
carefully weigh the risk-benefit ratio
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By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Feb. 4, the 35th day of 1998. There are 330
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 4, 1789, electors unanimously chose George Washington to
be the first president of the United States.
On this date:
In 1783, Britain declared a formal cessation of hostilities with its
former colonies, the United States of America.
In 1801, John Marshall was sworn in as chief justice of the United
States.
In 1861, delegates from six southern states met in Montgomery,
Ala., to form the Confederate States of America.
In 1932, New York Gov. Franklin D. Roosevelt opened the Winter
Olympic Games at Lake Placid.
In 1938, the Thornton Wilder play "Our Town" opened on
Broadway.
In 1941, the United Service Organizations (USO) came into
existence.
In 1945, President Roosevelt, British Prime Minister Winston Churchill and Soviet leader Josef Stalin began a wartime conference at
Yalta.
In 1948, the island nation of Ceylon — now Sri Lanka — became
an independent dominion within the British Commonwealth.
In 1974, newspaper heiress Patricia Hearst was kidnapped in Berkeley, Calif., by the Symbionese Liberation Army.
In 1983, singer Karen Carpenter died at age 32.
In 1987, pianist Liberace died at age 67.
Ten years ago: Senate Republican Leader Bob Dole twice confronted Vice President George Bush on the floor of the Senate, accusing his GOP presidential rival of condoning a campaign attack that
amounted to "grovelling in the mud."
Five years ago: A jury in Atlanta found General Motors negligent in
the fuel-tank design of a pickup truck and awarded $105.2 million to
the parents of a teen-ager killed in a fiery 1989 crash.
One year ago: A civil ojury in Santa Monica, Calif., found O.J.
Simpson liable for the deaths of his ex-wife, Nicole Brown Simpson,
and her friend, Ronald Goldman, awarding $8.5 million in compensatory damages to Goldman's parents. Six days later, the jury added $25
million in punitive damages to go to Nicole Brown Simpson's estate
and Goldman's father. President Clinton delivered his State of the Union address. Seventy-three Israeli soldiers were killed in the collision
of two helicopters.
Today's Birthdays: Civil rights pioneer Rosa Parks is 85. Feminist
author Betty Friedan is 77. Actor Conrad Bain is 75. Actor Gary Conway is 62. Former Sen. Donald Riegle, D-Mich., is 60. Singer Florence LaRue (The Fifth Dimension) is 54. Comedian David Brenner is
53. Former Vice President Dan Quayle is 51. Rock singer Alice
Cooper is 50. Actor Michael Beck is 49. Actress Pamela Franklin is
48. Actress Lisa Eichorn is 46. Rock musician Henry Bogdan (Helmet) is 37. Country singer Clint Black is 36. Actress Gabrielle Anwar
is 28.
Thought for Today: "Character consists of what you do on the third
and fourth tries." — James Michener, American author (1907-1997).
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10th & Chestnut Street - Murray, Kentucky

Going Out Of Business
We have sold our building and must vacate by March 1, 1998.
We will close by Saturday, February 14, 1998 at 6:00 PM.

NEW STORE HOURS
Mon. - Sat. 9:00 AM - 6:00 PM
Sunday 12:00 AM - 6:00 PM

25% Off Everything
Except Cigarettes

Buy $10.00 in merhandise and pay
just $7.50; Buy $50.00 in
merchandise and pay just $37.50;
Buy $100.00 in merchandise and
pay just $75.00. Good selection of
fresh merchandise. We are very
appreciative of the business you
have favored us with through the years.
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